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This monTh’s experTs

Lamb Of GOd
sTurm und drang
Seeing their singer get locked up (then 

acquitted) for manslaughter and barely surviving 
the ordeal has only made the Virginia metallers 
stronger and angrier, and Chris Adler’s heavy 
groove is more purposeful than ever.

fLeetwOOd mac
Tusk
Inspired by our cover interview we 

revisited this expensive (and unfairly maligned) 
’70s classic. Great Mick drumming on ‘Tusk’, 
‘Think About Me’, ‘Sisters Of The Moon’ et al.

muse
drones
They’ve stripped back to a straighter 

rock sound but, as their Download headline 
performance attested, Dom’s playing on these 
songs sounds just as huge alongside the hits.

playlisT
PumPinG On  
Our stereO...

Chris Barnes, Editor
Chris.Barnes@futurenet.com

Facebook
/RhythmMagazine 

Twitter
@RhythmMagazine

thanks to everyone who sent birthday wishes last month to help us celebrate rhythm’s 30th year. if 
you missed the jam-packed July issue then i implore you to pick it up and take advantage of the huge 
free rudiment wallchart we bundled with the mag. you’ll have no excuse not to nail those rudiments!

we’ve enjoyed looking back, misty-eyed at the past. But now, as we excitedly peel the wrapping off 
a new decade in rhythm’s life, our sights are set firmly on the future of drumming, and how we can 
take you right to the heart of it. hopefully last month you noticed that our roland tD-25 review was 
accompanied by a link to a video demo of the kit. you can expect to see that every month now. we’ve 

invested in our own video demo studio, and roped in some serious talent to play on camera, so not only can we bring you the 
most comprehensive, in-depth and expert product reviews in the world, but you can now also see and hear the gear we’re 
talking about. Let us know if there’s anything in particular you want to see in the future. we have some ace features this issue 
too. Brit drum godfather mick Fleetwood discusses his approach to musical drumming with Fleetwood mac, godsized 
drummer Dan kavanagh reveals the harsh realities of playing in a rock band in 2015 and we speak to Laura marling drummer 
matt ingram, currently splitting his time between touring and running his own studio, and ian thomas, a session stalwart with 
an impressive cV. we also look at simple ways to boost your gear without breaking the bank. times are certainly changing, but 
our passion for drums and drumming is unflinching, and we will continue to be there to inspire and educate you all. enjoy!

Hello!
We’ve come a long way, baby!

Tom Bradley
Tom is a UK-based freelance 
drummer with years of experience 

balancing gigs, recording sessions, teaching 
and music journalism. A degree tutor at The 
Academy of Music and Sound (AMS), this 
month he reveals 21 kit ‘hacks’ to affordably 
inject new life into your drums (p50) and 
reviews Natal’s Pure Stave snares (p106).

ChuCk Parker
Chuck is an LA-based freelance 
drummer/writer. His long-held 

passion for drums and music extends  
to playing, teaching and writing about 
drums. This month Chuck met up with rock 
drumming legend Mick Fleetwood, to talk 
about his famously musical feel, and 
returning with Fleetwood Mac (page 26)!

Geoff NiCholls
Rhythm’s resident gear guru and 
interviewer par excellence falls in 

love with a high-end cherry kit from DW 
(page 98) and finds time to interview 
Laura Marling drummer Matt Ingram and 
Mark Knopfler’s accomplished sticksman 
Ian Thomas. See those interviews on page 
56 and 38 respectively.
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mick fleetwood
The Brit drumming legend 
on his famous musical feel 
and returning with the Mac

ian thomas 
Mark Knopfler

buyer’s guide
The 5 best budget 
electronic kits

gear 
reviews

lessons

tim alexander
Primus man ‘Herb’ on 
his drumming career

beat
All the latest news and hot gear,  
plus tips, classic sounds and more 

introducing
New bands and drummers you need to 
have on your radar this month

reviews
New stuff from Marco Minnemann, Simon 
Phillips, Mark Guiliana and more

ask geoff
Your kit conundrums solved by our resident 
gear guru
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Want to subscribe to rhythm?
Become a Rhythm subscriber and save 40% and 
pay just £21.49 for a six month subscription.  
Head to page 78 for details. 
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk

21 budget  
kit hacks
Inject new life 
into your gear 
and playing
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HigHligHts

10 toolkit 
Some neat ideas based on  
a 3-over-4 time feel 

12 top five tips 
Paul Mazurkiewicz (Cannibal 
Corpse) on playing fast

The two Steves in action: 
Gadd and (inset) White

Each drummer got four tunes on which to 
strut his stuff, with good choices of familiar 
classics alongside lesser known pieces



WiN!
To celebrate the Worlds Greatest 

Drummer event, we are giving away this 

unique Zildjian 20" K ride, signed by 

Steve White, Ian Palmer, Pete Cater and 

the legendary Steve Gadd, and mounted 

in a presentation case with a photo from 

the night. All you have to do to enter is 

go and like the Zildjian UK Facebook 

page: www.facebook.com/zildjianuk
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20 reviews 
New Marco Minnemann 
album and more

■ A packed Derngate 
Theatre in Northampton 
gave Steve Gadd a 
spontaneous, heartfelt 
and heart-warming 
standing ovation as he 
took the stage for this 
celebration of the big band 
music of Buddy Rich. 
what a coup for ian Palmer to coax gadd, 
celebrating his 70th birthday this year, to 
grace this event alongside three British drum 
stars – steve white, Pete cater and ian, with 
Pete cater’s superb big band. each drummer 
got four tunes on which to strut his stuff, with 
good choices of familiar classics alongside 
lesser known pieces. Pete kicked off with 
‘mexicali nose’ and ‘willowcrest’, detailed 
catchy charts from 1967’s essential Big swing 
Face. Pete and his band are specialists in 
faithful reproduction of the originals, and Pete 
has made a remarkable study of Buddy’s 
style. Foolhardy or laudable, take your pick, 
but hugely impressive either way.

next, steve white came on to massive 
cheers, proving he is still a big hero to uk 
drummers. rather than try to emulate Buddy, 
steve put his own stamp on classic numbers, 
starting with a masterful shuffle on ‘machine’ 
before soloing in his stylish soul-funk, 
rudimental groove. ‘wack wack’ was also 
particularly cool, suiting steve to a tee.  

after the interval ian Palmer performed 
‘Big swing Face’ with a big smile on his own 

face. ian’s a powerful, hugely accomplished 
drummer with a buccaneering panache and 
we don’t see nearly enough of him. Finishing 
up, he gave an emotional intro to mr gadd.

gadd nailed the deep grooves on ‘Basically 
Blues’ and ‘love For sale’ as only he can. his 
playing is now so familiar, but we have to 
remember he invented this whole style  
and his touch and dynamic control are still 
matchless. Breaking with the rich programme 
he treated us to a splendid instrumental 
arrangement of steely Dan’s ‘aja’ – just one of 
so many landmark recordings for which he is 
rightly venerated. But he stole the show with 
his inimitable brush playing on party piece 
‘Bye Bye Blackbird’. 

the inevitable encore with the four 
drummers on stage was gratifyingly musical, 
rounding out a beautiful evening. ian Palmer 
had this to say: “i was so excited to perform 
with steve gadd and i know steve white and 
Pete cater felt the same. what i didn’t account 
for and what surprised me the most was just 
how emotional i would feel introducing steve 
onto the stage. he is a hero of mine, as he is 
to most drummers on the planet. i remember 
saying, “Please welcome to the stage the 
most influential drummer alive today,” and 
when i said those words i felt a wave of 
emotion… i lost it! that was pretty heavy! this 
was magnified when steve got a standing 
ovation before he even sat behind the drums. 
i don’t think there is any other drummer who 
gets that response today. there is so much 
love amongst the drumming community for 
him. i think that moment was the proudest of 
my drumming career to date.” 

gadd tHe star of 
Big BaNd sHoW
Steve tops the bill at this year’s World’s Greatest Drummer

Steve White, Ian Palmer, 
Pete Cater and Steve Gadd 
at the World’s Greatest 
Drummer extravaganza

set list
The tunes that 
the drummers 
played on the 
night with the 
excellent Pete 
Cater band –
Pete Cater: 
‘Mexicali Nose’, 
‘Willowcrest’, ‘The 
Way I Feel’, ‘Don’t 
Rain On My 
Parade’;
Steve White: 
‘Machine’,  
‘Wack Wack’, 
‘Norwegian 
Wood’, ‘Mercy 
Mercy Mercy’;  
Ian Palmer:  
‘Big Swing Face’, 
‘In A Mellow 
Tone’, ‘Slow 
Funk’, ‘Time 
Check’; Steve 
Gadd: ‘Basically 
Blues’, ‘Love For 
Sale’, ‘Aja’, ‘Just In 
Time’, ‘Bye Bye 
Blackbird’
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■ Like rust, it seems 
Marco Minnemann never 
sleeps. The drumming star 
has three new albums out 
this summer.
there’s his solo record celebration, then  
trés caballeros with the aristocrats and 
Shockwave Supernova, his first studio 
recording with Joe Satriani. 

For the album Satriani took his band – 
minnemann, mike keneally and Bryan Beller 
– to Skywalker Sound in california. “we’ve 
already played together for two years on 
tour so there was a certain dynamic 
happening and we’re already musically 
calibrated as we know what we’re going for,” 
says minnemann. “the band played live in 
the studio. you hear a lot of joy in the 
playing, a lot of energy going on which i 
think is cool because it’s not really typical for 
Joe. it’s a bit of a departure. most enjoyable!” 

the live approach meant that the bulk  
of the album was recorded in seven days. 

“here’s a thing i’m really proud of and  
happy about, the very first song we 
recorded, the first take went on the album,” 
says minneman. “that defined the vibe and 
the recording. we would play the songs 
three, four times, record, go back, listen  
to the takes, decide which one we want to  
work on, maybe see if there was a part to  
be fixed. we did two or three songs a day 
sometimes, that’s why the album came 
together fairly fast.”

minnemann will hit the road again with 
Satriani in September and says that the 
guitarist gives him room to express himself 
even on tracks from the vaults. “Some  
songs have a lot of freedom and space for 
interpretation and some songs are actually 
very strict,” he says. “For example ‘Satch 
Boogie’, you can do whatever you want there 
as long as you deliver the flow and drive. 
now there’s ‘Flying in a Blue Dream’ which  
is four-on-the-floor, you have to stick with it. 
you can do a little hi-hat fill or some little 
thing but it’s still one of my favourite songs 
to play. it sounds massive and it’s a good 

counter-piece to all the little finesse things 
that go on in ‘Satch Boogie’. the very first 
time we played together Joe goes, ‘See, 
there is a very fine line when you have an 
instrumental piece between a rock tune  
or when you play a little too much it 
automatically becomes fusion.’ that’s a  
very good point. it’s easy to shred a song  
to pieces in no time. that’s why he’s sort of 
the ac/Dc of guitar players. you can hum 
along melodies.”

trés caballeros reunites the aristocrats 
– minnemann, bassist Bryan Beller and 
guitarist guthrie govan – for more 
mind-blowing genre-mashing music.  
with each member contributing three  
songs, minnemann says the record covers 
everything from punk to texas blues,  
jazzy tunes and ambient vibes with their 
trademark technical wizardry. “i think this 
album is easily accessible from the listener’s 
experience without taking away from some 
fireworks which explode on and off,” he says. 
“People expect that and we like that of 
course, but it’s not overwhelming.” 

marco’s busy summer
Marco Minnemann back with Aristocrats, Joe Satriani and more

Drumming star Marco 
Minnemann is back with the 
Aristocrats and is also on 
Joe Satriani’s new release

Win!
You can win a 
double dose of 
Marco as we have 
copies of the 
brand new 
Aristocrats and 
Joe Satriani 
albums to give 
away to three 
readers. Head to 
http://bit.ly/
winMarco.
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How did the new album Heirs come 
together?
“a lot of the time we’ve done albums in the 
studio and written as we went, but this time 
around we demoed stuff so we were fairly 
familiar with the layout of the songs before 
the actual tracking process. rory and niall, 
the guitarists, were coming up with riffs on 
the road. we started playing about with 
those during soundchecks, so it has been  
a gradual process of building up ideas.”

Where did you record and what drum 
sound were you after?
“this is our fourth album and we’ve done 
them all in Start together Studios here in 
Belfast with a producer called rocky o’reilly. 
i’ve always liked big, boomy drums so i use  
a custom kit by Liberty Drums, super thin 
shells. we did most of the drums in our 
rehearsal room, which has quite a high 
ceiling so you get a nice live sound off it,  
and we also recorded in a large venue in 
Belfast called the mandela hall. the last 
album was very processed, a lot of samples 
and electronic-sounding drums, so this time 

it was bringing it back to be as organic  
as possible.”

You guys take a very DIY approach to 
touring, sleeping in your van!
“in the early days we started by putting  
on our own shows locally and we’ve been 
keeping it relatively Diy ever since. i guess 
we’ve always been driven by the ambition  
to tour as much as we can. the whole 
touring cycle is just trying to not run out  
of money and not go bankrupt, which is 
sometimes very tough. it’s all because we 
love it and there are not many better things 
you can do.”

Is it true you had to bribe armed 
police in Russia?
“that was quite a rude awakening. the tour 
manager, the russian guy that was with us, 
was like, ‘Please give me some money. i 
need to put it into the passport.’ he just 
handed it over and they waved us through.  
it was almost a daily feature of the tour, it 
got to the point where by the end of it we’d 
get pulled over and we were no longer 

The math-rocker on DIY tours and bribery

Highlights from the online home of the UK’s best-selling drum magazine

chris Wee 
And So I WAtch You From AFAr

Chris Wee (second right) 
with ASIWYFA

frightened because we’d seen it so  
many times.”

Where are your favourite places  
to play?
“russia is probably one of the best places  
to play in terms of crowds and their 
enthusiasm. you travel all day through  
the bleak highways and everything seems 
cold and hostile then you get to a venue  
and you’ve got hundreds of kids who’ve 
made their own t-shirts and printed out 
photos of the band and want you to sign 
everything. they go crazy at the music,  
so that is definitely one great place. i love 
touring in the uS just in terms of the 
vastness of it all. you spend seven, eight 
weeks there and travel day in, day out in a 
van. i think we did 40 of the 50 states last 
time, which was cool.” 

The Faith No More drummer is back 
with the ‘90s rock heroes. To mark the 
occasion we’ve picked our favourite 
moments from his packed career.

The Rhythm team braved a weekend at 
the mud-filled, metal-heavy Download 
Festival, and came back wowed by reams 
of top performances. We count down 
some of our favourites.

We pay tribute to the top pop 
drummers of the ‘60s – and there were 
plenty of them. From Dave Clark to 
Mick Avory, Bobby Elliot to Clem Cattini. 

Mike Bordin

download 2015

‘60s PoP

Plus nicko, Portnoy and other toP Players on why they love John BonhaM; PeriPhery’s Matt halPern talks classic records

out now

Heirs��
And�So�I�Watch�
You�From�Afar

Guitar wizard Joe 
Satriani has had some 
incredible drummers 
in his time – Chad, 
Vinnie and more – so 
we grilled the shred 
king on what makes a 
top-drawer drummer.

Joe satriani
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■■when■it■comes■to■designing■a■custom■
drum■kit■or■snare■there■are■a■million-and-
one■companies■out■there■to■help■you■realise■
your■dreams■–■no■matter■how■outlandish.■
But■those■wishing■to■give■their■cymbals■the■
custom■treatment■have■been■out■of■luck.■

But■now■impression■cymbals■has■launched■
its■own■custom■cymbal■scheme,■allowing■
customers■to■specify■the■finer■details■of■their■
metals.■users■will■be■asked■to■give■details■of■
the■kind■of■sound■they■would■like■and■the■
environments■the■cymbal■will■be■used■in.■■
they■will■then■also■be■asked■to■pick■out■their■
chosen■cymbal■type■(ride,■crash,■splash,■hats,■

china,■bell■or■something■completely■custom),■
the■size■(from■6"■to■24"),■profile■and■
hammering,■bell■size■and■the■finish■(lathed,■
polished,■sandpapered■or■something■else■of■
the■player’s■choosing).

By■making■these■demands,■impression■
says■drummers■will■be■left■with■a■one-of-a-
kind■cymbal■that■has■been■handcrafted■by■
the■turkish■company’s■master■artisans.■all■
cymbals■will■be■made■using■impression’s■
proprietary■B20■bronze■alloy.

For■more■information■head■to■your■local■
impression■cymbals■dealer■or■take■a■look■at■
www.impressioncymbals.com.■

Create your own cymbals!
ImpressIon Cymbals offer one-off metals

3-over-4
Playing three notes in the space of four

I
n■this■toolkit■we’re■looking■at■3-over-4-
based■ideas■–■three■notes■played■in■the■
same■amount■of■time■it■takes■to■play■4■
beats.■to■achieve■this■we■need■to■

establish■the■fewest■amount■of■notes■
required,■ie:■12,■and■as■we■want■the■pulse■over■
four■beats■we’ll■be■in■4/4■and■playing■eighth-■
note■triplets.■all■of■the■examples■require■the■
left■foot■to■be■played■on■quarter-notes■both■
for■the■additional■coordination■but■also■to■
help■retain■the■original■pulse.■■

example■1■plays■single■strokes■accenting■
every■four■notes■to■give■us■three■evenly■
spaced■accents■over■4/4.■next■in■example■2■
the■right■hand■moves■from■the■snare■down■
the■toms■and■doubles■the■unaccented■notes■
left■on■the■snare.■Finally■in■example■3■we■can■
apply■the■same■process■with■the■accent■
played■on■the■cymbal■along■with■the■bass■
drum.■this■requires■some■demanding■
additional■coordination■and■it■can■be■worth■
practising■the■feet■in■isolation■first.■

Impression’s new scheme will allow you to have custom-made metals

Drummer’s tool Kit

Example 1 begins by playing alternating single-strokes with the right hand accenting every four notes.01

Next the right hand begins moving down the toms, eventually doubling all of the notes remaining on the snare.02

Example 3 moves the accent to the cymbal with the bass drum. Note the left foot plays quarter notes throughout.03

PEtE RilEy
p.riley@mac.com

Your tutor



Wherewas the song recorded?
“At Dieter Dierks’ studio in Cologne. He was
themain producer for those classic albums,
Blackout, Animal Magnetism, Love Drive.”

Whatdrumsdid youuse?
“In those days I played Ludwig. I played a 26"
bass drum, 14" rack tom, 15" rack tom, then
an 18" and a 20" tom, it sounded very deep
and fat too. I’ve always been a big fan of
John Bonham’s drum sound so I knew that to
get that sound you need a high room. Dieter
Dierks has one – Studio 3 was a huge room
and all we put in it was the drums. That’s
why we always had those great drum
sounds. For me one of the best drum sounds
is ‘Kashmir’ and when I played the ballad,
‘Still Loving You’, I said to Dieter, ‘Get me that
drum sound, that’s what I want. It should

leave the others a lot of space to create
wonderful melodies.’”

Howdidyou create the snare sound in
theverses?
“Dieter Dierks and the engineer at the studio

made a backwards effect on the snare and
that gave it that special sound that really
comes out of nowhere.”

Howmany takesdid youdo?
“I always said to Dieter, ‘Recordme for the
first three takes because they have themost

energy, themost excitement, the rest is
routine.’ A lot of times we had it already in
the first three takes but Dieter Dierks always
wanted to hear another one and another
one, so in the end I probably did 15 takes
that day but we came back to the first or
second one. He really mademe play every
day. One day I played for 16 hours and was
falling off the chair, falling asleep.”

Didyouknowthe songwouldbeahit?
“I sensed that the song could be big. I wrote
most of the lyrics so I had something inmind
with this song from the firstmoment Rudolph
[Schenker, guitarist] played it tome. It sounds
like a classic rock hit from the first note.”

Herman Rarebell drums up a storm with the Scorpions

‘Rock You Like
A HuRRicAne’
ScorpionS

“[The producer] really made me play
every day. One day I played for 16
hours and was falling off the chair…”

Album:
Love At

First sting
YeAr: 1984

Terms and conditions apply, visit www.allianzmusic.co.uk/prize for full competition details. Allianz Musical Insurance is a trading name of Allianz Insurance plc.

Musical Insurance

Musical
Insurance
that takes
you places.

Insure your instrument
with us before 31st July,
and you’ll go into the draw
to win one of 12 Red Letter
Day experiences!

You could find yourself
with two nights in Paris,
exploring the Lake District
or even jammin’ in a
recording studio.

Get a quote:
allianzmusic.co.uk
0330 100 9626
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on Ipad, IphonE and  
andRoId dEvICE

■  free cd with every issue
■ pRInt and dIgItal only 
      paCkagES alSo avaIlaBlE

Full deTails 
On p78

■■ ralph■Salmins■and■Jojo■mayer■are■among■those■heading■up■a■
day■packed■with■drumming■and■percussion■later■this■month.

the■royal■college■of■music’s■Festival■of■Percussion■takes■place■
on■12■July.■the■events,■which■run■from■11am■until■9pm■at■the■
college’s■London■site,■kick■off■with■a■workshop■with■session■star■
ralph■Salmins.■Just■after■3pm,■Jojo■mayer■will■be■interviewed■on■
stage■before■he■presents■a■clinic.

throughout■the■day■there■will■also■be■clinics,■performances■and■
talks■by■the■likes■of■the■London■Philharmonic■orchestra’s■timpani■
and■percussion■sections■and■timpanist■christopher■ridley.■
Percussion■workshops,■aimed■at■players■of■all■ages■and■abilities,■
will■also■run■during■the■day.■a■show■from■the■rcm■Big■Band■rounds■
off■the■day,■with■Jojo■mayer■sitting■in■for■a■set■which■pays■tribute■to■
some■of■the■tunes■made■famous■by■the■great■Buddy■rich.

tickets■are■available■from■the■rcm■box■office■on■020■7591■
4314.■a■full-day■adult■ticket■is■£14,■with■concession■tickets■at■£7.■
For■more■information■head■over■to■www.rcm.ac.uk/events.■

Salmins and  
Mayer for RCM fest
Drum stars heaD-up Day of events in lonDon

Ralph Salmins is one 
of the drum stars 
appearing at the RCM

1  Push Yourself
“when■we■started,■we■were■young,■■

it■was■all■about■adrenaline■and■fury■and■■
the■feel■of■it.■i■didn’t■even■know■what■i■■
was■doing,■but■here■i■am■playing■double■
bass.■‘oh,■i■can’t■play■faster?■i■guess■i’ve■■
got■to■push■myself.■hopefully■next■week■■
i’m■going■faster.’■it■was■constantly■doing■■
it■that■built■me■up.”

2  loosen uP
“i■like■to■get■the■limbs■loose,■make■

sure■the■blood■is■flowing,■i’ve■got■the■sticks■
in■my■hand■to■get■a■feel■for■the■sticks,■
basically.■Do■some■warming■up,■maybe■run■
through■some■parts■in■my■head,■on■the■pad■
or■on■the■pillow■or■something■just■to■get■
into■the■zone,■get■your■game■face■on.”

3  Well-being
“when■you■get■older■you’re■not■just■

living■on■adrenaline■and■your■20-year-old■
body■anymore.■it’s■something■that■i’ve■been■
doing■for■years■so■you■know■what■to■do■
with■your■body■to■be■able■to■do■this■on■a■

Speed
By Paul Mazurkiewicz (Cannibal Corpse)

daily■basis.■as■long■as■i■got■enough■sleep■
the■night■before,■i■ate■good,■i’m■hydrated,■
that’s■the■key.”

4 Don’t fear 
MetronoMes

“we’ve■been■using■a■metronome■for■almost■
eight■years■now■for■writing■and■recording,■
everything■from■evisceration■Plague■to■
now.■i■got■so■used■to■it■that■i■like■to■use■it■
on■the■songs■that■we’ve■recorded■to■the■
click,■because■really■what■a■difference■that■
makes■in■keeping■it■consistent.■the■
metronome■is■not■going■to■lie.”

5  set uP right
“it’s■all■those■little■things■that■you■

need■to■be■a■speed■drummer,■like■
tightening■up■the■kit,■making■sure■your■
movements■are■very■accurate■and■fluent■
and■yet■very■controlled.■you■tighten■
everything■up■in■the■heights■of■your■
cymbals■and■toms■just■to■close■everything■
in■as■much■as■you■can■so■you’re■able■to■■
play■at■these■speeds.”■

my top 5 tips on…

Cannibal Corpse and 
Paul Mazurkiewicz 
(bottom right)
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If it’s a one-stop shop for recording your kit you’re after, this is just 
the package for you. The AKG Drum Set Session I pack is perfect for 
drummers looking to make their first steps in capturing their beats 
to hard disc (or tape if you're lucky enough to do so!). 

You’ll find an impressive seven microphones in the set – one P2 
dynamic mic for the bass drum, two P17 small diaphragm condenser 
overheads and four P4 dynamics for your snare and toms. That little 
lot means that, unless you’re rocking a Neil Peart-esque rig, you can 
mic up every nook and cranny of your kit.

These aren’t just any old bunch of mics thrown together, either. 
They have been specially selected and optimally tuned to ensure 
that they work together in perfect harmony.

The pack includes all required clamps and stand adapters and 
also ships in a swish, protection aluminum case. The perfect  
starting place for would-be drummer-cum-producers – and a  
snip at just £249. 

DRUM KIT
Hot New Gear On The Rhythm Radar

AKG  
Drum Set 
SeSSion i
£249 | www.akg.com

budget 
mics

P4
Sound pressure levels of up to 
152dB can be captured with 

the P4 snare and tom mics
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P17
The P17 overheads 
feature a rugged 
metal body to stand 
up to everyday use

P2
This dynamic bass drum mic 
has been designed to deliver 
high-energy low-end
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Tama TW200  
Tension WaTch
£TBC www.tama.com

■■ this■precision■tuning■device■from■tama■is■an■old■favourite,■but■one■
that■has■received■a■makeover■for■2015.■Launched■at■musikmesse■in■
april,■the■tw200■is■compact■and■would■slip■easily■into■a■hardware■or■
cymbal■bag.■the■dial■is■upward-facing■making■it■easier■to■read,■and■
comes■with■a■detachable■nylon■bumper■meaning■it■will■give■you■
consistent■measurements■at■a■uniform■distance■from■the■hoop■at■
each■lug.■if■you’re■looking■for■perfect■tuning■and■would■prefer■to■rely■
on■something■other■than■just■your■ears,■or■one■of■the■many■digital■
devices■and■apps■on■the■market,■then■this■is■a■worthwhile■investment.

Promark 
r40 sTicks
£16.80 www.promark.com

■■ this■year■sees■prog■masters■rush■mark■
their■40th■anniversary,■and■neil■Peart■is■
seeing■in■the■band’s■fifth■decade■in■style.■
not■only■has■the■Professor■worked■on■■
a■gorgeous■new■custom■kit■with■Dw■for■■
the■occasion,■he■has■also■been■bestowed■
these■new■signature■sticks■from■Promark.■
the■limited■edition■r40■sticks■are■a■new■
run■of■Peart’s■oak■747■that■includes■the■
r40■tour■logo■and■his■signature■printed■■
in■gold.■while■they■might■not■necessarily■
make■you■play■like■a■prog■god,■you’ll■look■
pretty■cool■trying.

Tony coleman 
Drums
$149.99 (Approx £95) www.inmusicbrands.com

■■ tony■coleman■is■a■legend■of■the■blues■and■r’n’b■worlds■thanks■to■
his■work■behind■the■kit■with■the■likes■of■the■late■BB■king,■Buddy■guy,■
etta■James■and■albert■king.■and■now■thanks■to■this■new■sample■
library■you■can■get■his■kit■sound,■even■if■you■don’t■possess■his■■
chops.■tony■coleman■Drums■is■a■package■from■Sonivox■featuring■
more■than■10gB-worth■of■beats■played■by■the■man■himself.■recorded■
at■ardent■Studios,■the■pack■also■ships■with■comprehensive■editing■
options■and■an■overhauled■audio■engine.■So■there’s■no■excuse■not■■
to■get■the■most■authentic■of■sounds■on■your■blues■tracks.

ToonTrack  
souThern soul eZX
£42.95 www.toontrack.com

■■woah,■what’s■this?■you■wait■a■whole■month■for■a■great■software■pack■and■then■
two■come■along■on■the■same■page.■Southern■Soul■is■the■latest■from■the■stellar■
toontrack■stable■and■gives■you■the■sound■of■the■iconic■Fame■studio■in■muscle■
Shoals,■alabama.■the■pack■comes■loaded■with■five■kits■–■Ludwig,■Pearl,■Sakae■
and■gretsch,■and■has■been■produced■by■glenn■rosenstein■(u2,■James■taylor)■■
and■engineered■by■Jeff■Balding■(Faith■hill,■celine■Dion).
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Cuban-born drummer channels the spirit of bebop with Latin jazz polyrhythms

G
rowing up in cuba, ernesto 
Simpson’s first instrument was the 
trumpet, following in the footsteps 
of his dad and grandfather. But 
there was one problem. “there was 
just one trumpet at home, so if my 

dad wasn’t using the trumpet i used to play it,” says 
Simpson. “i was getting into the trumpet, he was like, 
‘this is cool, but if you drop the trumpet then i won’t 
be able to play gigs and there’s not going to be any 

way to get food at home.’” So Simpson switched to 
an instrument less likely to break – the drums.

he started music school at 11, where the intensive 
practice regime was modelled on the eastern 
european classical music tradition. “i practised for 
eight hours, three or four times a week. then you can 
really develop a level that’s ridiculous,” says Simpson, 
who is left-handed but plays a right-handed kit open- 

handed. Simpson attributes his ability to play the 
layered polyrhythms of Latin jazz to his upbringing.  
“in cuba, it doesn’t matter if you play sax or any other 
instrument, everyone is very strong rhythmically,” he 
says. “there are many other instrument players who 
also play drums very well, or percussionists that 
became piano players. in cuba it’s just about music.” 

one record he heard a lot growing up was Dizzy 
gillespie’s Dizzy atmosphere and years later he had 
the chance to perform with the famed trumpeter.  

“i was playing with arturo Sandoval in cuba,” he 
says. “he was the President of the Jazz Plaza Festival 
in 1990. he said, ‘this is going to be hard bop now 
because Dizzy is coming.’ i said, ‘oh my god, really?  

i don’t think i’m ready!’ he said ‘well, get ready, 
because you’re my drummer.’” 

in rehearsals Simpson struggled with the charts. 
“when you read classical music, the popular way of 
reading music is completely different, so i didn’t have 
that training,” he says. “i could play the groove but i 
was so worried. i couldn’t even speak english. Dizzy 
came to me and said, ‘Listen, just smile and enjoy it.’ 
he took the book, closed it and said, ‘no worries, just 
play what you hear,’ and that’s what i did.”

Simpson is now the regular drummer for bassist 
and composer kyle eastwood and can be heard on 
eastwood’s brilliant new album timepieces. “they 
were looking for a drummer a little bit more 
versatile, like he is,” says Simpson. “he plays 
straight-ahead, Brazilian stuff, stuff from africa. i was 
lucky that i was around and i had the call to play with 
them. it seems i did a good job.” the album perfectly 
captures the spirit and sound of ’60s jazz. “Bop is 
really contagious,” says Simpson. “if you can play 
bebop, you can play anything.” 

ErnEsto simpson

Sounds like: art Blakey and the Jazz messengers, horace Silver Key kit: yamaha drums, murat Diril cymbals, 
LP percussion, remo heads Download: ‘Peace of Silver’ Go to: www.kyleeastwood.com

“Dizzy came to me and said, ‘Listen, just smile 
and enjoy it.’ He took the book, closed it and said, 
‘No worries, just play what you hear…’”

Cuban-born jazz drummer 
Ernesto Simpson plays 
with bassist/composer 
Kyle Eastwood
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H
eartless Bastards’  
Dave colvin is all about 
the groove and the 
backbeat, but came to 

rock from jazz. “my all-time favourite 
has to be Jack DeJohnette,” says  
colvin who was doing his masters  
in Jazz Studies in austin, texas,  

when former bandmate erika 
wennerstrom asked him to play  
with heartless Bastards. 

For their new album, restless  
ones, colvin used a vintage Ludwig kit. 
“i believe it’s a ’76,” he says. “i‘ve 
really been digging the way guys 
tuned their drums in rock’n’roll in the 
late ’60s. i like how they were often 

 ■ Pianist ivo neame has already 
made an impression in the jazz world 
as a member of award-winning trio 
Phronesis, but his latest album Strata 
sees him leading a quintet with one of 
British jazz drumming’s brightest 
prospects, Dave hamblett. a graduate 

 ■ the uk four-piece merrily mash 
together tech metal and progressive 
influences on their six-track debut eP, 
the Story So Far, a potent blend of 
powerful songwriting and slick chops. 
Bucking the trend in modern metal for 
screamed vocals, frontman Benjamin 

HEartlEss 
Bastards
Garage rockers with jazz schooled drummer

Future jazz stars on the rise The new faces of technical metal
ivo nEamE QuintEt FacEs oF EvE

tuned up pretty high, mitch mitchell-
style. instead of the ‘huge’ drum 
sound so often heard today, they  
are tight, melodic, clear, and more 
monophonic. in addition to appealing 
to my jazz sensibilities, that leaves 
more room for the bass and low end 
of the guitars to breathe. it keeps the 

drums from stepping all over 
everything else in the mix. So,  
i just cranked my drums up!”

no fan of studio trickery, colvin 
says, “my favourite way of recording is 
to rehearse, rehearse, rehearse, then 
quickly capture a moment in time. in 
that sense a great recording should be 
pretty close to a great live show.” 

of the royal academy of music, 
hamblett is a bandleader in his own 
right – he released his debut Light at 
night in 2013. Strata showcases 
hamblett’s considerable textural and 
tonal versatility as he creatively 
interacts with the other musicians. 

Fordham can actually sing. the rhythm 
section of bassist alistair hines and 
drummer oliver Jones (previously in 
olympus must Fall) alternately blast 
and churn their way through the tempo 
changes and detailed song structures 
alongside powerful guitar riffs. 

Sounds like: Black keys, the Strokes 
Download: ‘into the Light’ Go to: www.facebook.com/heartlessbastards

Sounds like: chick corea, weather report, keith Jarrett 
Download: ‘Strata’ Go to: www.facebook.com/ivoneamemusic

Sounds like: hacktivist, alexisonfire 
Download: ‘For my Fallen heroes’ Go to: www.facebook.com/facesofeveuk
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“I’ve been really digging the way guys tuned 
their drums in rock’n’roll in the late ’60s”

Dave Hamblett and 
the Ivo Neame Quintet

Faces Of Eve with  
drummer Oliver Jones

Heartless Bastards with 
drummer Dave Colvin
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Marco
MinneMann
Celebration

where does Marco Minnemann find
the time? he’s already juggling
high-profile drumming gigs with
Joe satriani, stevenwilson and the
aristocrats, yet he still manages to
maintain his solo career on the side.
Minnemann plays all of the

instruments on celebration himself (show off!) and even
sings on a couple of the tracks. Musically, the album buzzes
from style to style and genre to genre like a particularly
industrious bee collecting pollen. the opening instrumental
‘Miami’, with trippymelody lines skating over ametal riff,
has a strong streak of Frank zappa.

Minnemann’s vocals are not his greatest asset and tend
to work best on the heavier, rockier tracks like ‘celebration’
and ‘it always seems’ rather than in themore exposed
territory of a ballad like ‘Greatest Gift in life’. ‘March of the

living Dead’ is all about marching snare patterns, and the
inclusion of short little mood pieces like this recalls the
playfulness of they Might Be Giants.
‘how can i help you’ jumbles together fractured beats

andmelodic spikes, while ‘Print club’ is a proper fusion/prog
instrumental epic at just under 11 minutes of tempo and
time signature changes.
yet celebration is a more accessible affair than some of

Minnemann’s previous releases – it never ventures out into
the really deep fusion waters of 2010‘s evidence of
humanity with Mike keneally. this is an album of songs
first and foremost, the impressive drumming chops on
display in songs like ‘Better Place’ or ‘have a Great 3015’
provide the icing on the cake. (Dw)

Download: ‘Print club’
Go to:www.marcominnemann.com

an album of mid-’70s
Deep Purple songs,
by theman who
originally sang them,
David coverdale, with

his later bandwhitesnake. ’snake
stalwart tommy aldridge is without a
doubt a fantastic drummer, and does a
fine job of thundering round the kit in
amoremodern, straightahead rock
way than the swinging ian Paice did.
there’s less of the psychedelic feel
given to proceedings by John lord’s
hammond on the likes of ‘Burn’,
but still it’s a decent reminder of
coverdale’s tenure, covering as it
does such crackers as the raucous
‘lay Down, stay Down’ from 1974’s
Burn and the balladic ‘holy Man’
from 1975’s stormbringer. (cBu)

Download: ‘Burn’
Go to:www.whitesnake.com

the Detroit rockers
return with another
dose of hard radio
rock, smashed into
your head with

vitriolic power and thunderous
grooves by drummer Matt Puhy.
Puhy’s largely straightahead playing
is the rawmeat to tunes like ‘waiting
For theworld’, ‘Give ’em hell’ and
‘crave’. combining amean picked
bass guitar sound, Puhy’s conviction
behind the kit, classic rock guitar riffs
and chad nicefield’s growled vocals,
the album throws out some real
stand-out moments, such as ‘Guilty
(you’re already Dead)’ and ‘hangwith
the Devil’, the latter with a furious
drum intro and irresistible hard
groove. (cBu)

Download: ‘hangwith the Devil’
Go to:www.wilsonpartyanimals.com

The many moods of the multi-instrumental musical maverick

CD

CD

CD

Coverdale covers himself

Radio-friendly hard rock
with groove

Whitesnake
The PurPle Album

Wilson
righT To rise

MarcoMinnemann’s
solo albumdisplays
plenty of impressive

drumming chops

©
M
ar
k
ll
oy
d
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having left toto after 22 years at
the kit back in 2014, simon Phillips
returned to his solo career, and
made the gutsy decision to add a
third installment to his widely-

acclaimed Protocol project of records. this third
album features all of themusicality and technical
excellence that shone out on the previous efforts.

listening to Phillips’ playing throughout this
record is an absolute joy. the groove 90 seconds or
so into opening track ‘narmada’ is deliciously funky,
and themanner inwhich simon is able to fall
seamlessly back into supporting the song’s delicate
jazz licks a heartbeat later is virtuosic. Phillips cross
sticks with authority and grace on ‘imaginaryways’,
pulls syncopated toms and snarewith pin-point
precision out of the bag on ‘catalyst’ andwows us
with the off-kilter rhythms that pepper ‘circle seven’.
amasterclass from start to finish. (rc)

Download: ‘circle seven’
Go to:www.simon-phillips.com

it has been 16 years sinceMuse
burst onto the rhythm radar
thanks to their superb, hard rockin’
debut showbiz. they quickly
cemented themselves as 21st

century rock heroeswith origin of symmetry two
years later, and in the following decade became one
of the biggest bands on the planet. But somewhere
amidst this dizzying ascent they lost their way a little.
latter albums the resistance and the 2nd law saw
orchestration and dubstep creep intoMuse’s sound,
and those recordsweren’t necessarily the better for

while Guiliana’s drumming has
always been informed by hard bop,
he has dabbled in the electronic
end of the jazz spectrumwith
‘reverse engineered’ beats. here

though is an albumof purely acoustic quartet jazz
featuring eight Guiliana compositions – playedwith
feel and guile by shai Maestro on piano, Jason rigby
on tenor sax and chrisMorrissey on acoustic bass –
plus a jazz take on BobMarley’s ‘Johnnywas’.
though Guiliana’s drums are sometimes busier
than an office full of typingmonkeys, he allows his
accompanists the room to stretch out while keeping
a deep-pocket groove. the ebb and flowof tracks
like ‘long Branch’ allowsMark’s drums plenty of
space to shine, but whilemuch feels improvised,
his compositional frameworks are core. recording
together has lent themusic a live, club-jazz feel and
a warmth that recalls classic jazz recordings. (cBu)

Download: ‘long Branch’
Go to:www.markguiliana.com

CD

CD

CD

Drum icon following Protocol

Brit rockers go back to their roots

Acclaimed NY jazzer’s acoustic album

simon PhilliPs
ProTocol iii

muse
Drones

mark Guiliana
FAmily FirsT

it. Drones is a return to form, sort of. it’s certainly
a return to their roots, as Domhoward and co
sidestep the eDM. thatmuch is a relief, even if Matt
Bellamy is a little ham-fisted in the channeling of his
inner FreddieMercury throughout. howard adds a
hard edge to Bellamy’s at times over-the-top
harmonies, his thick groove and the crashes that
punctuate ‘reapers’ being a particular highlight.

solid, distortion-clad rockers ‘Dead inside’ and
‘thehandler’ also hit themark, as does the
productionwork ofMutt lange.where the record
falls foul is the slightly daft concept, the journey of a
human drone, and Bellamy’s toe-curling lyrics. still,
it’s nice to have Britain’s biggest rock band back
doingwhat they do best, rocking. (rc)

Download: ‘Dead inside’
Go to:www.muse.mu

ClassiC albums FeATuring…
Bill Ward
1 ParanoiD
(1970)BlaCkSaBBath

2 MaSterofreality
(1971)BlaCkSaBBath

3 SaBBathBlooDy
SaBBath
(1973)BlaCkSaBBath‘IronMan’ hasone

of thebest drum
intros ever,with its
thumpingkickbeats
andflammedsnare

lead-in, beforeWard’s syncopated
grooveand triplet fills frame the
bludgeoningguitar andbass. ‘War
Pigs’’ slowgroove is perfectly served
by theponderous swingofWard’s
drumsand ringing cymbals.
KeyTrack: ‘IronMan’

Sabbath’s third
albumwas a real
creative peak; not
contentwith
birthingMetal, they

invented stoner-rockwith ‘Sweet
Leaf’, andWard’s pocket groove
sounded evermore polished on
the riff-heavy ‘After Forever’ and
galloping roundhigh-tuned toms
on ‘ChildrenOf TheGrave’.
KeyTrack: ‘Sweet Leaf’

Ward’s powerful
playing on ‘Killing
Yourself To Live’,
buildswith the
heaviness of the

track to an imposing peak. The
crunching, heavy riff of the title
trackwas poundedhomeby aWard
drum track that is heavy as hell
and, in the bridge, nicelymusical.
KeyTrack: ‘Killing Yourself to Live’
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Write  
in & Win!
The writer of the Star Letter each 
month wins an Evans Level 360  
drum head and Pro-Mark sticks

Star Letter

Anyone 
fAncy A 
pint?
Hey guys, just wondering. Why haven’t 
you done an article on what I can only 
describe as, pub drummers? You did an 
article on YouTube drummers, but what 
about the average Joes? Those of us who gig every week to 
pay our bills? If anything, we are far more demanding of our gear than the big shots!

Our gear has to be lumbered about into dingy pubs all the time, stepped on by our 
singers, fallen on by drunken audience members, spilt drinks over etc. I feel it would be 
a good idea to interview maybe some of the UK’s most successful pub drummers. An 
awesome guest would be Andy Murray, who also pub-drums. I’m in Wyatt’s Band, 
which with over 85 gigs this year is rapidly becoming one of the most successful, and 
is the most successful in all of Essex currently. Just a thought. Love the mag, MADLY, 
it’s great fun, and great lessons.
Oli Dowling via Facebook

Great letter Oli and you make a very persuasive case for doing some more stuff on the 
humble pub drummer. After all, it’s where most of us start out our semi-pro careers,  
playing down the local for the love of it – and, if we’re lucky, some beer money. And of 
course, if you can make it pay it can be a rewarding career in its own right! Funnily enough, 
we were only just the other day discussing pub drumming in the Rhythm office, and 
wondering what are the best pub drumming covers of all time? Which ones work  
the best? Or worst? And also considering a feature on how to set up as a successful  
pub band… so, watch this space! – CBu

tAlking Shop:  
Drum Depot
i would like to mention the Drum Depot in 
cardiff. although not “local”, as i live in 
newport, it is the nearest. to be greeted by 
Buddy, their dog, and the words, “good 
morning sir, would you like a coffee?”, 
especially after the long walk from the 
station, and being a pensioner, was music  
to my ears. i spent a very enjoyable hour 
there the first time i went, just chatting, and 
having a good look round. i felt relaxed and 
ready for the long haul back laden with all 
my goodies.
T Dowd, Newport, Gwent

Sounds like an awesome drum shop, Mr 
Dowd – although for a minute there I 
thought you meant that Buddy the dog 
was the one taking coffee orders… Keep 
up the good work, Drum Depot! Anyone 
else want to write in with praise for 
their local drum store? – CBu

hAppy birthDAy  
to uS!
congratulations on 30 years of rhythm, 
guys. when i saw this month’s mag in wh 
Smith’s my eye was caught by three things. 
Firstly by the word ‘prog’, because i’m a 
massive prog fan from way back when (neil 
Peart is the king), then the awesome kit in 
your competition (fingers crossed!)… and 
then i saw that it was your 30th birthday. 
and so of course i had to buy it!

i can remember buying my first issue  
of the magazine back in 1987. the great 
Vinnie colaiuta was on the cover. But, 
although i can’t claim to have bought every 
issue since – family and work got in the way 
of regularly drumming i’m afraid – i’m 
pleased to see you guys are still going 
strong. in fact, i found it a great read still 

Reader Oli in action with his pub band Wyatt’s Band
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 on twitter 

on facebook 

– great interviews, of course the prog 
feature was awesome, but Benny greb had 
some pretty inspiring things to say and the 
kit reviews look great. i love the lessons too, 
which has made me dust off the old kit and 
have a bash again. So thanks rhythm, here’s 
to another 30 years – and you’ve got 
yourself a new regular reader!
Joe Davis, via email

Thanks Joe, and thanks to all the 
positive feedback we’ve had from both 
the 30th Anniversary issue last month, 
and all the general well-wishing from all 
corners of the drum community. And 
good luck to everyone who has entered 
the competition to win that fabulous 
DW kit – and the competition is still 
open! Turn to page 24 if you haven’t 
already entered! – CBu

more bArrie!
i’ve been a rhythm reader for many,  
many years and have, over the years, 
suggested several people for features etc…  
i would now like to suggest that rhythm  
do a feature on the unbelievable skills and 
drumming of the very underrated drummer 
Barriemore Barlow of Jethro tull fame, etc. 
he was right up there with Bonham/Baker 
etc, but never really got the recognition he 
deserved. So how about getting in touch 
with him and doing a whole feature/
interview and making some of today’s  
young drummers aware of this guy’s 
amazing talent?
Norman MacLean, via email

yeS, more bArrie!
Just seen a post on Facebook from yard 
gavrilovic (Steve gadd’s tech) showing a  
clip of the great Barriemore Barlow of Jethro 
tull. one of the best english drummers of all 
time. any chance of doing an article on him, 
he has many fans but does not play much 
anymore. John Bonham was a big fan of  
his and rated him better than himself.
Odgie Aldridge, via Facebook

Thanks Norman and Odgie, we have 
been hoping to feature Barriemore for 
some time, you are right when you 
observe that, as a prog rock drumming 
pioneer, his talent has been overlooked 
– hopefully we can get Barriemore into 
the magazine soon.– CBu

hAVing your cAke
i got married last week and i wanted to 
incorporate my love of drums in to the 
wedding, so i convinced my now wife  
to let me make a snare drum to be used  

as the cake stand for our “wedding cheese 
cake”. So i cut up an old tom, filled all the 
holes in, redrilled the holes for the new  
lugs, painted the wood white gloss and 
painted the lugs/rims blue (i also added a 
cheeky sticker of a DeLorean). we asked  
our guests to sign their names on the drum 
so we can keep it as a small memento of 
who we celebrated with on the day. i’m  
really happy with how it turned out and 
thought i would share with the best drum 
magazine and the drumming world! Love  
the mag.
Lee Malins, Lancashire

We’re loving this, Lee – and 
congratulations! Were there Cheese 
Strings for the snares? Baby (Zil) Bels? 
We love to see great alternative uses  
for old, defunct gear that gives it a bit of 
life after being drummed. Anyone else 
got any old shells, cymbals etc they’ve 
repurposed to be something else? – CBu

Drum coVer  
of the month
my name is thomas Drachmann, i’m  
21 years old and i’m from Denmark. i’ve  
just made my first drum cover and would 
really like to hear what you guys think  
about it. http://bit.ly/drachmanndrums.
Thomas Drachmann, via Facebook

Nice work Thomas, beautifully filmed  
as well. And it always helps to have a 
massive empty warehouse at your 
disposal! You’ve negotiated Bobby 
Tank’s ’80s-influenced techno-funk-
dubstep-disco quite admirably. Keep 
those covers coming, guys! – CBu

get in touch

Or send it the old way: The Editor, Rhythm Magazine, Quay House, The Ambury, Bath, Somerset BA1 1UA

 @RhythmMagazine  RhythmMagazine  rhythm@futurenet.com

We asked: Who do you think is the most 
underrated drummer?

Roy Romero: “michael Shrieve from Santana.”

Niklas J. Blixt: “Felix m. Lehrmann, or Per Lindvall who 
played on some of aBBa’s records.”

John Park: “John Densmore, Pete De Freitas, rick 
Buckler…”

Kenny Eddy: “Steve Jansen of Japan! Five Japan studio 
albums, five styles of drumming. Seriously underrated or 
just totally ignored which is a shame as he was a bit of a 
pioneer with click/and sample playing long before it 
became the norm!”

Robin Yardy: “Bob c Benberg in Supertramp, keane’s 
drummer richard hughes, Larry mullen.”

Martin Drees: “Brian Downey. to all the young ’uns, go 
listen to Live and Dangerous. Best. Live. album. ever. 
taught me so so much about solidity in drumming.”

omar and craig

Played in front of one of my absolute heroes last night 
#nowords #omarhakim
@craigblundell

Craig’s currently holding down an impressive gig with 
Steven Wilson, but it’s lovely to see he’s still stoked by 
meeting his heroes…

bath taps

it’s amazing the decisions you can make in the bath  
reading a copy of @rhythmmagazine. watch out world!
@Brocksterdrums

Intriguing stuff from drum tutor and friend of Rhythm 
Claire Brock. A great place to read the mag. We ’d advise 
against reading the iPad version in the bath though.

Reader Lee’s cheese  
drum wedding cake
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Terms & conditions
This competition is open to UK entrants only. Under 18s must obtain parental consent to enter this 
competition. Answers must be received between 27/05/15 and 27/07/15. The winner will be selected at 
random from all correct entries received between the relevant dates and will be sent the prize free of 
charge. Winners will be notified within 28 days of the closing date and will be required to supply details 
of a UK delivery address. By entering this competition, you consent to us using your personal details to 
send you information about products and services of Future which may be of interest to you. For full 
terms and conditions visit www.futureplc.com/competition-rules/

Win!
Win this incredible gear 

package Worth £13,500

 Competition

The prize also includes these Protection Racket cases and a Roland SPD-SX
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Rhythm recently marked its 30th birthday 
by offering this fantastic DW, Sabian, 
Roland and Protection Racket prize 

package, and this month is your second and final 
chance to win this incredible rig. 

One lucky winner will take away a stunning 
Drum Workshop Collector’s Series kit (built 
especially for Rhythm’s birthday giveaway) and 
hardware set worth more than £10,000! That’s 
not all, the winner will also receive a Sabian AAX 
cymbal set featuring hats, three crashes, ride and 
cymbal bag worth over £1,600, a Roland SPD-SX 
and a full set of Protection Racket cases!

All you have to do to stand a chance of winning 
this dream rig is head to bit.ly/anniversarycomp�

How To EnTER

All you have to do to stand a chance of 
winning this very special prize is head to 
http://bit.ly/anniversarycomp
and answer the simple question below.

and answer the simple question, below.

The full prize list
DW Collector’s Series drum kit in Quick  
Candy Black Burst over Pecan finish with  
black nickel hardware
 ❱ 23"x18" bass drum
 ❱ 8", 10", 12" toms
 ❱ 14", 16" floor toms
 ❱ 14"x6" snare drum

DW 9000 hardware pack, including Airlift throne

Sabian�Cymbals
 ❱ 14" AAX X-Plosion hi-hats

 ❱ 16" AAX X-Plosion crash
 ❱ 16" AAX O-Zone crash
 ❱ 18" AAX X-Plosion crash
 ❱ 21" AAX Raw Bell ride
 ❱ Fast 22 cymbal bag

Roland SPD-SX sampling pad
Protection Racket Proline cases for the full kit

Who Was Rhythm's first-ever cover star?
A) Steve GaddB) ian paice

C) mel Gaynor

You can win this DW 
Collector’s Series kit 
with DW hardware 
and Sabian cymbals
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cover feature
mick fleetwood
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N
ot many bands can claim the 
history and legacy of Fleetwood 
Mac. Not just the Buckingham/
Nicks era of the ’70s, but a band 
with a vast previous lexicon 
ranging from the raw British 
blues with Peter Green to the 

more esoteric pop leanings of the McVie/Welch 
incarnation. Ringleader through it all has been  
the rhythmatist Mick Fleetwood.

Highly underrated and at times glaringly 
marginalised, Mick and the band’s history and 
catalogue rival that of any classic rock or blues  
act. Through all of these various incarnations of  
his namesake band, Mick has helmed the ship for 
smooth sailing and rough seas. His various versions 
of the Mac were always done with a respectful nod 
to the past while bringing those classics into a 
present relevance with new generations of fans. 

words: ChuCk Parker   photos: alex SolCa

Nat i ve  soN aNd e terNal good vi be amba s sad or  

m ick Fle e t wo od i s  at  t he helm oF h i s  Name sake baNd agai N ,  

t h i s  t i me  wi t h t he  qu i N te s seN t ial ’70s -era li Ne -up i N tac t

Now, the classic ’70s-era line-up of Buckingham, 
Nicks, Fleetwood and the McVies are touring to 
sellout crowds around the world. They will be in  
the UK as you read this.

After barnstorming around the northeast of the 
States through an especially harsh winter, Mick had 
to deal not only with an awful flu, but the death of 
his mother as well. In typical Fleetwood fashion, he 
and the band played on and continued the tour with 
minimal cancellations. When asked about the hectic 
tour schedule, Mick responds, “We’re doing good. 
We’re going hard at it. It’s been quite an amusing 
twist. Not only were we in the coldest part of North 
America, but with extra bad weather. We got beaten 
up a bit, just travelling. There was a petri dish there 
for a while! We get two days off, then we’ll do three 
in a row. Mostly we do two on, one off, then two on 
and two off. There’s been a couple of times when 
you go, ‘Who organised this?’”

Regarding the loss of his mother, Mick tells us,  
“I felt like I had 10 years of really good close 
connection with my mother by moving her from 
England to Hawaii to live with me. We were like the 
odd couple there for the last eight years! It was 
great. She was 98 years old and she got out of here 
without any of the things that you wouldn’t want for 
somebody. She died a queen’s death, listening to 
music. I miss her terribly, but I’m actually rejoicing 
she got the hell out of here.”

Besides being kept busy with the current  
tour, Mick recently published a very personal 
autobiography written in conjunction with Anthony 
Bozza that has been well received. While his 
previous book dealt more with the heyday of 
Fleetwood Mac in the ’70s during the Buckingham/
Nicks era, this volume deals more with Mick’s 
individual history and personal relationships 
and experiences outside of the band. Regarding 
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its genesis and fruition, Mick commented,  
“We spent quite a while working on the book,  

on and off. I had read a couple of things that he’d 
[Bozza] done and then an opportunity came up  
for a profile for Playboy magazine and he 
approached me. He came to Maui to write the 
article and spend a week hanging out with me  
at my house up in the hills. We got on great. While 
we were doing it, he said, ‘It’s a shame we have so 
much information. It could never be a part of this 
article. How about we keep going?’ We had already 
started unearthing a whole load of dialogue. It was 
apparent that we really enjoyed talking about sh*t 
that had no intention of being a part of his article, 
although the atmosphere of the article was to be 
open and talk about anything. So, it seemed like a 
really cool idea. We hit off such a good chemistry. 
He said, ‘Well, what about morphing this 
relationship into an autobiography around the 
atmospheres we seem to have touched on in the 
article?’ That’s how it started.”

BACK TO FRONT
Although not known for his technical proficiency, 
Mick is the consummate musical drummer, always 
playing for the song. His fills are as recognisable as 
the guitar riffs or vocal melodies. One of the things 

Mick is known for is his displacement of his toms. 
Instead of the traditional descending set-up, Mick 
would position a smaller mounted tom between his 
first mounted tom and floor tom, or “back to front” 
as he calls it. When asked about the origin of this 
unusual set-up, Mick says, “I suspect it was an 
accident. But, it may have been something with 
some thought attached to it, I really can’t 
remember. One thing I do know for sure is the 
experience of playing back-to-front, I seem to put 
fills in places, hopefully, that people like. They’re 
always around where I feel vocal moments are. It 
seems to have worked out fairly well because I don’t 
really think about it, I just feel it. Therein lies the 
problem in trying to repeat it! I enjoyed myself but  
I also was quietly subjective that I was no Svengali 
technician sitting up there. I was just a guy that 
loved being with other people playing and put my 
heart and soul into it in a very child-like way. One of 
the first things I used to try in my mind was to play 

as dynamic and melodic as possible with the funny 
little thing called a drum kit, that’s not a classic 
chordal instrument. I found that having it back to 
front, all my stuff was so random and not uniform,  
I would never repeat it. I came up with all these 
funny little tunes in my head that were 
automatically more variable because it wasn’t 
conformed to a template that would be ‘normal.’ 
That’s why I stuck with it. I got more out of doing 
simple stuff, without repeating the same thing. 
Because of the nature of the drums, by placing 
something the wrong way or tuning my bass drum 
tom to be quite different, I found that I was not just 
doing normal fills. I was bouncing up and down as I 
went around my kit. Therefore, all this randomness 
became fun. It made me feel more expressive. My 
mistakes became unusually musical in a way. It’s 
funny how something unbelievably simple is quite 
revealing. I’ve spoken with other players and they 
go, ‘No, it makes a lot of sense to me.’ It’s 

“ i  t h i N k  i t  s o  i m p o r t a N t  F o r  a  p l a y e r 

t o  d o  t h e  r i g h t  t h i N g  a t  t h e  r i g h t 

m o m e N t.  t h e r e i N  l i e s  t h e  t r i c k ”

cover feature
mick fleetwood

Mick during the first incarnation 
of Fleetwood Mac, 1970
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something that there is a reason to it and it allows 
me to be more musical. That’s where I’ve always 
stayed and it’s sort of quirky and lots of people that 
aren’t musicians notice that, strangely.”

Given his admission of being a “feel” drummer  
as opposed to a technical wizard, Rhythm poses  
the question to Mick if he thinks drumming and 
rhythmic ability are innate or if it could be learned 
and developed. He stresses again the importance of 
musicality and playing for the song as well as how 
he channels his emotions into his playing. 

“Well, everything can always be developed. I don’t 
think I’m known as one of those guys who’s going to 
win drumming polls or something. I take the fact that 
I’m not desperate, but so wanting to express myself 
with whatever it was I had. I think it so important for 
a player to do the right thing at the right moment. 
Therein lies the trick. That happens to be where I 
ended up. From the feedback I get, which I take now, 
willingly, I’m happy to hear that I do the right thing at 
the right moment. I’m busting my balls to stay in the 
action really. And to be emotionally a slave to the 
front line of who I’m playing with and do what a 
percussionist is supposed to do – support. I think the 
cause of all those wants and desires probably came 
from a quiet form of inadequacy, quite frankly. It 
then led me into the most important thing, which 

Mick with his set-up  
for the latest Fleetwood  
Mac tour, 2015

Fleetwood Mac (l-r): John McVie, 
Christine McVie, Stevie Nicks, 
Mick Fleetwood, lindsey 
Buckingham
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is to be musical and dynamic. Dynamics are the 
king. It’s really quite simple. Be aggressive or 

sympathetic and mix and match those things and 
you start getting an emotional exchange. You can’t 
help but get an emotional exchange if you’re listening 
and you’re being sympathetic to what’s going on, 
versus getting too caught up with being too clever, 
which I always am a stickler for. I remember doing  
a drum fill in my first recording session. I was so 
anxious to fit in this thing, whatever it was, I was 
obsessed about it and in truth, I lost the plot. Really 
what I was doing was to show off. It’s on a record.  
I always laugh when I hear it. It was totally self- 
serving, totally, ‘Look at me!’ It’s all about emotions.”

CHANGING LANDSCAPES
Mick and the band have experienced many changes 
over their career and one of the biggest has been in 
the arena of recording technology. From the raw 
recordings of the late ’60s, via the lush multi-track 
analogue sounds of the ’70s, to today’s Pro Tools 
digital landscape, the band has adapted to yet 
another changing element of the music world.

A few years ago, and most recently before the 

current tour, various members of the band began 
working on new material. Mick tells us how the 
recording process is for the band now and how it 
compares to the era of Rumours and Tusk. 

“First of all,” he says, “You can correct your 
mistakes easily without spending five weeks with a 
razor blade, trying to retrieve something, or put it 
right, or change a groove, or cut a note out. At the 
press of a button, especially in the hands of an 
expert, your editing skills are almost unfettered.  
For the likes of our bunch, we are leery about being 
able to be so cosmetically, forensically capable. You 
attack the very thing that is attractive about what 
you are doing. Do we use all those techniques? Yes. 
Do we really, truly understand the bandwidth of 

where it could go? Sort of, and also we really don’t 
want to know. I think we’re at this point, you could 
say, we are leery, but open. I think it’s also a good 
recipe for anybody. There’s something attractive 
about something not being perfect. Percussion 
wise, I’m very leery of messing with what one would 
call, ‘My s**t.’ I’m guarded. It’s a real art working 
with people who have a truly traditional mindset 
versus someone who walks in the studio and says, 
‘Don’t worry about that, I’ll just quantize the whole 
thing.’ Why is it so beautiful when you hear an 
orchestra playing? The reality is, yes, they’re all in 
the same building on the same page, but they’re 
not. They’re people. There are millionths of a 
second of elasticity between notes that are 

“ i  wa s  j u s t  a  g u y  t h a t  l o v e d  b e i N g 

w i t h  o t h e r  p e o p l e  p l a y i N g  a N d  p u t 

m y  h e a r t  a N d  s o u l  i N t o  i t  i N  a  v e r y 

c h i l d - l i k e  wa y ”

Mick: “Me and John as a rhythm 
section have been very free to 
interpret how we would fit in"

cover feature
mick fleetwood
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Mick wanted his latest kit to be 
made from koa, a wood native  
to hawaii, where he now lives

cover feature
mick fleetwood

On their current tour, Mick is 
using a secondary cocktail kit 
that is brought out to centre- 
stage for a few numbers. DW’s 
John Good tells Rhythm about 
Mick’s special kit and its 
creation. Initially, John had a 
hard time finding the Hawaiian 

koa wood, until an almost forgotten stash in the vast 
collection of the ‘Wood Whisperer’ saved the day…

“Mick lives in Hawaii and he asked me for a koa 
kit. I told him I used to have some gorgeous koa. He 
says, ‘Oh man, it’d mean everything in the world if 
you could do that.’ My first reaction was, ‘I think I’m 
out.’ So, I started looking around, some of my usual 
suspects that I buy wood from. None of them had 
anything that was really like the stuff I had 12 years 
ago. God bless my shell shop foreman, Sean Smith. 
He went and got a forklift and got this old, dusty 
pallet down. Lo and behold, there was five or six 
pieces of this giant koa. We had enough to build 
Mick’s main kit, and this really cool cocktail kit.  
We wanted to do maple again, but make it special. 
I’m really into the trickery of shells with grain 
orientation, and that’s kind of a tough customer 
because the vertical ply, which is what the koa would 
be on the outside, handicaps you to do all this cool 
stuff on the inside. We wound up making it a Vertical 
Low Timbre shell. Trying to retain as many vertical 
plies as we could to bring the pitch down. What we 
did with this 15"x15" bass drum/floor tom, we put a 
woofer on top of it, that you can play as a tom. It’s a 
little thicker, but a lot of vertical plies. We didn’t have 
to put reinforcing hoops in it. When you have the 
resonator on top of it all, then you have the snare and 
a couple of toms around it on this rack he’s got, what 
you wind up with is pretty massive sounding. But, the 
resonator on top of it is what really made that whole 
thing go, ‘Oomph!’ My man Louie Garcia did a lot of 
beautiful graphics, a Hawaiian story of how things 
came about. The colours of the koa really came 
through I believe. Then we had the gold hardware on 
top of it all. Combine that with what we were doing 
with the shell configurations to try and bring that 
timbre down, that little drumset was bloody mighty!”

fabricating 
fleetwood’s 
flight of fancy
John Good of Drum Workshop 
on creating Mick’s koa kit

variable. When they’re put in a canopy, a whole 
harmonic, rhythmic structure, you go, ‘Oh my 

god, how beautiful!’ It’s a lot of highly trained 
musicians, yes, but none of them are perfect. They 
all are on the programme under the guidance of a 
conductor and a piece of music. In truth, it’s like 
tuning. The beauty of an orchestra is, no matter 
how in-tune everyone seemingly is, you can rest 
assured if you had a forensic approach to it, you 
could prove almost every musician was not 
perfectly in tune. Yet it sounds beautiful. That is  
my explanation of how we approach our recording. 
Using modern techniques but remembering the 
traditional parts of style. Style now very often  
is represented by precious few. I mean the 
engineering and the production teams. It’s another 
art form. But it often becomes their art form versus 
the players that they’re manipulating. The players 

they’re manipulating sometimes lose a lot of their 
personal style and it becomes the style of the 
producer, who manipulates and is so adept at his 
art form, which is having it conform to his vision, 
because he can press a button and make it happen. 
You find yourself not sounding like who you are. 
Very important. When you listen to a player you’ve 
fallen in love with, what you’re talking about is very 
often not his technical ability, it’s his style. It’s the 
style in which he uses what he’s got.”

One of the main reasons for the band’s reunion 
was the decision by Christine McVie to tour again. 
After issues with flying left her grounded and 
retired from touring, she conquered her fears to 
rejoin the group and complete the classic ’70s 
line-up. Working on new material was inevitable 
and Mick gave us an update on where the band is  
at in regards to a release. He tells Rhythm, “We 

have a lot of stuff. The latest batch was before we 
went out on the road on this tour. We went in [to the 
studio] for a couple of months with Christine [McVie, 
keyboards/vocals]. We’ve got so many great songs, 
really fleshed out, anything from 50 to 70-80 
percent finished on a lot of them. Lindsey 
[Buckingham, guitar, vocals], myself and John 
[McVie, bass] went in about three years ago and did 
a bunch. Plus, Lindsey’s always doing stuff on his 
own. Lindsey’s latest approach with his demos, 
which are well thought-out, is leaving so much open 
with the intention of everyone pitching in. Hence, 
the word ‘style’. He purposely didn’t bring a lot of 
songs forward, because he wanted to leave room 
for everyone to have their ideas. Lindsey’s very 
capable of seeing a vision and having it very clear 
before you even start. Which is fine. This time 
around he’s really trying hard to not present 
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" w h e N  y o u  l i s t e N  t o  a  p l a y e r  y o u ' v e  Fa l l e N  i N 

l o v e  w i t h ,  w h a t  y o u ' r e  t a l k i N g  a b o u t  i s  v e r y 

o F t e N  N o t  h i s  t e c h N i c a l  a b i l i t y,  i t ’ s  h i s  s t y l e "
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anything too well formed. Me and John as a 
rhythm section have been very free to interpret 

how we would fit in. So, we have a cartload of stuff. 
What are we going to do with it? It will come out 
hopefully during the next year. Within the next year, 
we’ll know what we’re going to do. We’re incredibly 
busy. Way more busy doing what we’re doing now 
than we ever thought we would be. It’s the endless 
tour now. During that endless tour period, no doubt 
there is some aspiration for us to go in the studio. 
Hopefully with Stevie [Nicks, vocals]. We’re not quite 
sure. Stevie, as a band member, she has her own 
career. She’s very active on her own and always has 
been for a long time. Lindsey has done some of that 
but not nearly as much as Stevie. The rest of us 
really have no intention of doing anything other 
than Fleetwood Mac. So, we’re hoping that the 
music will come out within the next year and it’s 
going to be great! I truly hope, and we all do, for 
Stevie to really get involved in what we’re doing. 
But, in the meantime, we are sorely busy up until 
next Christmas touring.”

EMOTIONAL 
CONNECTION
With all the changes in technology have also come 
changes in the nature of the record industry. Yet 
another thing that the band has seen during their 
long and storied history. We ask Mick what he thinks 
about the current state of the music business, the 
demise of radio and the allure of having a mystique.

“It’s variable,” he says. “The music business, as 

we all know, has greatly changed. For a band like 
Fleetwood Mac, we are part of something new 
because we are still currently viable, by the graces 
of god. We still have an awareness but it’s 
somewhat changed. We don’t sit there and say, 
‘Every time we cough, we’re going to sell five million 
albums.’ I would say when we cough, what we have 
artistically, as artists, we know that at least there’s a 
chunk of people that like hearing what we’re doing 
in terms of going forward. That’s a blessing and we 
intend to take advantage of that. We don’t 
represent ourselves as a new artist in a new world. 
We are still with Warner Brothers at the time being. 
In truth, we are part of a generation that came out 
of the traditional workings of a record company. 
They picked artists and they would stay and develop 
the artist. Nowadays, if you don’t do any business, 
you get dumped in 30 seconds. One wonders about 
the creative work ethic being something that has 
disappeared from the ranks. As soon as you say 
that, you then look at all the independent music 
and how much is available. Way more than when 
the traditional record companies cornered the 
market. They had their portfolio of artists and 
everyone was more sentimentally, emotionally 

attached to the journey of those artists. Radio  
went down the dumper before the record business. 
It became much more controlled and not as 
expressive. The playlists had to conform to 
someone in an ivory tower telling them what to 
play. The DJ’s hands were tied. The music business 
didn’t see the wave coming with all the technology 
and lost the plot. Artists became adrift. I think 
what’s missing now – which is true – is, in the old 
days, there used to be more emotional connection 
with the band that you followed. They made 
multiple albums. You took the journey with them. 
Yes, there were distractions, but by no means as 
many as are available now. I think a connection is 
missing. We all remember going out and getting the 
new Rolling Stones or Beatles album. Or before 
that, Buddy Holly. They don’t have that in such big 
doses. They have it, but it’s a much more broad-
based, watered-down sensation. I think that is what 
is missed. I’m sorry to tell you that the untouchable, 
magic, poetic, imaging of [movie legend] Gregory 
Peck, they don’t exist like that anymore. They exist 
as movie stars but it’s a different tag on them.  
The tag says, ‘You know everything about me,’ 
therefore the romance and the mystery to it is 
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“ i F  y o u  b l u N d e r  i N t o  s o m e t h i N g  t h a t 

y o u  l o v e  t o  d o ,  s o m e t i m e s  y o u  l o s e 

t h e  r e s p e c t  o F  h o w  l u c k y  y o u  a r e ”

Mick says drumming with 
Fleetwood Mac is "an  
emotional outlet that’s  
taken me through bad times"
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not actually very intact. We had ultimate 
mystery in the people that we listened to. There 

was a mystery about what they did. A romance 
about everything. That is what people miss. The 
mistake I think they make is that ‘the music’s no 
good’. It’s not true. There’s so much of everything 
now, it’s almost too much medicine to take. It then 
degrades into statements like, ‘The music’s not as 
good.’ I don’t think it’s actually true. 

“At the moment, there is such a thing as 
American radio and there is no doubt that is 
controlled to the Nth degree. Where I’m going is, 
what’s available is all sorts of private companies 
and private people producing music and putting it 
out there on the internet. There are thousands of 
bands still getting back into the retro part of going 
back and putting people in seats. It’s the magic of 
playing. They can reach people. What does a band 
do? You go out and play wherever you can play. For 
a while, everyone got distracted by MTV and bands 
came out of nowhere that had never even played in 
a club or played in front of people really. They were 
put together and suddenly found themselves 
coming at it from a very different angle. Now I think 
bands and artists are realising you have to go out 
and play to people. 

“On the other hand, there are people that don’t 
want to do that and they reach their audience, quite 
frankly, in a theatre that’s available by the press of a 
button. But it is their theatre and they are in charge 
of it – therefore, it has some of the components of 
the old stylistic: you get to know someone. What 
he’s doing in this modern era that we live and 
communicate with. I don’t really know, live and 
breathe that – but I know it exists in a major way.  
I think it’s fundamentally really healthy. On the face 
of it, you turn the radio on, you have a one-trick 

pony. It’s rap, hip-hop, middle-of-the-road, boy 
bands and whatever. A lot of it is great. But you 
don’t get a DJ equipped to give you some boutique 
piece of music. In England, we broke ourselves in 
the clubs. John Peel, a very cutting edge DJ that 
worked for the BBC, brought Fleetwood Mac to the 
general public through the BBC. No doubt in my 
mind. We did live radio shows with him. Suddenly 
that was how people heard us. It took an individual 
with a style of his own, and the freedom to do what 
the hell he wanted. These people don’t have those 
freedoms on the radio now. Very few. But, there are 
channels on the internet. That real estate is being 
grabbed back in a different way. Most cars going 
down the freeway have a choice of some music.  
You don’t have those magicians giving you a menu 
of stuff and talking about it. You don’t have that so 
much. It’s getting better because there’s so many 
channels now. I’m really hopeful, and upon looking 
at it a different way, it does exist.”

LIFE LESSONS
With all the ups and downs he’s experienced in  
his career, Mick has learned his fair share of life 
lessons. Many are addressed in his autobiography. 
Through it all, he has maintained a state of  
humble gratitude. 

“A few times, I’ve actually lost the plot of it. I’ve 
been incredibly lucky to do something that I love to 
do. I consider this business and everything in it, the 
ups and the downs, I wouldn’t have changed it for the 
world. I consider myself incredibly lucky,” he muses. 
We address the topic of lessons learned and Mick 
philosophises, “If you do blunder into something that 
you love to do, sometimes you lose the respect of 
how lucky you are, and the lesson learned is, rein 
yourself in and slap yourself ’round the face. You 
know what? You’d better shut up when you’re 
grumbling about something and take stock. I have 
been unbelievably blessed to have done something 
that I dreamt about doing. Also it’s been a backdrop, 
with all of life’s puzzles, that I’ve always been able to 
go back to. I’ve always been inadvertently saved in 
many ways by the fact that I have an emotional 
outlet that’s taken me through bad times. The real 
reminder is, anyone out there that is doing 
something that your heart’s loving, it’s enough. 
Remind yourself to develop and respect the process. 
You’ve been handed something on a plate that a lot 
of people for some reason or another don’t have. 
That would be the lesson learned. I’ve learned to rein 
myself in and say, ‘I am grateful.’

“I’ve had a lot of fun and life has unfolded in such 
a non-boring way, as you might have learned a little 
bit in that funny book I put together, and as we 
know, that is but a tip of the iceberg. The general 
thing that I hope that I’ve learned, and I think it’s 
really important, is good humour along with the 
ability to be objective. Take yourself out of the 
puzzle and put yourself on a little cloud looking 
down on the situation, which invariably is you, and 
just say, ‘What is going on with that little creature?’ 
To be able to be objective, I think is a blessing. One 
can only attempt to get better at it. I’m still learning, 
but I know that it’s the medicine that gets you able 
to be in a forward motion. I think I learned a lot 
about being objective in Fleetwood Mac and 
actually forgot to do it for myself a lot of the time – 

but at least learning disciplines in order to be 
objective to hopefully make some halfway decent 
decisions for people around me.”

Taking a serious tone, Mick continues with his 
thoughts on being objective and applying that to 
the multi-layered entity that is Fleetwood Mac. He 
revels in the new generations of fans that have 
been attending the concerts and senses that the 
shows are becoming more than just a concert, they 
are becoming a swirling sonic tapestry that has 
been woven into the fabric of literally millions of 
lives. Mick admits, “I think I’m learning that I need 
to make a few more of those [decisions] for myself 
and not be so utterly distracted by, what in all 
intents and purposes is sometimes not really my 
business. I’ve always felt I was doing it for the sake 
of… I’m sure me, but also genuinely for the sake of 
everyone and everything, which is, quite frankly, 
this strange animal called Fleetwood Mac. It’s still 
there. I’m always going to be trying to do hopefully 
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Mick’s DW Custom koa/Maple kit 
– see page 32 for more on this by 
DW supremo John Good 

(Below) Mick’s DW cocktail kit, also 
made from hawaiian koa wood

Mick’s current 
autobiography, Play On 
contains many of Mick’s 
own personal photos. An 
avid photography buff, 
Mick has been snapping 
shots for many years. 
Mick shared his thoughts 
with Rhythm on how this 
other artistic outlet is a 
great creative release. 

“Obviously, I play drums. I’m a drummer. I 
had no thought of ever doing shows with my 
pictures. A friend of mine ran a gallery in Maui 
and said, ‘Some of these are really good.’ Then I 
actually enjoyed it. I like storytelling. Some of 
the pictures are really relevant to me now. I did 
a whole series of my mother’s old house in 
England. I like being able to talk about that 
house and the surroundings and what it’s like 
going back to England once in a while. The 
photographs are thought-provoking. Not to be 
corny, but every picture tells a story.”

fleetwood’s 
Photos
Mick Fleetwood talks  
about his other passion, 
photography…
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DRuM S
Main kit – DW Custom Koa/Maple: 23"x16" bass 
drum; 14"x10" & 13"x9" toms; 16"x13" & 
18"x14" floor toms; 14"x7" Top Edge snare; 
6"x12", 6"x14", 6"x16" & 6"x18" Rata drums
Cocktail Kit – 15"x15" bass drum; 10"x5", 8"x5" 
& 15"x8" toms; 10"x6" snare

C yMBAL S
Zildjian: 21" K crash ride with rivets, Brilliant;  
22" A Custom ride; 17" A Custom crash; 8" K 
Custom Session crash; 22" K ride, Brilliant; 24" 
K Constantinople med ride; 21" A Sweet ride 
(modified), Brilliant; 15" K hi-hat (top); 15" A 
Mastersound hi-hat (bottom); 42" Zildjian Gong

P LuS
LP Timbale Cowbell; Roland SPD-8 Trigger  
Pads (x6); Roland KD 2 Kick Trigger Pad; DW 
pedals and hardware; Treeworks Infinitree 
double row chimes (x2); Treeworks TreCoil 
Spring Tree; Akai S500 Sampler (x3); DDrum 
D4SE Trigger to MIDI Interface (x2); Boss 
DR770 Drum Machine (x2); Mackie 1604-VLZ3 
16-Channel Mixer

Mick’s gear

the right thing to keep something, to be happy. I 
think I’ve tried a little hard here and there, which I 
addressed in the book, but I’m more prone to 
saying, ‘You can’t push that hard, it’s not right.’ 
Especially at this point in everyone’s lives. The 
reality is, we are doing one of the busiest tours 
we’ve ever done. We are creating new territory as 
we go. Incredible amounts of young people flicking 
the green switch and coming into our lives. That is 
an incredible, productive, energetic liaise between 
artist and audience. Not that there’s anything wrong 
with playing to a whole load of people that have 
loved you since you were 15. We have that as well. 

“It’s as good right now as it can get for any artist. 
The reason you get to be able to say that is, time 
itself has given you what, in essence, is a form of 
performance art. Our audiences now, the younger 
people, they know more about us. They’re so fully 
aware from all the communication skills that are 
now available. They know more about us than our 

old audience. What’s unfolding in those seats every 
night, it’s not like it’s better, but it is a performance 
that is actually happening from our audience. 
Especially people that literally have a lifespan to 
look back on, with failed loves, children, 
grandchildren, losses, gains, all sorts of crap – life’s 
puzzle, which doesn’t happen when you’re 20 years 
old and your audience is the same age as you. It’s 
all good, but it’s not as powerful as the journey that 
unfolds at these concerts now. It only happens from 
taking that journey together, where if you stayed in 
a relationship, or if you have children, and you’re 
blessed with being able to enjoy being a mother 
and father. There’s nothing that can take that away. 
When you’re walking down the college campus and 
you may be with an estranged wife, but you’re 
there, looking at your children. What you had, not 
only in your own life, but with your children, forever, 
unfolds at that performance. That’s what happens 
at these gigs now. It’s huge.” 
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IntervIew
Ian Thomas

words: Geoff Nicholls  photos: joseph braNstoN

Ian Thomas has been one of the UK’s most versatile and best 
loved drummers for over 30 years now, with a staggering CV 
encompassing the best of jazz, rock, pop, jingles, TV and movies

Ian 
Thomas

B
ack stage at the Royal Albert 
Hall, Ian Thomas is preparing 
for tonight’s show with ex-Dire 
Straits guitarist/singer-
songwriter Mark Knopfler. 
Hardly a stranger to the RAH, 
it was here in 1997 that Ian,  
on the recommendation of Sir 

George Martin, played in the house band backing 
Paul McCartney, Sting, Elton John, Carl Perkins and 
other superstars at the epic Music For Montserrat 
benefit concert.

Arriving in London from his native Cardiff in 
1984, Ian was known as a superb jazz and big  
band player. But he could also rock and his big 
breakthrough was on George Michael’s 25-million 
selling Faith (1987). While always keeping a foot in 
his beloved jazz world he has appeared with Tom 
Jones, Eric Clapton, Stevie Winwood, BB King, 
Rufus Wainwright and umpteen others, including 
Michael Jackson, before landing his most recent gig 
with Mark Knopfler. Along the way he’s also nailed 
any number of pop sessions with the likes of 
Westlife, All Saints and Leona Lewis.

As one of the UK’s most versatile, adaptable and 
popular drummers today, Ian goes from house 
band regular at Ronnie Scott’s jazz club to major 
film sessions at Abbey Road to the O2 and beyond 
with Mark Knopfler.

The first time Ian met Mark was on the Music  

MarK Knopfler
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IntervIew
Ian Thomas

For montserrat concert right here in the albert 
hall. there is a dVd of the evening where you can 

see a young ian on stage with all the top uk music 
stars in their pomp (check out ‘Live charity 
montserrat 1997’ on youtube ).

“the second time i was depping in the big band 
for the michael parkinson tV show and mark was a 
guest. Laurie holloway was the md and we played 
that familiar intro theme. i looked up and mark was 
standing right there and he said, ‘did you sight read 
that?’ i said well, yeah, and he said, ‘that was 
amazing.’ and in the background Laurie holloway 
was shouting, ‘ian, can we get on please!’” 

in 2011 mark asked ian to play on his album, 
privateering (2012), which led to tours of europe  
and america supporting Bob dylan on over 70 dates. 
ian has nothing but praise for his boss. “he’s a very 
bright guy and an artist who is constantly writing and 
playing and that is such a refreshing thing. also, he 
looks after his band beautifully. he has his own 
studio, British grove, in chiswick, with the best 
equipment you can get. i have done all sorts of other 
things in there – albums and films, like world war z.” 

knopfler’s eighth solo album, tracker (2015),  
was recorded at British grove. it’s an understated set 
of drolly-pitched musical fables, opening with ian 
playing a jazz waltz groove. “he wanted a moody 
late-night jazz scene thing and this particular 1960s 
feel i instantly recognised. i don’t play too much jazz, 
more of a part, a flavour. the song comes first, he 
doesn’t want me dicking around in the background 
while he is trying to get the song across!”

Like all session greats, ian plays for the music,  
not himself, with just enough tasty little flourishes  
to reveal his class. “mark gives me the room to try 
things and he will say if he does or doesn’t like it.  
But i have the wriggle space and he trusts me 
enough. and he also knows that if he doesn’t like  
it i won’t be offended. 

“on ‘river town’ i played an amazing old drum  
kit you’d be interested in. mark has a friend called 
Bobby colomby, the original drummer from Blood, 
sweat and tears. one of the funniest men i have 
ever met. mark remembered Bobby played a wine 
red ripple rogers kit with Bst and he phoned Bobby 
who said he’d given it to a dentist in denver. he got it 

sent over to mark as a gift. and on ‘river town’ that 
is the kit i play. it’s 20", 12", 14" – really lovely.”  

Live Aids  
And Crib sheets
with all his experience, how does ian approach 
mark’s live gig? “what i’m into now is trying to 
remember songs and sets, because i used to write 
everything down and then it would take ages to  
get rid of the cheat sheets. reading is a skill that can 
be taught, but actually remembering song form is 
easily as big a skill for me. you learn the song in a 
more holistic way. you know the dynamic range 
rather than a two-dimensional piece of paper that 
you can’t let go of.” 

and although ian is a highly skilled reader, he 
wants rhythm readers to know that it didn’t come 
easily or quickly. “i was reading from age 12, having 
lessons, but i’ve always been a bit dyslexic and 
reading took ages to sink in. it wasn’t till i was about 
21 that the penny dropped. and all it was, was 
repetition, repetition, repetition. then suddenly one 
day it was, okay. i get it. i struggled with it because i 

“There were fIve of us In The 
percussIon secTIon aT abbey road 
and IT was The hardesT ThIng I 
have ever seen wrITTen In my lIfe!”
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am naturally more of an ear player. everyone says  
to me your reading is amazing and actually it has 
taken a long time to get it together. now my base 
recognition of rhythms is very high because i have 
done a Lot of it.” 

the penny dropped when ian started to recognise 
whole rhythmic phrases, he explains. “when you  
are reading english and you see the word ‘the’ –  
you don’t go ‘t - h – e’ – you see the whole word.  
you don’t even read it, you just know what it is. and 
that is what you have to do with reading music, 
recognise groupings.”

even so, surely recording so many top movie 
scores there must be times when a real humdinger 
crops up? “with film work you never know. i did a 
session for the twilight series of films and carter 
Burwell was the writer, over from hollywood. there 
were five of us in the percussion section at abbey 
road and it was the hardest thing i have ever seen 
written in my life! there were bars of 3/16, 5/8, and 
nowhere to hide! and it was all in unison!” 

ian obviously impressed Burwell though, as he 
adds, “i just played on the new carter Burwell called 
Legend [about the kray brothers]. i had to improvise 
a drum solo to the fight scene, watching the screen. 
he had a skeleton part with clicks and some hits and 
i said, ‘what happens here?’ and he said that is  
when he kicks him in the b**locks, do something  
for that! it’s a challenge, improvising to actual picture 

tips for a 
successful  
session career
1 GarbaGe In, GarbaGe Out

“Take a bad kit to the studio and it will 
sound bad whatever anyone does to it. So make 
sure your instrument is up to scratch. The bass 
pedal and hi-hat don’t squeak, no rattles, new 
heads if necessary. You can’t magic an incredible 
drum sound out of a crap sounding drumset.” 

2 be On tIme
“Sounds simple, but if you can’t get that 

right you won’t be asked again. When I first did 
sessions I was almost turning up a week before! 
But even now I will always be there an hour 
early, see the people I am working with and ask 
what are we doing today?” 

3 ask abOut the musIc
“If somebody, whoever they are, wants 

you to come play drums, the next question is, 
what is the music? What idiom, because it could 
be anything from Keith Moon to 1920s jazz. 
Find out what instruments you need to take to 
make the sound they are looking for.” 

4 be VersatIle
“Why cut off a whole load of work 

because you can’t be bothered to learn to read? 
If you want to do films or big band it is a 
prerequisite. What if I could play reggae? Yeah, 
maybe that would be a good idea. What if I 
could play jazz?”
 

5 hOOk up wIth a frIend
“Find a contemporary, someone you can 

trust, a bass player friend, hire a room and 
practise together. That is an absolutely brilliant 
thing to do. You can examine odd times, look at 
all sorts of different things together. You can 
experiment and screw up together.”

Good drummers, advises ian, 
“have learned how to not lose 
their nervousness but control it”

is really rare, so i love that.”
ian was famously credited for another crashingly 

apt drum solo on director and music fan mike Figgis’ 
Leaving Las Vegas. “they’ve put my name up on 
several films recently where they didn’t used to. mind 
you,” ian laughs wryly, “my daughter went to see 
penguins of madagascar that i played all over and 
she said, ‘daddy played on this,’ and they stayed 
back for ages and the lights had come up and the 
cleaners were in before my name came up!”   

breAkthrough
other films ian has enhanced include the croods, 
kung Fu panda, in Bruges, Billy elliot and the 
muppets movie. to shape this sort of exceptional 
career ian has obviously impressed a lot of people. 
so how did it all start? 

“coming to London from cardiff was a big step,  
i didn’t know anybody,” he recalls. “i signed on the 
dole and said i would give it five years or do 
something else. i got myself a London phone 
number, because in those days there were no 
mobiles, went to all the jams, including nyJo 
[national youth Jazz orchestra].  

“the way the george michael gig came about  
was i went to the edinburgh Jazz Festival with John 
altman’s Big Band. i was at the bar with [bassist]  
Jeff clyne, and John said what are you doing next 
thursday? and actually i was on summer season 
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“he was ‘challengIng’ me and I ThoughT, 
you are noT gonna puT me off. unless 
he shooTs me he Is noT gonna sTop me 
from playIng from my hearT and soul”

IntervIew
Ian Thomas

“i have a great sound which 
i know really well,” says ian

with cilla Black,” ian grins. “i was just about to say 
that when Jeff dug me in the ribs and said, he’s 

not doing anything! so John said, ‘Be at sarm west  
at 10am, george michael session.’ that was a big 
moment for me.” 

ian subsequently appeared on michael’s 
breakthrough mega-album Faith (1987). he went on 
to win the live gig with seal at the height of his fame 
in 1990, then played on seal’s second and fourth 
albums. and the big names kept calling. ian 
appeared on mick Jagger’s 2001 solo album goddess 
in the doorway (including the title track) and even 
recorded with michael Jackson. “it was a record he 
was doing in London. we recorded four tracks, one  
of which he sang live with us. the album never came 
out… not yet anyhow!” 

more familiar to rhythm readers will be the feisty 
theme tune to tV’s enduring have i got news For 
you. “yes, that’s a good track. a 90-minute session  
in a studio in Berwick street. it’s only a short piece, 
you’re looking at it and memorising it and, right, let’s 
do it! that was on my old 9000 yamaha and little 
splash cymbals.” 

established as one of a surprisingly small clique  
of top session artists, ian appeared on hundreds of 
other jingles and pop dates. then there are the tV 
shows – he’s been heard on the Voice and strictly 
come dancing, while always maintaining a top flight 

jazz career, appearing on Later with Jools holland 
accompanying american sax giant david sanborn. 

Jazz fans relish his telepathic musical bond with 
fellow welsh virtuosi, bassist Laurence cottle and 
pianist gareth williams – the ‘tafia’! “i have played 
nothing else but jazz since the last mark knopfler 
tour, mostly in the ronnie scott’s house trio – two  
or three nights a week for the last 18 months and 
absolutely loving it. there are some staggering 
pianists like James pearson, tom cawley, phil 
peskett, ross stanley. and bassists sam Burgess, 
mick hutton and rob mullarkey.” 

bringing it home 
during this time ian has also completed his new 
home studio. “i’ve been working on it the last four 
years. i’m overjoyed, the room sounds really great 
and it’s air-conditioned and soundproofed properly.  
i think it’s a must for someone like me. i have already 
done sessions for people and recorded the James 

pearson trio and Brandon allen sextet. i’m really 
excited, i’m engineering, learning like crazy, but it’s 
something i love.

“what inspired me to do it was, number one, 
somewhere to practise and to teach and to rehearse 
with different bands and to record music i want to 
record. as an off-shoot i might get some remote 
sessions. also, i was doing quite a few sessions 
where [clients] had only booked the studio for the 
live drums. nowadays many want live drums again, 
and they can’t get it from a machine. so they hire a 
studio and a bunch of mics. i’m walking into studios 
hired just for me, but they have no idea how to mic a 
drum kit! and i’m thinking i can do a better job, why 
not come to my place? i have a great sound actually 
which i know really well.” 

big stAges, big nerves 
we’re running out of time and acutely aware we’ve 
only touched on the vast body of stellar work ian has 
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Drums
Yamaha Maple Absolute kit in white pearl: 
22"x16", 12"x8", 14"x14", 16"x16"; 14"x5½" 
DW Collectors Series True-Sonic snare drum; 
12"x4" SonorLite Rosewood snare

Cymbals
Zildjian: 14" A Zildjian & Cie Vintage hi-hats; 
19" A Custom crash; 19" Kerope crash; 21" 
Sweet ride; 22" K Bounce ride; 13" Custom 
Hybrid Trash crash

Plus
Remo heads – toms: Remo Ambassador 
Coated batters, Clear Ambassador 
resonants; 14" snare: CS Coated batter;  
12" snare: Ambassador Coated batter; bass 
drum: Coated Powerstroke-3; front head: 
Mark Knopfler Tracker album logo; Vic Firth 
Keith Carlock sticks; Jack De Johnette Split 
brushes; Tama Rhythm Watch; Aviom 
headphone mixer; ACS in-ear monitors

ian’s gear

amassed. gigs like the one with pink Floyd’s david 
gilmour (check out youtube: ‘david gilmour guitarist 
extraordinaire’). and with eric clapton. “i played on  
a number one album with clapton and steve 
winwood, the reunion of Blind Faith at madison 
square garden [2008]. that was made into a dVd 
and it was a number one audio album for four 
weeks. i am proud of that.” 

this was after the 2007 crossroads guitar Festival 
where ian can be seen double drumming with steve 
Jordan (youtube: ‘steve winwood, eric clapton – had 
to cry today’ ). “yeah, steve was cool. clapton came 
up and said Jordan has been on the phone, how 
would you feel if he comes and plays double drums? 
i thought, what do you expect me to say? of course 
it’s fine! it was a dream to play with him, and 
[legendary bassist] willie weeks. i’ll never forget it 
because in the wings was Jim keltner leaning on 
Vinnie colaiuta’s shoulders, watching me!” 

enough to put any drummer off, you’d think. it’s 
easy to assume that when you’re as accomplished as 
ian, nerves are a thing of the past. But no, here is 
another subject he’s passionate about sharing. “i am 
much better now, but i suffered badly from nerves 
throughout my career,” he admits. we shouldn’t be 
surprised, but ian has such a commanding presence 
and is so relaxed in his playing you’d never guess it. 
“exactly, and that is why it’s important to say it. in my 

experience there is an element of nerves in every 
good player because it’s part of caring about what 
you do. and the ones who are really good are the 
ones who have learned how to not lose their 
nervousness, but control it.”

easier said than done. so how? “when i first came 
to London no one knew me from adam and then i 
started getting a few gigs and i would turn up at  
the 606 club and half a dozen of London’s best 
drummers would be in the front row. hell, i can’t 
cope with this! and i had a girlfriend, caroline dale,  
a fantastic cello player, who said to me, ‘Look, they 
would all rather be where you are. the only way 
anyone can stop you is by getting a gun out and 
shooting you and they are not going to do that so 
why worry about it. calm down and do what you  
are doing.’” 

ian has never forgotten that, and, as sound-check 
nears, he has time for one last story. and with it a 
thought for all drummers. “the first time i worked 
with BB king was on his 80th birthday album in 
2005, with yolanda charles on bass, clem clempson 
on guitar and chris stainton on piano. we all met  
BB and he senses there are nerves in the room. he 
gathered us all around and said, ‘i have played on 
thousands of albums in my lifetime and i have never 
played perfectly on any of them. there are always 
mistakes. i doubt if i will play perfectly on this one 

either. so you know what i am gonna do? i am gonna 
play from here [the heart] and that is all i want you to 
do. Forget any fears, i just want to hear what you 
have to say. don’t worry about making mistakes.’” 

he chilled everyone out. “and that [album] is also 
when eric clapton set up right in front of me and was 
really ‘off’ to me. apparently he told the producer 
just before he came into the studio, ‘i don’t know  
this drummer and if he’s no good i’m out of here.’ 
Fortunately i didn’t hear that! and that was the vibe  
i was getting. he was ‘challenging’ me and i thought, 
you are not gonna put me off. unless he shoots me 
he is not gonna stop me from playing from my heart 
and soul. and that is how i got the clapton gig, in 
that moment!” 
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Dan loves lars
“I heard Metallica and then decided I wanted to 
play the drums, it was that clear-cut. For about 
15 years all I listened to was Metallica. I find it 
funny that Lars gets a lot of s**t for his 
drumming, that blows my mind. I think he’s one 
of the best and most influential drummers of 
all time. He does these great snare and cymbal 
accents, he’s similar in that way to Keith Moon, 
he follows what is happening and if hears the 
guitar doing something he joins in with it.”
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As Godsized release their stonking new album, 
drummer Dan Kavanagh gives an insight into the 

realities of making it as a drummer in 2015

The dream changes,” dan kavanagh 
tells rhythm. “it used to be i wanna 
be a rock star and now it’s, ‘man, i’d 
love to make a living out of this.’”

to the outside world, dan appears 
to be in the thick of living the dream, 

juggling gigs with godsized, red racer and former 
reuben frontman Jamie Lenman.

But the reality of the music industry in 2015  
is a nightmare-like landscape filled with empty  
pockets and labels that refuse to put up the kind  
of money that would have been viewed as loose 
change as recently as a decade ago. and so while 
dan might be flitting from gig to gig with his trio of 
commitments, this alone still isn’t enough to provide 
a sustainable income.

“music is an amazing hobby,” he says. “sometimes 
you get paid, here and there a grand, but very rarely. 
i don’t know anyone that is in one band and that’s it. 
Jamie, godsized, red racer, none of us can just do 
that as our job. some of the guys are full-time 
musicians doing sessions and producing, but i’m not, 
i’m in three bands and still work full time.”

dan speaks to us today on the eve of godsized 
releasing their new record, the rip-roaring slab of 
rock that is heavy Lies the crown. the album was 
tracked at stakeout studios and the painfully slender 
time constraints placed upon the band ram home 
the realities of life in a band in the 21st century.

“the whole tracking of the drums was done in  
11 hours. that’s what doing an album in 2015 is like. 
we had a budget which was a combination of band 
money and money from the label. we had 10 days  
to track all of it.” 

ten days to track an entire album is tight by 
anyone’s standards, but it turns out that dan breezed 
through his takes in a single day, no problem at all.

“i’ve always been fast in the studio. i didn’t want  
to say anything but i thought i could get my tracks 
done in a day. it was obvious by about 6pm that i 
would get it done in the day and i would never  
stop telling people that i did the album in one day!  
it does make you wonder about other drummers.  
i heard the other day someone was impressed 
because the session drummer they’re working  
with did four tracks in one day. i said, ‘what the  
f**k was he doing all day?!’ i just don’t get it. some 
people are stuck in that old mind frame where  
you’d do a track a day and get flown in and out  
of the studio.”

it’s this punishing work ethic that has seen  
dan and his godsized buddies make strides  
around the globe during the past year. dan  
admits that the uk is proving a tough nut to  
crack, but the us and mainland europe have  
already taken the band to their hearts. that  
the uk is slow to catch on could leave some  
bands frustrated and furious, but dan is 

philosophical on the challenges ahead.
“it is incredibly hard,” he says of cracking the uk 

and europe. “But so is anything that’s good in life. 
you’re going to have some long drives and you’ll miss 
your family and get paid no money and sleep, if at 
all, somewhere horrible and cold. however, if you 
love your songs and your bandmates you won’t think 
about the brutal 18-hour drive to munich, you’ll think 
about going and rocking out.”

it is here that rhythm begins to grasp the love 
that dan has for his position as a frantically busy 
drummer, even if he hasn’t yet quite hit the heights 
that he dreamed of in his teens.

“you’ll have all sorts of fun and experiences that 
money can’t buy. if you do this for the love of it all, 
the business bulls**t will fall into place. i can 
remember in my early twenties i was in a band 
where all we wanted was to get a record deal, we 
didn’t even know what that really meant. i’ve been  
in projects where before you’ve got the band sorted 
you’re thinking that you know this person at this 
label and that person at another. But the band sucks 
and you’re up against people that built their band 
out of love, they’re the real deal. it’s tough for a uk 
band but it’s do-able if you’re doing it for the right 
reasons. it is nigh-on impossible if you’re doing it 
purely as a career. i wouldn’t advise being a musician 
as a career.”

dan reveals that the turning point for him  
was finally giving up on the dream of being a 
stadium-sized rock god. ironically, doing so has led 
him down a path which could ultimately deliver his 
lofty ambitions.

“i was in my late twenties and had done the whole 
being a drummer in a rock band thing for 10 years 
and it became, ‘F**k this, it’s not happening for 
me.’ i’d tried to push it being in some really bad 

“It’s tough for a uk band but It’s 
do-able If you’re doIng It for the 
rIght reasons. It’s nIgh-on ImpossIble 
If you’re doIng It purely as a career”
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bands, they sucked but i thought they might get a 
record deal. i did all that business thing. i thought 

it wasn’t going to happen for me so i stopped. Jamie 
then got in touch and from out of nowhere we 
started making a double album. From there i got  
into godsized and had a rehearsal with them in a  
tiny gap i had during the recording of Jamie’s album. 
i just said yes to things that i liked doing and now 
godsized is a massive part of my life.”

we ask dan what it is about his playing that has 
helped him bag the three gigs for which he currently 
occupies the drum stool, and he has a simple answer 
– raw power and simplicity.

“i’m a hard hitter, i don’t think anyone can take 
that away from me!” he laughs. “i think that gets  
me gigs in a lot of ways, what i play, i play with 

“I’m a hard hItter, I don’t thInk anyone 
can take that away from me! I thInk 
that gets me gIgs. what I play, I play 
wIth confIdence and I get Into”

Dan with his  
Godsized bandmates

confidence and i get into it. i try to be aware that it’s 
not all about fills, but sometimes it can be. it’s fun to 
go off the track but i get massive enjoyment from 
locking in. i’ve got three gigs and i’ve got all of them 
because i can turn up and play the songs. that’s all 
people care about. it’s the same getting the gig for 
dillinger escape Plan as getting the gig with kylie.  
it’s all about playing the songs.”

which brings us back to the new godsized album, 
heavy Lies the crown, a record which indeed sees 
dan play the songs, and play them darn well. the 
band’s alter Bridge-meets-Black Label society brand 
of chest beating metal demands hard and heavy 
playing, which dan delivers in spades, but there’s 
also plenty of technical flourishes tucked in there  
for us to appreciate.

“i’m proudest of ‘Pushed against the tide’, it just 
has a great beat that it took me a while to write,” 
says dan when asked the killer question of picking 
out his favourite beats from the record. “i was 
noodling about with a six-stroke roll and then i 
started doing some rudiments on the hats and snare, 
i was just mucking around with it. ‘stone cold Blow 
to the head’ has this paradiddle thing going on on 
the bell and the toms. ‘out of Fear’ has this insane  
bit of drumming in the chorus.”

the mix of brutal, balls-to-the-wall rock and 
blistering technical skill has yielded one of the 
albums of the year so far, and it’s a record that could 
finally see dan realise his dreams. godsized are 
booked on the european festival circuit this summer, 
stopping off at Blockstock, wacken and many more, 
including one festival that will see dan step right into 
the shoes of his heroes.

“i’ve just had a call for us to play a festival in 
hamburg that [former iron maiden frontman] Blaze 
Bailey is the compere of. he wants us to be iron 
maiden for a few songs. they were the first band  
i saw, so to go play ‘Fear of the dark’ or something 
will be amazing.”

it’s been a long, hard slog for dan to get this far, 
but it’s a journey that we reckon is just about to pay 
off, and after all of the blood, sweat and tears he’s 
shed, no one could begrudge him that. 

Drums
Tama Starclassic: 14" floor tom (used as a 
rack tom); 16" floor tom; 22" bass drum; 
14"x8" SLP steel snare

Cymbals
Dream cymbals: 15" Energy hi-hats;  
20" Energy crash; 22" Energy crash-ride;  
22" Dark Matter ride; 20" Lion China

Plus
Aquarian heads; ProMark 5B sticks, 
Protection Racket cases

Dan’s gear
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21
Budget Kit
HacKs

words: Tom Bradley

Inject new life into your gear and playing 
without handing over your life’s savings

It’s fair to say that being a drummer doesn’t come cheap and even getting close 
to your dream set-up can be an expensive, long and frustrating quest. Perhaps if 
we had been warned of this unquenchable thirst for expensive shiny things, we 
would have thought twice about picking up our first pair of sticks? We’re joking, 
of course, but with the cost of living on the rise, holding off from replacing your 
kit every time you fancy a change is a prudent move. But what can you do when 

you grow tired of the same set-up and your playing becomes stagnant as a 
result? It’s completely possible to add a fresh spin to your seen-better-days gear 
without breaking the bank, and supercharge your playing in the process. Here 
are a few simple tips, tweaks and hacks to open up extra dimensions in your 

sound and playing without having to sell the family silver…
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1 Revitalise youR haRdwaRe
mot your gear! keeping your hardware in good condition will 

not only keep it looking good but also make it last longer. replacing 
worn tension rods, lugs and washers is important for both tuning and 
playability. you’ll feel like you’re playing a brand new kit again. so what 
are you waiting for? get yourself a bottle of hardware cleaner, a squirt 
of wd-40, a cloth and some good old-fashioned elbow-grease and get 
to work! why not try giving rusty parts a good soak in white vinegar to 
bring them back to their former glory?

2 expeRiment 
with diffeRent heads

replacing your drum heads will give a new lease of life to your 
kit, making it sound fresh. there are a wealth of varieties that give us 
an incredible amount of choice when it comes to tailoring our sound. 
the main choices being single vs double ply and clear vs coated. as a 
rule, the thicker the drum head, the shorter the sustain. really thick 
heads (like a remo Pinstripe) are great for rock and metal. whereas  
a thinner head (like a remo ambassador) will give you a much more 
open sound and as a result is often used for jazz. the bottom heads  
(or resonant heads) are generally much thinner than the top (batter) 
but it can be rewarding to try different combinations on both top and 
bottom. you could even lose the bottom head entirely for a classic 
’70s-style concert-tom sound, Phil collins style!

3 tReat youR 
beaRing edges

the bearing edge is the part of the shell that comes 
into contact with the head and upon which the head 
is ‘seated’. these can be cut to different angles and 
thicknesses to give a different tonality and/or 
resonance to the drum. it’s wise to have these re-cut 
professionally to avoid damage to your precious 
drum, although they can also be sanded back to 
great effect. you could also try rubbing wax 
(beeswax or paraffin wax is best) into the bearing 
edge when changing the heads. this fills pores in 
the wood and lubricates the contact between the 
shell and drum head. this will help it seat more 
evenly and should also make tuning easier.

4 add some 
peRcussion  

to youR set-up
adding extra elements to your set-up 
can make a huge difference to your 
playing in terms of inspiration and 
orchestration of ideas. these elements 
could include percussion instruments such as cowbells, 
tambourines, woodblocks or even a side snare, mini timbale 
set, roto toms, octobans or bongos. you name it! Percussion 
brackets can be purchased (like the LP gajate bracket) which 
allow a bass pedal to connect to any percussion instrument of 
your choosing. this can open up your limb independence to a 
whole new level. Left-foot clave anyone?

5 expeRiment  
with electRonics

since the popularity of simmons electronic 
drums in the ’80s, trigger pads have been 
commonplace in the industry, through many 
genres. this trend of adding external triggers to 
your existing set-up to create a ‘hybrid kit’ has 
now become a necessity for almost anyone 
working as a pro drummer. the good news is, these 
triggers are cheaper than you may expect and will 
unlock a world of potential in both your kit and your 
playing. no need to go out and buy a huge e-kit as there 
are much smaller and cheaper modules available, designed 
specifically for hybrid set-ups. small triggers can be added to acoustic drums for 
layered sounds or separate pads could give you extra percussion sounds, 
sub-drops, loops, or absolutely anything you can think of.
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6 get some heaRing 
pRotection

the right hearing protection will not only reduce the risk of  
tinnitus and other hearing problems but will also filter sound 
frequencies to give you a more pleasing sound from your kit.  
a good pair of closed-back headphones will 
block out higher frequencies and 
can even give the effect of 
boosting bass frequencies 
(try a pair of Beyer dt100s 
or Vic Firth stereo 
isolation headphones). 
custom moulded ear 
plugs or iems (in-ear 
monitors) will also 
bring the best out of 
your drum sound but 
for a higher cost.

9 take a lesson
sometimes it’s not the kit, but the player. a 

couple of lessons from the right teacher could not only 
inspire new musical ideas but also allow you to draw the 
best sound from your drums. there are many facets of 
both hand and foot technique that can be used to 
achieve the most suitable sound for any given musical 
situation. For instance, heel up vs heel down on the bass 
pedal for dynamic range. also, our grip can have a 
noticeable affect on the ‘weight’ of a note. think also 
about the position in which you strike the drum or 
cymbal. do you hit your snare dead centre? slightly off 
to one side? are you playing a rim-shot? these choices 
allow us to tailor our sound and create different 
tonalities without even reaching for the tuning key.

7 leaRn to tune  
youR dRums well

most drummers hate tuning. it can be difficult, but just like your playing 
it takes practice and patience to master. try not to get too hung up on it 
and spend hours trying to make your kit sound like your favourite 
drummer’s. what you hear when you listen to 
them on record is a super-polished and 
produced drum sound, impossible 
to replicate to the naked ear.  
For a medium tuning, take the 
resonant head up quite high 
(ensuring an even tuning 
across the head), then 
start with the batter head 
finger-tight and tune up 
evenly a very small 
amount at a time until you 
reach your desired pitch.

8 pick up a set  
of dRum mics

a budget set of drum mics won’t break the bank but will 
give you the ability to alter the sound of your kit to a 
whole new level. no need for a fancy studio, just a few 
mics and a small mixer or Pa will do. using a pair of 
headphones you will be able to eQ your drums and add 
effects such as reverb and delay, providing hours of fun 
and inspiration. and that’s before you’ve even pressed 
record! if you don’t have the funds to pay for expensive 
recording software such as Logic or Pro tools, audacity is 
a free alternative that will have you recording to a click 
track or your favourite songs in no time.
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13 buy a new dRum thRone
often overlooked as an important component in your set-up, the 

right throne will make you feel more comfortable at the kit, allowing you 
to spend more time behind it. stool height is also incredibly important for 

posture as well as the height of your drums and 
cymbals (check out the interesting things Billy 
ward has to say about kit set-up in his dVd, Big 

time). try to ensure you’re not going 
out of your way to reach any particular 

part of your kit too. this can apply especially 
to crash cymbals, floor toms and hi-hats. For 

those of you that use a double pedal, 
experiment with the 
auxiliary pedal on the 
‘outside’ of the hi-hat 
pedal so that you’re 
not twisting yourself 
into unnatural 
positions to play.

10 tRade youR geaR
swap an old snare for a mate’s old ride, or part-ex 

that dusty old Pearl export at your local music store. the 
beauty with drums is, unless they’ve really been neglected, 
they’ll sound as good now as they did out of the box. a bit of 
tLc and some new heads and you’re ready to go at a fraction 
of the cost. Be careful when buying second-hand cymbals, as 
they could easily be damaged or weakened from years of 
abuse. Look very carefully over the whole cymbal for hairline 
cracks and also check for ‘key-holing’ in the centre. these 
can quickly develop into dangerously large cracks.

11 change the  
tone of youR dRums

times have changed since throwing tea towels on your toms was all the rage. 
there are many products on the market now to help us rein-in unwanted 
overtones or even control the amount of sustain desired from a certain drum. 
Popular options include rtom’s moon gel or remo o-rings. it is simple to 
create your own o-rings by cutting up your old drum heads. and of course, 
never underestimate the power of a good roll of gaffer tape. tissue paper can 
also be folded up tight and taped down to mimic the job of moon gel.

12 Revive  
old cymbals

cracked cymbals can be drilled to prevent 
further damage and there are companies 
like cymbalmagic.com that can create 
splash or FX cymbals from beat-up 
crashes. or leave those cracked old 
metals as they are and experiment with 
them. due to their trashy nature, broken 
cymbals lend themselves to creating 

cymbal stacks. save yourself money on a 
new cymbal and test-run a few combinations 

of your old and new cymbals.

14 add sustain  
to youR dRums

if you have a drilled bass drum with mounted toms, try 
using a snare stand for your rack tom as an alternative  
(à la travis Barker) to give it more resonance. not only will 
this get the tom singing, it will also allow you to position it 
much lower. For maximum resonance, clamp the edge of 
the tom hoop within the tips of the snare basket, rather 
than placing it completely within it. Floor toms can also 
benefit from a similar treatment by adding cushioned 
rubber feet. Products such as Booty shakers can also  
help to add more sustain. 
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15 change youR  
bass dRum beateR

different material types, shapes and sizes of beater  
will affect the levels of attack or pitch your bass drum 
produces. Felt/wood/vintage bomber styles are all 
available. on a budget, try wrapping a sweat band or 
sock around your beater to replicate the soft sound of 

a calf skin ‘vintage bomber’. it is also important 
to ensure that the height of the beater is 
hitting as close to the centre of the drum 
as possible. this will give the fattest tone 
available and feel better under-foot. two 

or three-sided beaters are available that 
will allow you to change your bass drum 
sound in an instant. this can be particularly 
useful in a live scenario where you don’t 
have time to mess around between songs 
but would like to keep your options open.

16 expeRiment with 
youR snaRe stRaineR

the snare strainer determines how tight or loose your 
snare wires sit against the resonant head of your 
snare drum. this will not only affect sensitivity and 
dynamic range but can also give the effect of changing 
the pitch of the drum. it is very important not to 
‘choke’ the drum by tightening the strainer too much. 
snare wires are also available in various sizes, 

thicknesses and materials which can 
allow you to further tailor the 

sound of your snare. here’s 
a tip: to replicate the 

famous steve gadd 
snare sound, tune 
down the batter 
head to a low pitch, 
loosen the snare 
strainer and 
slacken off the four 
tuning pegs nearest 

the snare wires on 
the resonant head.

17 tRy some  
diffeRent sticks

stick choice affects not only the feel of the kit but also the  
tone. thicker sticks give you a broader sound and a lower pitch. 
the opposite applies for thinner sticks. generally speaking, 
something like a 5B will work very well for a driving rock style 
versus, for example, a 7a for a jazzier touch. nylon tipped sticks 
will also give a brighter stick definition, especially on cymbals. 
hold a stick up to your ear and give it a flick with your finger. 
now try this with your other stick and see if the pitch is higher 
or lower. a pair of sticks should be pitch-matched during the 
manufacturing process but this is not always the case. if you 

have multiple pairs of sticks, try 
to match them as closely as 

you can to each other 
to ensure continuity 

in your sound.

18 get a new  
bass dRum pedal

it is always important to have the right tools for the job. there are  
so many different products on the market now that it has become 
much easier to find a pedal suitable for your playing style. Pedal feel 
is very important to a drummer and you should take the time to find 
a pedal that works for you or set up your existing pedal as best you 
can for your preferences. For players that like speed, you should 
tighten up your springs and use light beaters. in contrast, less busy 
players would probably prefer a weighted beater, set to a loose 
spring setting.
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19 add sizzle  
to youR cymbals

cymbals can be drilled and riveted for very little cost. this 
can add a special characteristic to any cymbal and make  
it sustain beautifully. alternatively, when lots of rivets are 
added, the sound becomes very short – this works well for 
smaller cymbals or trash-stacks. once again, if you don’t 
fancy wielding the power tools anywhere near your precious 
pies then take them to a cymbalsmith who will be happy to 
oblige you for a small fee. For a less permanent solution, 
simply use a bath chain or two and hang them over the 
cymbal. these can be picked up from any hardware store 
and usually come in different weights and sizes which can 
help you to achieve different pitches and lengths of decay. 
these come in really handy in the studio for a quick tonal 
change. they work wonders on crashes for ballads or to  
jazz up your ride sound.

21 play with otheR people!
Let’s not forget that sometimes all you need to make your kit 

sound better are a few other musicians. Practising at home or in the 
studio can only get you so far. even for the more seasoned players, 
try your hand at a new style. go to a jam night and play with people 
that you don’t know. maybe join a big band? or try your hand at 
something with a Latin flavour? the key is to take yourself out of your 
comfort zone and constantly push your playing to the next level. 

20 Replace youR hoops
changing your hoops can be an easy and relatively 

inexpensive way to alter the tone of your existing snare or 
toms. there are a number of different weights, materials 
and manufacturing processes that produce a range of drum 
hoops; the most familiar being triple-flanged and die-cast. 
not only could the right rims help you find that sound 
you’ve been searching for, but with a choice of steel, brass, 
zinc or aluminium, plus various different plating options, 
they can add an eye-catching aesthetic to your kit. it is also 
important to note that old hoops can become warped and 
may actually need replacing. as with head selection, 
combinations of top and bottom hoops can be 
experimented with to achieve different tonalities.
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Matt Ingram invites Rhythm round to his Urchin Studios to 
fill us in on his dream gig with Laura Marling and explains 
how he approaches playing drums and producing bands

Matt Ingram

D
rummers are natural 
collaborators, says Laura 
marling’s matt ingram and  
as such make good producers. 
as co-owner of urchin studios 
matt leads a dual life, admitting 
that he struggled in his 
twenties to establish himself  

as a drummer, perhaps fortuitously as it led him to 
explore the engineering and producing side of his 
ambitions. after gaining priceless experience 
working as assistant alongside Jeremy stacey,  
matt and his business partner dan cox set up  
urchin studios in 2007.

since then matt’s production credits have  
included Lianne La havas, rae morris, denai  
moore, Fyfe dangerfield and Jim kroft. he’s also 
played drums with tom odell, the staves, michael 

kiwanuka, paloma Faith and ian astbury. 
matt was imbued with music throughout his 

childhood. his granddad had taken over the  
clay pigeon pub in eastcote in 1956 and during  
the ’60s the stones and the who played there. 

“i grew up there and there was always music,”  
he recalls. “Friday was hm, sunday rock‘n’roll,  
and every fourth sunday a big band. i loved that,  
and a drummer-customer called derek mcVay  
gave me a Buddy rich record when i was about  
12. that was really formative.” at school matt  
was offered drum lessons and found something  
he was good at.

matt has played drums for multi-award winning 
artist Laura marling since 2010. her fifth album, 
short movie, was released in march, co-produced 
with Laura by matt and engineer dan cox at their 
urchin studios. it’s a departure for Laura who adds 

electric guitar to the folky acoustic settings of  
her earlier work. 

“we’ve been here for two-and-a-half years,”  
matt explains. “But urchin has been going for  
eight years. it was never my ambition to get a  
studio, but i knew i wanted to produce. i was in a 
band with gordon raphael who was the strokes’ 
producer. i met him 12 years ago after he had  
done is this it. he was hot, everyone wanted to  
work with him. i answered an ad looking for 
musicians and he had a studio in Limehouse. he  
left it half abandoned, dan and i took it over and  
we started producing bands.” 

sounds easy, but surely some engineering 
know-how was required? matt recalls, “the 
opportunity came about to get this studio, so  
i did an audio engineering course at imw, 16  
weeks, three nights a week. dan is an engineer 

Laura MarLIng
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Matt ingram: “what we play 
is collaborative, we bend and 

flex and change based upon 
the demands of the music” 
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and i’m a musician. the first sessions we did  
we were always together, he knew some pro 

tools and the best way to learn anything is to  
call yourself an engineer and just do it. we were 
charging £100 for a 12-hour day! we started 
recording lots of different bands and you just  
build the knowledge slowly.”

matt laughs at the memory now, but taking on 
dual roles was partly forced on him by the difficulty 
of making it in the big city solely as a drummer. 

“i am 37 now, but in my twenties i really struggled 
to get work,” he admits. “Living in London, i was in  
a function band, but i didn’t really like it, playing 
1970s disco music. i never wanted to play just for  
the sake of it, i wanted to be in the creation and 
inception of music. 

“i hadn’t really done much. when i was 26, 27  
i did one big gig, that Jeremy stacey put me up for, 
with nerina pallot. i toured with her and that was 
amazing, but then suddenly i didn’t have work, so  
i thought i need to do more than one thing, i can’t 
rely on just drumming. so i started engineering, 
producing and mixing and then i realised that it is  
all the same thing.”

intriguing… tell us more. “as a drummer,” says 
matt, “we’re naturally collaborative and all those 
things are different modes of transport to the same 
destination. drumming is the thing i do best, 
technically, because i spent so long doing it. But i 
realised that you learn a lot of skills as a drummer 
that are transferable to other disciplines. so while i 
am not technically a great engineer – because i have 
worked with some amazing engineers – but when i 

produce i always come at it from a musical point  
of view. i feel like i am in the band – though i don’t 
actually want to be in the band – so i know what  
the artist or band wants. or, more importantly,  
what they don’t want.”

For matt it is essential to approach making music 
with an open mind. 

“the most important thing is, whenever you  
work with anyone, don’t have any preconceived 
notion of what you are going to play. Because  
what we play is collaborative, we bend and flex  
and change based upon the demands of the  
music. you need to hear the song and then you  
get a part together and the next big change is  
when you hear yourself back. and if you are not 
flexible in your thought and creative process then 
you are dead. unless you just happen to hit it right 
and the thing that you do happens to be bang in line 
with the groove of the artist. But that has never 
happened to me.”

that’s a great attitude to have, but it requires  
trust and belief, and i wonder if it can be scary,  
being so open? 

“no, it is wonderfully liberating. you just have to 
engage creatively with the song and the emotional 

fabric of the song and become a part of that. and 
that is fun to do.” 

 
Found objects
matt’s belief in having no preconceived ideas extends 
to how he approaches playing the drums. working in 
the singer-songwriter field and with his producer’s 
sensibility, matt often takes a left-field approach to 
the drum kit. check out youtube: ‘Laura marling – i 
Feel your Love (short movie sessions)’ – and you’ll 
see matt playing his snare with the metal ends of his 
brushes. “i used skewers on two songs on Laura’s 
album. we had this song where i had a little splash 
sitting on the snare and hit it with chopsticks. But 
[one day] i forgot them so i went to a hardware store 
and they didn’t have chopsticks but i saw these 
kebab skewers. i put tape on them because they  
are sharp! i have the snares off and a zildjian 
trashformer [sitting on the batter]. a combination  
of that and a cowbell and the rim of the drums and  
it sounds great.”

so many drummers get obsessed with the 
technicalities of drumming, and forget they are there 
to make music and ultimately it is just finding an 
appropriate rhythmic noise. “absolutely,” says matt, 

“On the new Laura recOrd I wanted  
a sOund that was heavy but nOt tOO 
LOud, that wOuLd dIsperse quIckLy. 
and brOken cymbaLs were perfect”

“There are drum fills in crazy 
places,” says Matt of his work 

with laura Marling. “she always 
says play whatever you like”
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warming to his subject. “in some circles people 
definitely don’t want traditional sounds. i did a 
session with katie melhua and this wicked producer 
called ian grimble and on one track i was hitting the 
snare with a bag of shells as the backbeat. playing 
the mechanics of the kit but using different sounds. 
i’ve done that quite a lot recently and it seems to 
make people [long pause]… happy.” 

so what other unusual ruses does matt have?  
“on the new Laura record i only use broken cymbals. 
on their own they sound horrible, but in the mix they 
speak very quickly. i wanted a sound that was heavy 
but not too loud, that would disperse quickly. and 
broken cymbals were perfect.” 

Before you picture matt taking a buzz saw to his 
zildjians, he clarifies, “i toured with tom odell in 
2013 for a year and it was the hardest-hitting gig i’ve 
ever done. he’s so aggressive and sings really hard 
with a ton of energy. and you have to match it. i bled 
so much on that gig! i really like zildjian’s 20" 
oriental crash of doom and i broke a couple. when 
we were doing Laura’s album i set them up and i 
thought, these sound cool. and that is also when i 
got into using two 16" crashes as hi-hats – the bottom 
one’s broken, which gives it a kind of sizzle.” 

 
Sessions and drumming
as well as producing, matt now has loads of sessions 
under his belt, including one unexpected date for 
Florence and the machine’s forthcoming album. 
“that is one of the hardest sessions i’ve ever done. 
Florence’s drummer is wicked, but i think [producer] 
marcus dravs wanted to try something different and 

Matt’s recording 
studio tips
1. Pre-conceived ideas 
“Whenever you work with anyone, don’t have 
any preconceived notion of what you are going 
to play. Because music – what we play – is 
collaborative, it doesn’t bend to what we do. We 
flex and change based upon the demands of 
the music.”

2. imagine you’re one of the band 
“I have worked with a lot of producers and they 
have different ways of working. For me I always 
assume I am in the band. Music for me and a lot 
of drummers is about the interaction with the 
other people in the room. And for me 
production is exactly the same thing.”

3. drumming velocity
“The groove and how hard you play the drums 
completely comes from what the vocalist is 
doing. If it is fast and light, you need to be fast 
and light and if the singer is doing something 
slow and heavy you need to play something 
slow and heavy.” 

4. be PrePared
“I over-prepared massively in terms of listening 
to Laura [Marling]’s stuff, reading interviews 
she had done and reading interviews with  
[top producer] Ethan Johns. Doing a record 
with him was such a big deal for me. I think 
people who don’t prepare in that way, you  
are asking for trouble.” 

5. besPoke sound 
“I have done a few sessions recently where 
producers have been quite adamant that  
the traditional sound of the drum kit is not 
fashionable at the moment – particularly 
cymbals. You are presenting simple beats  
but in a slightly different way. I think the  
artists I work with appreciate something  
that is bespoke.”

“a lot of skills as a drummer 
are transferable to other 
disciplines,” says Matt of  
his production nous

he said i would like you to be like motown on this 
track. i played the most simple beat for eight hours! 
whole takes. But he is an amazing communicator 
and i totally knew what he meant. also, everything 
was down, Florence’s vocals were done, really fiery, 
the track was massive and you really have to step up 
and make it exciting and vibrant.”  

But isn’t dravs’ obsessive approach the antithesis 
of matt’s own? “marcus really keeps you engaged. 
he’s interested in trying out every conceivable thing. 
most people get things 97 percent there and he is 
interested in the last three percent. the opposite of 
ethan Johns [Laura’s previous producer] who is all 
about just reacting to the song, get it done quickly 
and don’t worry about the details, it’s all about the 
spontaneity of performance. personally i am more 
interested in the ethan approach. when i produce 
things i like to get a performance, because with pro 
tools it is very easy to get a sound, do it to a click, 
get it all on the grid. and to me it’s not as exciting as 
capturing a spontaneous performance. i edit as little 
as i have to. i’m not precious about it though. if a 
drummer i record does an amazing performance  
but he misses a snare hit i’ll replace it. same with a 
singer who does an amazing take and one note is 
out: melodyne it up! that’s cool, but once you start 
with, ‘Let’s nudge that over a bit…’ then you’re dead.”

spontaneity is obviously something matt shares 
with Laura. recording the new album she would just 
count in, like on stage. so no place for click tracks 
then? “oh god no! i have been playing with Laura  
for five years and i’ve only counted a song in 
once, i think, and she started at a different speed 
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Drums
studio: Hayman (1970s vintage): 22"x14", 
13"x9", 16"x16” shells – three-ply birch with 
reinforcing rings. Renovated with bearing 
edges re-cut and shells recovered in White 
Pearl by Gary Noonan, fitted with 
Slingerland style beavertail retro lugs; 
Craviotto 14"x5½" brass shell snare with 
Dunnett strainer; Ludwig 402 and 
Slingerland Radio King snares

touring kit: Noonan Custom fibreglass kit in 
Duck Egg Blue: 24"x13", 12"x8", 16"x16" and 
Noonan 14"x5" hammered steel shell snare

Cymbals
Zildjian: Studio – K 14" Light top and bottom 
hi-hats; 18" K Custom Dark crash; 22" K 
Constantinople ride; 1970s 14" As and other 
K Dark crashes 
laura marling tour: 20" Kerope ride; 20" 
Oriental Crash Of Doom; hi-hats – 16" K 
Custom Dark Crash on top and 16" A Custom 
Crash on bottom; 10" Trashformer on the 
snare for some tunes

Plus
Remo Heads: studio – toms: Ambassador 
Coated batters and Resonants; bass drum: 
Powerstroke-3 batter and Ambassador 
front; Ambassador Coated snare batter; 
(touring) Remo CS clear batters, 
Ambassador Coated snare, Clear 
Powerstroke-3 on the bass and Clear 
Ambassadors on all resonants; Yamaha 
7000 bass pedal; Vater Hitmaker sticks, 
Vater brushes, rods, mallets; old cowbell, 
hi-hat Hat Trick, steel tambourine

“the fIrst year Of pLayIng wIth Laura 
gave me such an awareness Of space… 
hOw dO yOu make sOmethIng Intense 
and excItIng, but makIng It quIet?”

IntervIew
Matt IngraM

anyway!” laughs matt. “that is not what it is 
about. obviously, i do use a click sometimes and 

for some music you need to, but i don’t think the 
click should be the default setting.”

Perfect gig
we meet matt the day after the very first concert of 
Laura’s latest five-week tour. and he’s buzzing. “we 
played last night at the Qeh, the second show’s 
tonight. But it’s a new show – 90 minutes – and she’s 
one of the most spontaneous musicians i’ve met. she 
mixes stuff up and changes things based on how 
she’s feeling. on the record most tracks are first or 
second takes. there are drum fills in crazy places 
because we might have only just heard the song. she 
might do a double chorus or not, put an extra bar in 
before the middle-eight. so there are fills because i 
think we are going into the chorus, but no, we’re not! 
she always says play whatever you like.”

matt plainly loves the challenge. it seems he’s 
found his perfect gig. all those years of struggle in 
his twenties were building up to this, you might even 
say his destiny. “absolutely. i am very lucky,” he 
reflects. “it’s funny how the gig came about. the first 
tour i ever did was with Jeremy walmsley, the indie 
golden child! the tour manager, Jez caldwell, went 
on to tour-manage adele and then Laura and he 
called me up five years later. he said are you busy, 

because Laura marling needs a drummer! i’m like, 
‘totally!’ i met her in a coffee shop and i think what 
clinched it was, she said what are you listening to? 
and i answered honestly: Joni mitchell and aphex 
twin and she loved both of them! i didn’t audition,  
i was just in the band, from a meeting!”

matt’s very first gig was the park stage at 2010’s 
glastonbury, while suffering from food poisoning!  
“i was really nervous, i just wanted to get it over 
without passing out, and we went on stage to 10,000 
people and i look out and Jack white is watching! 
he’s my hero and it was actually a really good gig, 
but i was too ill to speak to him afterwards.” 

despite feeling confident he had the right goods 
to offer, matt didn’t find it plain sailing. almost with 
disbelief he explains that, “after the coffee shop i 
saw her gig – at the palladium – and i thought, this is 
going to be easy! Because there were sticks on one 
song, mallets, brushes and then hand percussion. 
But then i was learning it and it was, right, so how do 
i make this exciting? it was so difficult, and the first 
year of playing with her gave me such an awareness 
of space and how do you make something intense 
and exciting and up and vibrant and basically keep 
people’s interest, but making it quiet? playing quietly 
with good intensity is really hard.”

desperate to make the gig a success, matt 
researched and “over-prepared massively”. it’s an 

approach he sees as vital to success, offering rhythm 
another example. “Before i started working with tom 
odell i read an interview with him, and there was an 
elton John record i love, and i knew he loved as well. 
so i knew how to tune my snare for the audition: like 
nigel olsson, tune it down and get a zero ring on it. 
and he was like, that sounds really cool!”

matt’s diligence has certainly paid off as he’s built 
up a varied and satisfying career. he is keen to 
acknowledge another rhythm favourite. “For a lot  
of this i have to give a shout out to Jeremy stacey. 
working with him and seeing him play when i was his 
assistant was more useful than going to university. 
he is one of the best drummers i’ve ever seen and to 
see him work, observing how to be in a session, how 
free he is and the way he approaches music and this 
totally open-minded thing. and he is one of those 
rare guys who can play convincingly in any style – his 
jazz is amazing, his fusion chops are ridiculous, and 
his singer-songwriter stuff. he’s a very big influence 
on me. and he was very kind to me – he gave me a 
really hard time! when i first played for him he was 
like, ‘what have you got to say? you’re just a bag of 
tricks!’ then he would sit down and play time and it 
would be like there was a 15-piece band behind  
him. he’d really mean it, but not hit hard. Just his 
authority was incredible, and still is. i thought, okay,  
i want to do that, that is where it’s at.” 

Matt’s gear
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boys, mainly because they are such nice lads and I 

love rock’n’roll music,” says Karl who helped Ashton 

and 5SOS get ready to rock arenas.

The location for Rhythm’s interview with  

Ashton Irwin is in a South London rehearsal studio 

smack dab in the middle of an industrial estate. It’s 

not flashy, it’s certainly not high profile but still 

there is a crowd of young girls waiting outside the 

gates hoping for a glimpse of Ashton and his 

bandmates in 5 Seconds Of Summer. For the young 

drummer, it’s been a dizzyingly fast rise from 

playing with his mates in a suburb of Sydney, 

Australia, to opening for One Direction on a 

IntervIew
karl brazil/ashton irwin

words: DaviD West  photos: Will irelanD

5 Seconds Of Summer’s Ashton Irwin and ace British 

session drummer and MD Karl Brazil discuss the 

challenges of going from clubs to stadiums, the burn to 

entertain and dealing with life in the spotlight…

T
he prevailing wisdom states 

that pop bands don’t play 

guitars, but Australia’s 5 

Seconds Of Summer have 

stolen the hearts of teenage 

girls across the globe with 

catchy pop hooks, guitar riffs 

and the very energetic 

drumming of Ashton Irwin. The quartet were still 

teens when asked to open for One Direction on tour 

so their management brought in session drummer 

extraordinaire Karl Brazil to be their Musical 

Director. “I’ve thoroughly enjoyed working with the 
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massive arena tour in 2013, and now headlining 
their own sold-out arena shows. ashton’s 

introduction to the drums came from his stepdad, 
who let him sit in with his band. “i started out 
performing in front of people down at the local pub,” 
he says. “i played ‘sweet home alabama’ and ‘dani 
california’ and it was awesome. i got to do that at  
the end of the set.”

the other three members of the band, Luke 
hemmings on vocals and guitar, michael clifford on 
guitar and calum hood on bass, all went to the same 
school. “i was at a different school up the road,” says 
ashton. “they went to a really nice christian college, 
norwest christian college, and i went to richmond 
high school where people got stabbed a lot. i 
thought they were a little weird. it was one of those 
schools that was like a little bit of a bubble and then i 
came along. i don’t think their parents liked me that 
much because i was a little cheeky i guess.”

ashton picks out green day’s american idiot  
as the first album he fell in love with and names 
chad smith as one of his drumming heroes, as  
well as his school music teacher. “she was super 
hard on me whilst i was at school,” he says.  
“she’s one of the best drummers i know, she’s  
bad ass, spikey hair. i remember seeing her band 
one weekend, people like that in my life really 

inspired me to want to be a good drummer.”
5sos first attracted attention with a series of 

cover videos on youtube and their live repertoire 
includes the romantics’ ‘what i Like about you’, a 
song that was originally a hit before any of the band 
members were born. “But that’s the music we’ve 
been brought up on. our parents are all big music 
fans. i remember my mum and dad listening to it late 
at night before i had to go to school and i used to get 
mad at them for playing music loud in the house but 
now i look back and realise i’ve learned a lot from 
them. they used to listen to counting crows, all types 
of things, it’s cool to think back and see how much of 
the music my parents listened to affected me. it’s 
embedded in your brain and it’s probably the first 
music that you actually pay attention to, what your 
parents listen to,” says ashton. “it’s cool to do covers 
like that of old-school rock because i love that band, 
the romantics. their drummer is the singer and 

that’s a cool thing that we connected to. we love 
doing old-school rock covers for our younger fans.” 

the opening slot for one direction gave 5sos a 
huge boost in profile, although the group has never 
been comfortable with the boy-band label. “that was 
a weird thing for us to go on that 1d tour because we 
want to be a rock band, that’s what we are at heart,” 
says ashton, “but we saw a really great opportunity 
that they’d given us to show young people guitar 
music. that was the best thing about it, that we got 
the opportunity to do that on that tour.”

their self-titled debut topped album charts all 
over the world. they followed that with a live album 
and a second studio record is in the works, reuniting 
5sos with producer John Feldmann. “i’ve been lucky 
to work with John Feldmann, he used to be in the 
ska-punk band goldfinger,” says ashton. “their first 
album was produced by tommy Lee from mötley 
crüe and John loves drums. he wants to record so 

“You can plaY drums in Your garage 
all Your life but there is such a 
difference between plaYing in big 
spaces and small spaces” Ashton

the band’s MD Karl Brazil puts 
the questions to 5 seconds Of 

summer sticksman ashton irwin
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fast with such energy. it’s been great to bond with 
someone and record drums that way, high intensity, 
hit ’em hard, playing with different drum kits and 
different snares and having that opportunity as a 
musician. people who are passionate about good 
drum recording are great. it can get lost these days. 
we tried not to use too much programming or 
anything 808-wise on this next record, we used a 
tiny little drum kit, did all the little offbeat things. it 
was so fun. it was the best recording experience i’ve 
had in my short drumming life.”

rhythm: Karl and ashton, how did you meet?

Karl: “we met in La. i was told about the boys by 
will Bloomfield, who looks after them, and hadn’t 
heard them. i walked in, saw these four good-looking 
surf dudes from australia and that was it. we went 
straight into the studio. the boys play amazingly as  
a unit, they’re a great young rock band.”

ashton: “in australia there is a very strong  
mentality – if you’re sh*t then just don’t bother.  
it’s kind of sad really, we only rehearsed so people 
would go, ‘yeah, you guys sound okay.’ in the 
beginning we used to rehearse every day after 
school and it was for the sole reason that we didn’t 

Ashton’s Guide to 
tourinG hAppiness
“You have to be self-disciplined to keep 
yourself happy,” says 5 Seconds Of Summer’s 
Ashton about life on tour. “You might be on  
a bus for a couple of weeks and you’re always 
waking up underground in a car park, you 
really have to take measures to keep your mind 
in a positive frame. 

“You can’t drink every day. You need to 
exercise, you need to do things that promote 
positivity apart from just being on stage for an 
hour and a half. I like to make sure I go see the 
world out there instead of just staying in my 
hotel room. It’s hard. Our fans are so 
committed to us and they’ll be wherever we 
are, even if it’s at the pub. Like we went to the 
pub last night and there were 20 chicks outside 
watching us drink a beer. It’s weird. It takes 
work to stay stoked on the road.”

ashton describes recording his 
drums for the 5sOs album as 
“high intensity, hit ’em hard”

want to be considered a sh*t live band. so it’s nice 
that you say that.”

Karl: “the first thing you get from ashton and the 
lads is that they’re very humble and they’re a relaxed 
bunch. huge success overnight and they’re still 
exactly the same guys i met back in La. i didn’t  
know what i was going to be walking into, i was 
blown away. two guitars, bass and drums, solid as. 
Four 18-year-olds about to embark on a massive 
tour, in six days we got a rocking set together, 
blasted it through the uk and europe on the 1d 
support tour. a lot of people that i know went to  
see the show, i was getting phone calls, ‘wow, that 
opening band was incredible,’ because it’s real 
guitars rock’n’roll and it’s refreshing to say the least. 
ash has already experienced every major sized 
venue you possibly can as a drummer and he’s just 
turned 20. i don’t know what you’re going to do for 
the rest of your life!”

ashton: “it was really awesome, having the 
opportunity to become not just a live band in big 
places doing that support tour, but it was a great way 
to learn how to play drums differently. you can play 
drums in your garage all your life but there is 
such a difference between playing in big spaces 
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“i hope we can get people 
playing guitars and 

drums,” says ashton

Karl, ashton and  
5 seconds Of summer

and small spaces. it’s been great to experience 
that as such a young dude.”

Karl: “with you as well, because you’re a face,  
eyes are on you all the time. when you’re a session 
drummer and you’re playing in the background, you 
can sort of just get on with your job. i personally 
don’t think about looking too good all the time.”

ashton: “it’s nice to work with karl on a level where 
we’re hanging out in a room. it’s not like he comes in 
and tells us what to do. it’s a nice way of making a 
show, it’s like hanging out with your mate.”

Karl: “i come in the room as an extra vibe, there if 
they want to run something past me, there to give  
an opinion but the guys are a great band that looks 
after themselves. it is a show that has got to be top 
level from everybody involved – lights, sound, 
production. it’s a sell-out tour and it’s got to be  
the bee’s knees. when you hear them fire up it’s 
absolutely rocking. they’ve played the stuff so much 
now, having rehearsals like this, you’ve got to be 
careful not to overcook it. the boys all sing and you 
can also over-sing. they’ve got two days left after 
today and a production rehearsal in portugal and 
then they’ll be straight into the shows. By the time 
they do the first show you don’t want them to be 
tired and having sore throats so the days are 
scheduled very carefully. after the vocal warm-up 
we’ll probably do two and a half, three hours max 
because ashton played for five hours yesterday, 
absolutely smashing it, the kick drum head’s gone 
through, cymbals dented, sticks in half. at the end of 
the day he’s like, ‘i’m sore!’ i’m not surprised. it’s like 
a proper workout.”

rhythm: ashton, are you comfortable in the 
spotlight?

ashton: “chicks don’t judge your drumming, let’s be 
honest. Fourteen-year-old chicks aren’t going to be 

like, ‘man, that guy sucks.’ they just like to see  
a drummer. my stepdad drums, my uncle is a 
drummer, i’m surrounded by a drumming family and 
i just want to learn to be the best drummer i can be.”

Karl: “that’s a great thing you just said that chicks 
don’t judge your drumming. there’s a song in that.  
i would say you’ve probably influenced a lot of girls 
to be drummers.”

ashton: “i hope we get some people playing guitars 

and drums again, i think that’s a great thing our  
band could do for people.”

Karl: “it took me years to get credit as a drummer 
and with all my little cousins, i get more praise for 
hanging out with the lads than i do for anything  
else in my life. ‘do you know ashton?’ i was given  
a pillow case once that smelled of perfume by one  
of my cousins, ‘can you give that to ashton?’ i  
said, ‘no. i’m not walking into rehearsals with a 
pillow case.’”

rhythm: Were you nervous about the 1D tour?

ashton: “i was nervous if the audience would  
even like us because our music is pretty raw, it’s  
not straight pop music. it’s loud, live and heavily 
guitar-driven. we don’t sing like those other dudes, 
we yell and we carry on and it’s more raucous.”

Karl: “it is raucous. i would say it’s more heavy and 
rocking than the album production, which is good. i 
think it should be that way. the gig blows your head 
off in a great way.”

ashton: “so we weren’t sure if the audience would 
actually like us, so we got that tour over and done 
and it was so great for us as a band. we got to see 
the world. i never thought i would see the world, 
that’s for sure, especially where we’re from. we 
played all those shows, became a tight unit and it 
was great to take that experience in arenas to our 
own shows when we were still in theatres. it’s been 
an amazing journey to work our own way up to 
arena level, and to use what we learned on those 
support tours on our own headline shows now is 
going to be fantastic.”
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Drums
Gretsch USA Custom Maple: 
22"x18" kick drum; 12"x9" tom; 
16"x16" & 18"x16" floor tom; 
14"x6 ½" brass snare

Cymbals
Zildjian: 13" K hi-hats; 20" Thin 
Dark Thin crash; 21" K crash 
ride; 18" Medium Thin Dark 
crash; 10" K splash; 9" Custom 
Hybrid splash; 19" A Ultra 
Hammered China; 24" A 
Medium ride

Plus
DW 9000 Series hardware, 
pedal and hi-hat; Remo heads 
– Ebony Pinstripe, Black X, 
Powersonic, Weatherking; 
Porter & Davies BC2; Roland 
SPD-SX; LP Tambourine; 
Protection Racket cases; Vater 
Chad Smith sticks

ashton’s Gretsch and 
Zildjian set-up for 5sOs Ashton’s GeAr
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IntervIew
karl brazil/ashton irwin

Karl: “you’ve gone from small venues to massive 
venues in a short space of time, do you get 

nervous still or do you get excited?”

ashton: “i get way more nervous for clubs. you can 
see faces, man. Faces make me a little scared. it’s 
like everyone is right on your toes in a club. you can 
be larger than life in a bigger place.”

Karl: “i did my first stadium tour last year and you 
can’t see anyone really. it’s hard to make eye contact.”

ashton: “something i’ve always said about me and 
the boys is, it’s just the surroundings that have 
changed. the band still feels like we’re playing in my 
garage back home. when i look to my right there’s 
michael, to the left calum, ahead there’s Luke. it’s 
just the surroundings that have changed and it’s not 
the way the band plays together, that’s for sure.”

Karl: “when you got home after the whole run had 
finished, did that feel strange?”

ashton: “yeah, i think i’ve definitely got the travel 
bug. i can’t be at home. i can’t stay still. i need to 
always be doing something, travelling somewhere.”

Karl: “not only are you travelling but you’re constantly 

doing interviews, you’re always in the [public] eye, you 
don’t get much respite, so when you go back to the 
place where you’ve lived all your life, it must be very 
strange. ‘oh, what the hell was all that?’ But you get an 
appetite to go back on the road. i get really itchy if i’m 
home for too long. i’ve got to get back out, because 
that’s what makes drummers or musicians what they 
are. you’ve got that burn to entertain and play.”

ashton: “oh man, there is nothing better than 
entertaining. it’s just my favourite thing in the world.”

Karl: “ashton has a great backbeat, very solid, very 
on the click, really in control, knows where he’s at. 
he’s got a lot of flair and expression. he’s one of the 
best young drummers i’ve seen in a long time and 
playing rock’n’roll as well. a lot of young drummers 
i’ve come across, playing to a click track can be quite 
a thing, for one, then singing and having flair and 
laying it down and then playing to masses of people, 

not everybody can do that. it takes a while in your 
life to get confident about certain things. But you’ve 
reached a very high point at a very early age.”

rhythm: Does it bother you having the tabloids 
poke into your private life?

ashton: “i was just thinking about that the other day. i 
think that’s up to us to change the way people think 
about bands. that’s all it’s about these days with 
popular bands – who are they dating? i’d like to see 
people talking about the music just for a moment. 
that would be really great. i think that’s what our band 
can do being a guitar band. i think people will start to 
care about songwriting again, young people i’m 
talking about. our fans really listen to the lyrics we 
write. nineteen, 20 years old is a great time in a 
human’s life and i think this next album we’re about to 
come out with really captures who we are at the 
moment and where we’re going.” 

“i get reallY itchY if i’m home for too 
long. i’ve got to get back out, because 
that’s what makes drummers or 
musicians what theY are” KArl

“You can be larger than  
life in a bigger place,”  
says ashton of playing 
huge venues
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Buy with confidence with Rhythm’s buyer’s guide

The 5 besT
budget e-kits

in The world righT now

For the past 30 years, rhythm’s team of 
all-knowing experts have cast their eyes over just 
about every piece of new gear that’s hit the market, 
and in that time few areas of the drum world have 
advanced quite like electronics. today’s e-kits are 
staggering feats of technological engineering, 
packed full of features and they’re only becoming 
more and more affordable. that’s why in this month’s 
Buyer’s guide we’re looking at budget electronic kits 
for those of you looking to get into the world of 
electronics without taking out a mortgage. in fact, 
each of the kits featured in our top five can be yours 
for less than £500.

how To buy... 
electronic 
drum kits
At the cheaper end of the electronic kit 
spectrum, actual playing experience is not 
going to be much like that of an acoustic  
kit, so don’t get too worked up about the 
difference between them. Instead, these kits 
exist to give you tools to work with at home, 
helping you to sharpen your technique and  
try out new ideas.

Getting into electronic drums has never  
been cheaper, and even the least expensive  
of those e-kits listed here has something 
specific to commend it. At this end of the 
market you are most likely to see rubber heads 
used, but mesh heads (particularly on the 
snare drum) can be found on some kits as 
standard and may be optional extras for others 
if you have a little more cash in your pocket. 
Mesh heads typically make for more rewarding 
playing, and if you should ‘grow out’ of the 
sound of the stock module you can always 
upgrade it to a better unit later on. You may 
also find a dedicated ride cymbal is sacrified at 
this sub-£500 price point.

The quality of the racks used in the 
entry-level section do tend to vary somewhat. 
The most basic racks will be fine for bedroom 
practice. However, if jams with mates or even 
performance is on the cards, you’ll need to  
aim slightly higher to get a kit that’ll take  
the abuse. Things like quality of clamps,  
rack design and ease of set-up become 
important factors here.

1  roland Td-1K and Td-1KV  £379 (Td-1K) or £459 (Td-1KV)
the most affordable of roland’s td range, the td-1k and td-1kV (pictured) come loaded with many features 
you would find on their more expensive stablemates. the td-1’s flexible pedal positioning, upgradeability and 
solid construction mean that, unlike other budget set-ups, you’re unlikely to damage or outgrow this kit in a 
hurry. opt for the td1-kV and you’ll get a mesh snare.

http://bit.ly/Roland-TD1
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3  Yamaha dTX400K  £390
yamaha’s all-new dtX400k is a no-frills set-up, priced to entice any beginner, 
seasoned player (for a warm-up/practice), or anyone wanting to get into the world 
of e-drums. one of the most exciting aspects of the module (in a standalone 
situation), is access to the many acoustic kit sounds, derived from yamaha’s own 
amazing acoustic kits, including those of the maple custom and oak custom.

http://bit.ly/YamahaDTX400K

4  Alesis dM7X  £349
the kit has an impressive drum sound, great triggering response and mass of 
pads, all representing great value for anybody’s wallet. it’s a comprehensive rig, 
coming with five 8" dual-zoned drum pads, four 10" single-zoned cymbal pads and 
a “variable” hi-hat controller pedal. it also boasts a full drum rack with boom 
cymbal arms, an alesis stealth kick pad and a solid-looking Pro X kick pedal.

http://bit.ly/alesisDm7X

2  WHd dd516-Pro  £399
although the dd516-Pro set-up is sited at the top of whd’s electronic drum range, 
it still manages to come in a snippet under £400 and it offers terrific value that 
simply wills you to play and urges you to have fun. a recent addition sees a mesh 
snare bundled in alongside three dual-zone rubber drum pads and a pair of 
cymbal pads.

http://bit.ly/WhD516

5  gear4music dd400  £199
if you’re on the tightest of budgets, this beginner’s rig from gear4music is worth  
a look: a full kit for less than £200 can’t be sniffed at. the five-piece dd400 ships 
with everything an entry-level player would need, even better it does so all in one 
box, including three cymbals, although obviously at this meagre price-point you 
do trade value for features to a degree, but there’s enough to get you started.

http://bit.ly/G4mDD400kit

Great
Value

buyer’s 
Guide

pro  
sounds

buyer’s 
Guide

Poor: sub-standard product

ratings exPlained

average: acceptable but uninspiring good: above average excellent: superior product outstanding: impossible to fault
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“We worked hard and  
we had a unique sound,”  

says Tim of Primus
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T
he last two years have been a 
tumultuous time for tim ‘herb’ 
alexander. in September 2013, he 
came out of retirement to re-join 
Primus for his third stint with the 
power trio. then in July 2014 the 
drummer suffered a massive heart 

attack that required open heart surgery to save his 
life. three months later he was back on the road.

while Primus are famous for their technically 
demanding music, replete with odd time signatures 
and unconventional phrasings, alexander is 
self-taught. “i didn’t even know that you could take 
lessons to learn how to play drums, it was weird,” he 
says. “i’ve just always done it, it’s a natural thing for 
me. when i was seven or eight i used to sit on the 
couch and play to elvis Live at madison Square 
garden with pillows.”

alexander names neil Peart, John Bonham, 
Stewart copeland and mark Brzezicki as formative 
drum heroes. he joined Les claypool and Larry 
LaLonde in Primus in 1989. they released the live 
recording Suck on this the same year, followed by 
their studio debut Frizzle Fry in 1990. But their 

breakout came with Sailing the Seas of cheese, 
which spawned the hits ‘tommy the cat’ and ‘Jerry 
was a race car Driver’. Despite the band’s 
considerable success, alexander left in 1996, 
returning for the first time from 2003 to 2010. now 
he’s back in the fold and their new album, Primus & 
the chocolate Factory sees the band interpret the 
soundtrack from the 1971 film willy wonka and the 
chocolate Factory. “it’s really cool from a drumming 
standpoint because it’s not about playing a drumset,” 
says tim. “it started out as something we did for a 
new year’s eve show two years ago and then it 
turned out so well that we made the record.”

What was your first experience playing in a band?
“i started playing in bands when i was very young, 
with friends in the neighbourhood, we got together 
and we were just playing covers of our favourite 
music. when i was about 17 or 18 i started playing in 
my first professional band where i was playing every 
weekend for money. they were called major Lingo and 
that was in arizona. it was a great band because we 
were doing originals, world-influenced from ska to 
reggae to afro to rock. we’d do originals, we’d cover 

the clash, we’d cover talking heads, reggae tunes,  
it was a big mix. this was in the mid-’80s. the world 
music scene was just hitting america, so we had a lot 
of grateful Dead fans at our shows. we were 20 years 
before the jam scene came out. we might have been 
pretty big if we had been going on right now. we were 
influenced by all this world music which really helped 
me to break out of american drumset playing. i had to 
look at drumming more like, what are they doing in 
west african music? or what do they do in celtic 
music? how do i mix that? it was really cool to be 
exposed to that because my music vocabulary at the 
time was very small. getting to learn about all this 
other world music really impacted me. having the 
early rock background from rush, progressive rock 
and Led zeppelin, Van halen, then having some jazz 
influence from listening to Jean-Luc Ponty, al Di 
meola, return to Forever, wherever there was some 
killer drumming, and then putting all that in with world 
music, i really got a lot of tools in my belt stylistically.”

That must have been a great preparation for 
joining Primus?
“all three of us are really big rush fans. when 

worDS: DaviD WesT   PhotoS: josh kePPel

“I Try To always be remInded ThaT  
IT can end, lIfe can be over aT any 

second, IT really can, especIally when 
one day I’m playIng golf and Then ThaT 
evenIng I’m In an emergency room wITh 

my hearT dyIng”

The  interview

Tim Alexander talks about his career inside and outside 
of Primus and how facing his own mortality helped him 

appreciate the gift of drumming

Tim ‘Herb’ Alexander
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“I don’t like to get boxed in on an idea or a 
concept. I always first think of doing maybe 
something I haven’t done yet”

music was evolving in the ’90s, when it really took  
a shift. we got lucky and we also were prepared for 
the opportunity.”

Do you prefer playing live or recording?
“i like them both. i really like making records,  
i love hearing it come together and hearing the  
final product. By the time it’s the final product you’ve 
already heard it a thousand times and now you’re 
just like, oh, turn it off already, but when it’s first 
coming through, yeah, i really love the studio 
environment for sure. i love the analogue tape sound 
for drums and bass. Digital drums just drive me 
crazy. For listening purposes, digital is great but for 
recording, i love analogue because there is a much 
more human element to it. it’s using sound rather 
than numbers. it’s the analogue experience, which is 
what our ears are. we’re analogue humans. But i do 
love the studio and i love putting the drums on tape 
and hearing that sound come back through the 
speakers, there’s nothing like it. then after you hear 
it a thousand times you’re like, okay, let’s hear 
something else.”

How did you come to work with Maynard James 
Keenan in A Perfect Circle and Puscifer?
“Primus was headlining the ’93 Lollapalooza. i met 
him there, we just got along. we did a few little 
things. he came by my place once and i was working 
on this tune for an all-drummer record. me and mike 
Bordin did something together, he came over my 

house and played on my drums. i put it together 
then maynard stopped by and did some vocal thing  
i put into it. i think it’s called ‘choked’. that’s how we 
first did something. when i had left Primus the first 
time in ’95 i had a band called Laundry. we did a 
small tour opening up for tool. after that maynard 
and Billy [howerdel] started a Perfect circle. they 
called me and wanted to know if i wanted to play 
with them. i said sure, so we started doing that but  
i lived up in northern california and they were all 
down in La. Billy was working with guns n’ roses at 
the time so on his side-time i think he recorded a lot 
with Josh Freese, because Josh was playing with 
guns n’ roses. i think that’s why i ended up just on 
one song. he had pretty much recorded everything 
already with Josh. But before they recorded we 
actually did an a Perfect circle tour and maynard 
didn’t even have vocals for most of it, he was just 
mumbling melodies and we were playing the music. 
it was pretty cool. then years passed and i ended up 
doing Puscifer with maynard. he had the concept – 
Puscifer wasn’t a band, it was a label so people could 
get together and make music, it was mostly for 
soundtracks, he told me. we got together and we did 
the first song on the record called ‘Queen B’. it’s just 
drums and vocals. that’s what started the whole 
Puscifer project, it spurred from there. then it 
became this Vaudevillian style, comedy mixed with 
music. it was pretty interesting.”

You did a stint with theatrical performance troupe 
the Blue Man Group. How was that?
“at the time i was questioning whether i even wanted 
to play drums anymore, i was just not feeling it. But i 
needed to work. i ended up going to Vegas with my 
girlfriend, we saw the show, i was like, wow, that’s 
amazing. when i got home i contacted them just to 
see, i wonder if it’s even possible if they are looking 

you’re familiar with that approach, you know 
what a busy drummer sounds like, what a busy 

bass player sounds like. gosh, i guess when you’re 
starting out at a young age like that, it’s a lot of 
emulating other people and then you find your style. 
From all of my past experience, i had such a vast 
exposure to all kinds of music where drums weren’t 
just keeping a beat, it was part of the music in terms 
of the dynamics and how you create the feeling in a 
song. working with Les [claypool, Primus bassist and 
vocalist], we both try to figure out where we fit 
together, when it feels right, when we should back 
off a little bit. i try not to talk all over what he’s doing 
or what Larry [LaLonde, guitarist] is doing. it’s always 
finding where you fit in the music where it’s 
listenable and it feels good yet still interesting.  
i don’t like to get boxed in on an idea or a concept, 
like, okay, we’re going to play a song and i’ve got to 
play the hi-hat, bass drum, snare. i hate approaching 
it like that. i always first think of doing maybe 
something i haven’t done yet. that’s what i got from 
neil Peart, it seemed like every song i heard of his 
was unique. Just like the melody would be unique to 
each song, his rhythms were unique to each song.  
i really like that. that’s how i approach things.”

Given the complexity of the music, were you 
surprised by Primus’ success?
“we worked hard and we had a unique sound. we 
were decent musicians and i guess we were in at  
the right time. we were out doing it when all the 

Les CLaypooL on Herb
■■ “There■are■times■when■we■flow■together■and■there■are■

times■when■we’re■pushing■and■pulling■at■each■other.■There■
are■times■when■it’s■amazing■and■times■when■I’m■sure■we■
drive■each■other■nuts,■but■we’ve■gotten■to■the■point■in■our■
lives■where■we’ve■learned■to■appreciate■it■as■opposed■to■
resent■it.■For■a■while■there■we■resented■it■and■that’s■why■■
we■would■have■our■break-ups.”

Primus (l-r): larry 
lalonde, les Claypool, 

Tim alexander
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when they cut the chest open it’s pretty damaging to 
all the nerves and muscles. But i’m playing pretty 
well now so it’s getting better.”

You talked about questioning your career, did the 
heart attack clarify anything for you?
“it definitely impacted me a lot. i think i was in  
a little bit of denial and shocked that this was 
happening. i’m 49 and i have a heart attack? i’m  
not a crazy drug user, i don’t just live off taco Bell, 
i’ve usually taken pretty good care of myself. to  
find myself in that position, sitting in a hospital  
room, it was pretty trippy. Just to have that closeness 
to dying, it definitely really made me look at the 
gift i’ve been given. i’ve been given this gift of 

for players? then it turned out they were. i went and 
did an audition, got into the band. i did a year in Las 
Vegas with them. it was great. it made me get back 
into drumming. there were seven drummers playing 
at once at times. it was really neat. i’d never been in 
that kind of environment before so it was really 
awesome for me to hear this orchestration of 
rhythms. they’re all really good drummers. it was  
a really cool experience.”

Were you playing much before you returned to 
Primus in 2013?
“i hadn’t been playing, i was at home with my 
daughter and Les called and wanted to see if i was 
interested in getting back in the band again. at the 
time, for about five years before that, i wasn’t playing. 
i went through this questioning – what am i doing 
with my life? is drumming what i want to do? then 
about six months earlier, i had called them just to let 
them know i was thinking about getting back into 
playing again in case they were interested in doing 
something down the road. about six months later,  
Les called and wanted to do something. here we are.”

Was there any process of getting back into the 
groove with Primus or was it like riding a bike?
“no, it was like riding a bike for sure. a lot of the 
songs after you play them so much, they become 
ingrained. it was pretty easy. it has been taking me  
a long time to get my chops back in a sense because 
i hadn’t been doing much. 

“and then last July i had a heart attack and so that 
set me back as well. i had to go do open heart 
surgery and we had just got back together. we did 
some touring throughout the year, it wasn’t a lot so i 

was just getting back into it and then that happened. 
oh man. i’ve been working, trying to get the chops 
back. i’ve been going through a lot of back pain and 
all kinds of stuff related to the surgery. it’s really 
been hard on me but i’ve been doing some physical 
strengthening, doing Pilates and yoga, trying to get 
all the muscles good. when they do that surgery, 
man, it puts you on your back for months and you 
can slowly walk around but you’re not lifting anything 
or doing anything so all the muscles get super weak. 
which i wasn’t prepared for. 

“as soon as the doctor said i could, i had to go on 
tour, so i didn’t have any time to get into a gym or 
anything. i was just focussing on, can i play the 
drums after the surgery? i’m still recovering slowly. 

Tim has also played with 
Maynard james keenan  
in Puscifer, and in the  
Blue Man Group

“That closeness to dying, it definitely really 
made me look at the gift I’ve been given. I’ve 
been given this gift of playing drums” 
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tim alexander On reCOrd 
Key albums yOu must hear

playing drums and i don’t know why or what it’s 
for but it’s something i do. it’s like the fact that 

neil Peart and John Bonham and Stewart copeland, 
all these guys, what they’ve done with their lives 
impacted me and gave me a direction, so i guess in  
a way it does serve others to do what i do. maybe it 
inspires other people or makes them happy when 
they put on the music. i don’t know how, but that’s 
been one of the biggest questions – is what i’m doing 
valuable to people or is it just for me? is it a selfish 
thing or is this doing any good for anyone? 

“i think it does benefit the world for people to  
do what they’re good at. it just helps other people, 
how it helps them you’ll probably never know, it’s  
up to the people who take it and it affects them and 
does something for them. it definitely has affected 
me for sure in every moment in life. i try to always 
be reminded that it can end, life can be over at any 
second, it really can, especially when one day i’m 
playing golf and then that evening i’m in an 
emergency room with my heart dying. i definitely 
make sure i keep that in my mind all the time. i’m 
just working on moving forward from there. it’s 
something that no one ever talks about. when  
i was recovering i was lying in bed and i was really 
depressed, the surgery has a huge effect on 
depression, it definitely makes some weird stuff 
happen. i was reading the tibetan Book of Living 
and Dying and it was interesting how they talk  
about dying on a daily basis, if not hourly. they’re 
thinking about it all the time because it affects  
every decision you make, there wouldn’t be all these 
stupid things that go on in the world if people looked 
at it like everybody is only here for a little while. 
we’re all going to be gone. it just affects your 
outlook. not to bring it down anymore, but i think  
it’s important to wake up knowing that this could be 
your last day, man. it’s no joke. you just don’t know 
when so go out there and do some good, make 
something happen.” 

Suck On ThiS
1989 to 1992

Primus
Suck On This (1989)

 Prawn Song recordS
Recorded■when■
Claypool,■Alexander■
and■LaLonde■had■only■
been■playing■together■
for■a■few■months,■Suck■

On■This■captures■Primus■live■in■
California.■The■album■was■initially■
self-released■through■the■band’s■own■
Prawn■Song■Records,■but■was■later■
reissued■by■Caroline■Records■and■then■
Interscope■as■their■fame■grew.■

Primus
Frizzle Fry (1990)

 caroline recordS
Primus’■studio■debut■
captures■everything■
about■their■sound■at■
the■start■of■the■’90s■–■
metal■riffs,■funky■bass■

lines,■with■a■dash■of■the■weird■end■of■
The■Police■(‘Mother’,■‘Friends’)■for■
good■measure.■‘John■The■Fisherman’■
gave■the■band■their■first■radio■play.■

Primus
Sailing The Seas Of Cheese (1991)

 interScoPe
This■was■the■album■
that■broke■Primus■■
into■the■musical■
mainstream.■Sailing■
The■Seas■Of■Cheese■

first■introduced■an■unsuspecting■
public■to■the■frenetic■rhythm■■
section■of■Tim■Alexander■and■■
Les■Claypool,■whose■thumb■■
slapping,■chord-strumming■style■■
was■a■revelation■to■rock■fans.■With■■
the■help■of■‘Jerry■Was■A■Race■Car■
Driver’■and■‘Tommy■The■Cat’,■the■
album■went■gold.■

SOda and Punch
1993 to 1996

Primus
Pork Soda (1993)

 interScoPe
The■trio’s■third■■
studio■release■■
broke■the■Top■Ten■■
of■the■US■Billboard■
album■charts,■a■

remarkable■feat■for■an■album■of■
almost■wilfully■uncommercial■music.■
It’s■all■twisted■humour,■grinding■riffs■
and■extended■musical■freak■outs.■
Even■the■single■‘Mr■Krinkle’■is■dark■■
and■menacing.■

Primus
Tales From The Punchbowl (1995)

 interScoPe
What■other■band■
would■or■could■■
score■a■hit■single■■
with■a■song■called■
‘Wynona’s■Big■■

Brown■Beaver’?■Somewhere■■
Frank■Zappa■must■have■been■
laughing.■The■band’s■sound■is■■

firmly■established■by■this■point,■so■
there■are■few■surprises■but■they’ve■
honed■their■craft■to■a■tee.■

FrOm PuSciFer 
Back TO PrimuS
2007 to 2014

Puscifer
V Is For Vagina (2007)

 Sony
On■the■debut■■
from■Puscifer,■■
the■brainchild■of■■
Tool■frontman■
Maynard■James■

Keenan’s■Puscifer■project,■the■■
drum■duties■are■split■between■■
Tim■Alexander,■Jeremy■Berman■■
and■Gil■Sharone.■Musically■it’s■a■far■
cry■from■Tool■and■Keenan’s■other■
band■A■Perfect■Circle,■bringing■
industrial-style■beats■to■the■often■
sparse■compositions.■

Primus
Primus & The Chocolate Factory 
(2014)

 ato
Reuniting■the■band’s■
classic■line-up,■Primus■
turned■their■attention■
to■the■soundtrack■of■
the■1971■feature■film■

starring■Gene■Wilder.■They■bring■their■
subversive■style■to■the■music,■making■
even■the■happiest■of■songs■sound■
creepy■and■unsettling.■‘Candy■Man’■is■
positively■demented.■Darkly■inspired.■

of Primus, Tim says: “We were 
out doing it when all the music 
was evolving in the ’90s when it 
really took a shift. We got lucky”
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‘roxanne’  
the police p82

Get to Grips with…
texas shuffle p84

Go fiGure! 
dynamic dance p86

rhythm concepts 
polyrhythmic grooves pt 1 p87

foundations of drumminG 
playing to a metronome p88

beat builder 
8-bar challenge pt 9 p90

teaser 
double trouble p91

improve your soloinG with… 
3-over-4 implied time p92

Polyrhythms figure large in this month’s Drum Lessons. 
to begin with, erik Stams kicks off a new series on 
polyrhythm grooves, introducing the idea of a 3:2 

polyrhythm, and giving you some ideas for using it in your playing. Back 
in Drummer’s toolkit at the beginning of the mag (page 10), i explored the 
idea of a 3:4 polyrhythm, and i further expand upon this in my lesson on  
drum kit soloing, where i explore the concept of an implied time feel, using 
rhythms within a 3:4 polyrhythm. on a simpler note, kyle cullen looks at 
playing with a click in his Foundations of Drumming column, while our  
fully notated track this month is ‘roxanne’ by the Police. elsewhere, Jason 
Bowld shows you a dynamic dance groove and Pat garvey explores the 
texas Shuffle. enjoy! 

There’s only one Rhythm… or is there? 
Welcome… contents

your  tutors

all our Drum Lessons contributors are using what is increasingly being regarded as the standardised system of drum kit notation, as outlined by norman weinberg in his 
guide to Standardised Drumset notation. this book is published by the Percussive arts Society, and is available from www.pas.org. to gain a full understanding of all 
aspects of the system, we recommend you check out this book.

standardised drumset notation key
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Full track

‘Roxanne’ features a very 
consistent performance from 
Stewart Copeland that also  
has improvised elements

‘Roxanne’  
The Police

W
ith an irrepressible blend of rock 
aggression and reggae-fuelled 
creativity, Stewart copeland has 
been one of the most influential 

drummers on the planet for the last 40 
years. his iconic work with the Police still 
stands the test of time, and his work on the 
band’s 1978 release ‘roxanne’ embodies his 
unique sound and style.

when playing the chart, it is worth noting 
that there are a number of different grooves 
as you move from section to section. while 
there are no dynamics to be aware of, the 
various changes in the patterns create their 
own musically contrasting sound. this is 
particularly evident when changing the top 
voice of the pattern from tight hi-hats to ride 
cymbal, with the latter utilising both the 
body of the cymbal and the bell at various 
points. By the end of the chart, the hi-hat is 
played much more openly and the crash 
cymbal is played in unison with the snare 
drum to further increase the intensity. 

in addition to changes in the kick and 
snare in each of the various kit patterns,  
it will be crucial to observe the nuances in 
the hi-hat and ride cymbal. the intro and 
verse patterns feature the hi-hat playing a 
heavy accent on the downbeat that aligns 
well with the Skank of the rhythm guitar. 
conversely, the hi-hat should be played 

Epic fusion of ska and punk from the 
incomparable Stewart Copeland

evenly in the chorus, which creates an 
energised punk feel that complements the 
driving eighth notes played by the bass and 
guitar. the bridge pattern incorporates the 
ride, with the mixture of the body of the 
cymbal and the bell being improvised. 
combined with the use of toms, the variety 
of the ride pattern provides an exciting 
contrast to the hi-hats and creates even 
more energy.  

copeland’s grooves in this track still sound 
fresh and relentlessly energetic. however, it 
is also a mature and musically thoughtful 
performance that is not overplayed and 

serves the needs of the ensemble perfectly. 
his performance is very consistent but also 
contains improvised elements throughout 
the track. if you haven’t already, it is highly 
recommended that you spend time listening 
to additional examples of his work with the 
Police or other projects to hear how he has 
inspired a generation of drummers. 

From the album: 
Outlandos d’Amour 
(1978)
140bpm

Track Info

MIKE STURGIS
mike@mikesturgis.co.uk

your TuTor

heADS UP!
Skank

An onomatopoeic word used to describe 
the traditional sound of the rhythm 

guitar in reggae or ska music.

Note the use of the accent and the ‘open’ on the hats. No snare on beat four!01
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Full track ‘Roxanne’ the Police
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The pattern moves to the improvised ride bell. Note the use of the toms in the second half of the pattern.03

Your hi-hat should be played hard and even – note how the kick drum pattern changes here.04

You can improvise a bit here – note the snare/toms moving to every beat by the end.05

Music and Lyrics by Sting (c) 1978 G.M. Sumner. All Rights Administered by Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC, 424 Church Street, Suite 1200, Nashville, TN 37219. 
International Copyright Secured All Rights Reserved. Reprinted by Permission of Hal Leonard Corporation

Keep the fundamental pattern as per the intro – just add the snare on beat 4.02
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T
his month we’re taking a look at the 
shuffle, specifically what is referred to 
as the ‘texas’ Shuffle. understanding 
the Shuffle and being able to swing 

are two hugely important elements that go 
towards making a rounded drummer.

when you get into this as a subject, you’ll 
find there are many different ‘types’ of 
shuffle and feels to match. it can all get very 
confusing at first. the best thing you can do 
is simply to listen to the records, listen to 
those classic recordings, find out who played 
on them, learn to play them, try and copy 
the feel, get some mates together, start 

Get creative with

Get your left hand involved in this classic groove!
ThaT Shuffle…

Adding the right hand with accents on the ‘2’ and ‘4’. Don’t be 
surprised if you come across independence issues at first.02a Same pattern, but this time accenting the quarter-note with the 

left hand.02b

On the video (print and iPad only) I’m demonstrating these grooves along to a track, so as to put it in a musical context. I’ve transcribed the fill 
that I play going into the second time round of the form. These types of fills work really well in this setting, but need to be phrased carefully.04

Adding a bass drum to the quarter-note and hi-hat to the ‘2’ and ‘4’. This should drive but it shouldn’t be too ‘lairy’.03

Left hand shuffle – ghost the notes that don’t fall on the backbeat but be mindful of how and where the notes fall, particularly the ‘skip’ note. 
Spending some time on this will make Example 2a easier.01

heaDS uP!
Shuffle

Resting the middle triplet partial within 
a group of eighth-note triplets creates 

the basic shuffle rhythm. There are 
many different types of shuffle ‘feel’ and 

the variations of swing depend almost 
entirely on where the skip note is placed.

jamming the tunes out, get out and play 
music in this style and find your own voice 
within it – then you’ll have it. it’s worth 
mentioning that there are definitely some 
more effective and economical ways than 
others – technically speaking – of playing 
these types of grooves, however, sometimes 
we come across rhythms, grooves and feels 
that, beyond theoretically understanding 
what they are and technically how they 
should be executed, are hard to quantify 
– and this is certainly true of the shuffle 
‘feel’, so just enjoy it. 

Practice these exercises slowly and work 

PAT gARvEy
patgarvey@bimm.co.uk

Your tutor

on accuracy all the way. Be patient, and 
don’t be put off if your left (or right) hand 
feels really awkward at first – i’ve been 
there, we all have. Push through, persevere, 
get out and play, have fun and it’ll come. 



Looking for a new drum kit? 
Get the best advice at musicradar.com

Thousands of gear 
reviews and killer 

video demos

Tips and techniques 
to help you play and 

sound better

The No.1 website for musicians
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Then play the whole sequence at 130bpm
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H
ere’s a dancey groove sequence with a 
bit of everything: a subtle snare build, 
tension-filled tom groove and finally a 
‘release’ groove with explosive chinas!

the common thread is that all of these 
sections have the figure accented consistently 
throughout so there is always something to 
lock onto and a sense of direction. all 
examples are two bars long, so starting  
with the snare build in ex. 1, you’ll see the 
accents highlight the figure on beats 1, 2 and 
3-& in bar 1, then the same in bar 2 except 
beat 1 is omitted. as there’s a mixture of note 
values such as 16ths and eighth-note triplets, 
it’s also a good test of your timing and 
dynamics. this snare build leads nicely into 
ex. 2 with a powerful linear tom groove which 
clearly accents the figure with the snare 
backbeats and toms. the theme continues in 
ex. 3 but using the chinas to accent the figure 
which feels slightly polyrhythmic when 
combined with syncopation played on the 
snare in bar 2. on a final note, feel free to 
embellish the final bar of each example to 
create neat Musical transitions 
within the sequence. 

go figure!

Some versatile techniques for 
alternative beats…

Dynamic Dance

Jason Bowld
jase@jasonbowld.com

your tutor

The figure is shown here in all of its explosive glory with china accents. There’s some tricky interplay with the ride cymbal which is keeping the 
pulse consistent underneath the china accents, so as always start slow to achieve fast.03

This is a very powerful groove when played in time! But as there is no ‘normal’ eighth-note riding pattern anywhere you’ll have to make sure you 
are accurate with the right-hand floor tom placements to avoid speeding up.02

a good note-value test here. Experiment with doubles and presses with the roll at the end of bar 1. also to help with your timing, try and add the 
hi-hat pedal on quarter notes in both bars.01

HeaDS UP!
Musical transitions

Good musical transitions can really give a 
sense of being in the pocket. It’s about 
having a fitting fill that connects one 

groove to another creating a musical flow, 
rather than one that is too technical – or 

even worse, no transition at all, which can 
make your drumming sound awkward.
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rhythm ConCepts

‘Four on the floor’ kick pattern (play 
with all hi-hat and snare patterns).07

Accenting the off-beats creates a displaced quarter-note triplet.05

Accented hi-hat pattern over kick and snare creating 3:2 
polyrhythm. Try both stickings.03

Three evenly spaced accents over two pulses creates a ‘three 
over two’ polyrhythm.01

Bass drum shuffle. 08 Half-time feel.09

Remove the unaccented notes.06

Removing the unaccented notes creates more space. The right 
hand plays a quarter-note triplet on the hi-hat.04

Remove the unaccented notes to isolate the three over two 
polyrhythm (3:2).02

O
ver the next few months we will be 
delving into the concept of polyrhythm 
and its applications to the drum kit. 
there are many applications for these 

rhythmic concepts ranging from simple to 
extremely complex. these are just a few.

the concept of Polyrhythm is as old 
as music itself. the music of sub-Saharan 
africa and india are steeped in polyrhythm, 
as are most of the north american, South 
american and caribbean forms of music 
which have emerged through colonisation 
and slave trade. Jazz, rhythm and blues, 
blues, rock’n’roll, reggae, as well as 
afro-cuban and Brazilian music are all rich 
with these musical concepts. many classical 
composers have used these musical devices 
in their compositions as well. in this series of 
lessons i will be focusing on the musical 
application of basic polyrhythms to the drum 

kit. this month we will be looking at the 
rhythmic ratio of three over two (3:2) or 
three against two. this simply means three 
notes in the same time as two, with ‘two’ 
being the underlying pulse. 

example 1 illustrates how to create a  
3:2 polyrhythm by accenting every other 
note within an eighth-note triplet over a 
quarter-note pulse. the accents played 
against the pulse create the polyrhythm.  
By removing the unaccented notes we arrive 
at the underlying polyrhythm (ex. 2). Be sure 
to count this in ‘two’. in 4/4 this can be 
thought of as 6 over 4 (3 over 2, twice). 
Playing this accent pattern on the hi-hat over 
a bass and snare drum backbeat pattern 
creates a polyrhythmic groove (ex. 3). 
explore both sticking patterns to create 
different feels. removing the unaccented 
notes further exaggerates the polyrhythmic 

Using polyrhythms to create grooves
POlyrhythmic GrOOves Part 1

ERik STAmS
www.erikstams.co.uk

your tutor

heaDs UP!
Polyrhythm

Two or more independent rhythms 
sounded simultaneously, usually 

represented as a ratio of one note value 
against another (eg: 2:3).

feel (example 4) by isolating the quarter-
note triplet. examples 5 and 6 illustrate the 
effect of accenting the offbeat notes of the 
triplet, effectively displacing the quarter-
note triplet against the pulse.  

all of these ideas can be played over 
different bass drum ostinati. example 7 
shows a quarter-note, ‘four on the floor’ 
bass drum pattern. ex. 8 illustrates a bass 
drum shuffle. example 9 creates a half-time 
feel by placing the backbeat on beat three. 
explore different orchestrations and contexts 
for these ideas to expand your vocabulary. 
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P
laying with a MetronoMe or click  
is expected in a lot of situations. i’ve 
grown to love it. these exercises should 
help you get used to it before you start 

playing grooves and fills with a click.
the first exercise seems simple enough. 

Just playing 16ths on the snare. however this 
can be tricky at first. Leave the click running 
and try and match up your playing, if at first 
you don’t land all the notes on the click. 

Doing this will allow you to learn if you 
speed up or slow down. i tend to rush the 
beat so have to be careful to stay relaxed. 
Practise all these exercises at different 
tempos. going slower can sometimes be 
harder than going fast because there is 
more time between each of the notes,  
which is more time to speed up or slow 
down slightly. once you can comfortably 
play 16ths, move on to the second and third 
exercises – eighth notes and then quarters. 
Quarters can be really tough at slower 
speeds so try counting 16ths to fill in the  
gap and help you line up with the click.  
the final exercise is two bars of each,  
which is a nice little challenge. 

The FounDaTions oF Drumming

How to lock in with that click…
Playing with a metronome

Kyle Cullen
kyle@kylecullen.com

Your tutor

Playing quarter notes to a click, especially a slow one can be tough,  
have fun!03

As a final test, let’s play two bars each of the first three exercises.04

now we’re playing eighth notes.02

Seems simple enough right? Play the 16th notes at various tempos to a 
click to find out!01

heaDS UP!
MetronoMe

A metronome, sometimes called a click, 
is a device which beeps or clicks at set 

tempos. Typically quarter-notes, though 
subdivision can be used.
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W
elcome all, to another instalment  
of my 8-Bar challenge! carrying on 
from last month, we are playing our 
eight-bar pattern in an eighth-note 

roll accenting on-beats and off-beats. 
example 1 shows the eight bars, have  
a go at this before moving on.

now, we are going to introduce template 
7, which is to convert any non-accented 
notes into doubles. we will use this template 
again in lessons to come, and this is a very 
important factor in contemporary use of 
rudiments on the modern drumset! example 
2 is the eight-bar pattern with all the taps 

converted to doubles; take great care over 
bars five and six. the rudiments that we 
produce by default are the Drag and the 
Single Drag tap. the big point here is that 
we produced these rudiments by playing a 
musical pattern and applying a concept 
(template 7), not just thinking of some 

beat builDer

Phrasing and orchestration exercises

8 Bar 
Challenge part 9

Template 7, doubling the taps; Technique 4, accents on toms.03 Template 7, doubling the taps; Technique 5, accents on cymbals.04

Template 7, doubling the taps; Technique 3, accents on snare.02

Eight-bar pattern as eighth notes.01

Colin WoolWay
colin@drumsense.com

Your tutor

For this month’s Template,  
we are converting any non- 
accented notes into doubles

rudiments and trying to cram them into a fill.
example 3 shows the accents played on 

the floor tom with the right hand, and high 
tom with the left hand (technique 4).

and example 4 converts the tom notes in 
example 3 to cymbal crashes backed up with 
the bass drum (technique 5). 
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teasers

I
f you play triplets as double strokes, 
accenting the first stroke each time, you will 
hear quarter-note triplets. But for this 
month’s teaser i’m shifting the accent to the 

second note of each double, giving you  
off-beat quarter-note triplet accents! and, 
fiendishly, then moving the sticking to go  
with those accents! 

Shifting accents and sticking, in triplets as doubles!

DouBle trouBle

Eighth-note triplets, as doubles, accenting quarter-note triplet.01

as Ex. 1, but accenting the second note, making offbeat quarter-note triplets.02

Keep the accents, but shift the sticking… try all three examples in a row!03

01  Matched Grip
Both hands hold the sticks in the same 

manner: thumbs on the side of the sticks; forefinger 
opposite the thumb; middle, ring and little fingers 
curled under the sticks; palms held down, facing  
the floor.

02  traditioNaL Grip
 the right hand is as matched grip, but the 

left-hand stick is held differently (vice versa for 
left-handed players). the stick is lodged in the fleshy 
bit between the thumb and forefinger and the fore 
and middle fingers curl over the stick, while the ring 
and little fingers curl under to support the stick.

03  Quarter Notes
also known as ‘crotchets’. if a standard bar of 

music is regarded as a ‘whole’, then four evenly-
spaced notes within that bar are regarded as 
‘quarters’, hence the term ‘quarter note’ (in other 
words, four beats in a standard bar).

04  eiGhth Notes
classically referred to as ‘quavers’. if a 

standard bar of music is regarded as a ‘whole’  
and four evenly-spaced notes within that bar are 
regarded as ‘quarters’, then eight evenly-spaced 
notes within that bar are regarded as ‘eighths’,  

hence the term ‘eighth note’ (in other words, eight 
beats in a standard bar).

05  eiGhth-Note tripLets
the musical definition of a triplet is ‘three 

evenly spaced notes occupying the same space as 
two evenly spaced notes’. in the case of eighth notes, 
two would be replaced by three eighth-note triplets.

06  ostiNato
an ostinato is a repeated pattern, usually  

not very long, often three or four notes played over 
and over again. the most famous drum ostinato  
is the snare drum pattern in ravel’s ‘Bolero’, but 
contemporary drummers often refer to ‘bass and 
hi-hat’ ostinatos.

07  16th Notes
also known as ‘semi-quavers’. if a standard 

bar of music is regarded as a ‘whole’, then 16 evenly 
spaced notes within that bar are regarded as ‘16ths’, 
hence ‘16th note’.

08  cross-sticK
Played on the snare by holding the stick at 

the tip end, laying it across the drum and striking the 
rim with the ‘butt’ end, keeping the tip in contact 
with the head.

09  riM shot
Played by striking the head and the rim of the 

drum at the same time. it makes a loud, sonorous 
sound, good for accents in a snare pattern or heavy 
rock backbeat.

10  head tYpes
the ‘batter’ head is the drum head you strike 

and the ‘resonant’ head is the head on the underside 
of the drum that gives it a full and resonating sound.

DrummIng essentIals
What you need to know before you start

s
itting behind a drum kit for the first time can be 
a daunting thing. however, once you get to 
grips with the basics you’ll be playing in no 
time. and if you’ve never picked up the sticks 

before we can help you. head to the links below, and 
you’ll find the following content just for beginners. 

 ■ take your first steps into reading music with our 
guide to drum notation – http://bit.ly/147icLI 

 ■ Find your way around the kit with our anatomy of 
a drum kit guide –�http://bit.ly/WGLM7R 

 ■ Five video drum lessons covering basic rock, funk 
jazz and the shuffle – http://bit.ly/15pOGx9 

 ■ Video guides to accompany the drumming 
essentials above – http://bit.ly/ZJHOZU

GettiNG started

get the full InteraCtIve 
rhythm experIenCe
Did you know that you can get full audio and video  
of these fantastic rhythm lessons on the cD 
covermounted with the print edition, or with the  
fully enhanced digital edition available for iPad, 
iPhone and iPod touch? Follow this link to find out 
where to get hold of rhythm with video and audio 
content – http://bit.ly/zkxmre
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 Drum lessons

Pete Riley
p.riley@mac.com

Your tutor

T
his issue’s toolkit began exploring the 
3-over-4 polyrhythm and here we’re 
going to pursue that a little further  
and examine the concept of ImplIed 

tIme, with some two-bar examples  
created by using paradiddle stickings  
and/or implying another time feel based 
around the accents.

we begin with example 1 which is 
paradiddles through triplets, or para-triplets 
as they’re sometimes known. and we’ve 
dived straight in and begun placing the 
accents on the crashes along with the bass 
drum whilst stepping the hi-hats – however 
you could begin playing it just on the snare. 
in example 2 the paradiddle continues 
though now the right hand remains on the 
ride cymbal and the left on the snare. the 
bass drum now plays with just the right-hand 
accents. examples 3 and 4 then create a 
more apparent implied time feel based on 
just the bass drum and snare accents from 

example 2, with example 4 implying a 
broken 16th-note pattern in the right hand.

these ideas can be effective in a solo or 
fill situations where you wish to create the 
illusion of a seemingly unrelated rhythm 
being played for a short period of time. 
however, do be wary of when they’re used 
as unsuspecting bandmates can sometimes 
be as fooled as a listener, leaving you with a 
potential train wreck to negotiate. 

Using the 3 over 4 to convey a 
different time feel

3-over-4 
implied Time

Improve your soloIng wIth…

HeAdS Up!
ImplIed tIme

By using the rhythm within a 
polyrhythm (in this case the ‘3’ over the 
‘4') to convey the time, a new or implied 

time feel can be created giving the 
illusion that the piece has sped up or 

slowed down.

These ideas can  
be very effective in a 

solo or fill situation
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A real collector’s item 
Welcome!

A
n undoubted heavyweight of  
the drumming world since its 
founding in 1973, Dw’s drums 
are right up there on the wish 

list for players all over the world.
and we reckon this month’s review kit is 

only going to add to the hordes of salivating 
sticksmen. this month geoff nicholls was the 
envy of the office as he took delivery of a 
lush cherry-shelled collector’s Series kit.  
See what geoff thought over on page 98.

a less established, but no less interesting, 
name in the drum world is t-cymbals. this 
quickly-developing company was handed a 
stellar four-star review for their metals last 

year, and this month we take a look at 
another t set – the metalshop range.

we have plenty more goodies for you this 
month. For starters there’s the brand new 
hip-hop ezX sample pack from toontrack 
– Stu williams gets his groove on with that on 
104. geoff also takes a look at Sonor’s 2000 
Series hardware, while new boy tom Bradley 
takes delivery of six snare drums from natal. 
the walnut, ash and maple drums are from 
natal’s Pure Stave line and now carry a 
surprising price tag. we round off with a 
copper kit from echo custom Drums.

that’s it for this month, enjoy and we  
will see you all next time.

Poor: sub-standard Product 
average: accePtable but uninsPiring ��  
good: above average 
excellent: suPerior Product  
outstanding: imPossible to fault  

star ratings explained

During the review process 
we investigate three key 
areas in detail
Build quality Is it consistent? Are 
components up to the task? Are shells 
round? And so on.

Playability Does the product 
convincingly do the job it was  
designed for?

Value for money Does the price reflect 
the product fairly, and how does it 
compare with competitors?

Each area receives a star rating out of 
five. These ratings are then collated to 
arrive at an overall Rhythm Rating. 

Contents
REVIEW dW collector’s series drum kit  98
REVIEW t-cymbals metalshop cymbals 102
REVIEW toontRack hip-hop ezx 104
REVIEW sonoR 2000 series hardware 105
REVIEW natal pure stave snare drums 106
REVIEW Echo custom dRums cuprano custom kit 108
VIntagE gEaR ajax deluxe drum kit 110
ask gEoff your gear questions answered 112

Look out 
for these
The Rhythm Recommends 
award is given to those 
products that score four out 
of five. These are products 
that, although not scoring 
top marks, are strong 
products in their field. The 
Rhythm Star Buy is awarded 
to those products that score 
five out of five for design, 
construction, function  
and value. 

looking for a Particular review? check out our 
huge archive of reviews, round-uPs and buying 
guides at www.musicradar.com

drum workshop
collector’s�series�drum�kit

98

t-cymbALs
metalshop�
cymbals

nAtAL
pure�stave�snare�drums

102

106
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L
aunched in 2014, the collectors 
cherry has received “overwhelming 
support from our top artists. it’s 
more than an alternative to maple, 

it’s their favourite new kit”. So says Dw’s 
Scott Donnell. “it’s on dozens of major tours 
this summer and we’re seeing the same 
elation from Dw fans around the world.”        

Build 
although it is not unheard of in drum 
construction, it’s rare to see an entire kit 
made from 100 percent cherry wood. the 
shells are crafted in Dw’s oxnard, california, 
custom Shop and cherry was previously 
reserved for exotic face veneers only. Dw’s 
shell-making process involves ‘baking’ the 

shell under pressure then immediately 
placing it in a pressurised cooler to “ensure 
that the glue instantly crystallises and the 
shell hardens to a perfect cylinder”. 

the review kit is in traditional sizes, 
24"x14", 13"x9" and 16"x16" with 14"x7" 
snare, and the shells have what Dw calls its 
hVLt lay-up. this stands for Vertical Low 
timbre with a horizontal outer veneer. there 
are eight plies, each 1/36" thick, making up a 
thin but strong, roughly ¼" straight-sided 
shell. the actual lay-up is five vertical (short) 
plies and three horizontal (long) plies in the 
following configuration from the outside in: 
hV, VhV, VhV. So the inner ply is laid 
vertically but the outer ply is horizontal,  
in the classic manner.

cherry is a beautiful wood with an 
irregular swirling grain in honey coloured 
light brown. But what really knocked me out 
was the sheer quality of the finish. Described 

From £695 DW’s Collectors Series has long been one of the top kits in 
the world, and this new pure cherry wood version is proving a big hit 

DW ColleCtors’ 
series Cherry 
Wood kit 
worDS: Geoff Nicholls

as hard Satin matte Lacquer it’s a natural 
cherry, and ‘smooth’ does not tell half the 
tale. it’s perhaps the most flawless finish i’ve 
ever passed a hand over. Dw is famous for 
its vast choice of custom Shop finishes, but 
any other would surely be sacrilege. 

inside there’s a bit of a nap left on the 
vertical grain veneer. each interior also has  
a paper quality label certificate bearing its 
order number and timbre matched note:  
c# (13"), F# (16"), e (24") and B (snare).

outside we have the distinctive turret lugs 
set on rubber gaskets and Dw’s discreet Stm 
(Suspension tom mount) which is also 
isolated by big soft rubber rings. the Stm’s 
low profile steel band detracts minimally 
from the drum’s appearance.   

talking of metal work, Dw offers 
hardware in chrome, nickel, gold, satin 
chrome or black nickel. our kit has the new 
nickel plate, although i confess i assumed it 
was chrome until reading the boxes. it was 
then i realised the nickel is warmer in hue 
than chrome and is a subtle classy 
accompaniment to the cherry wood. 

Dw offers several alternative floor tom legs 
in the guise of short or long legs in steel or 
aluminium. our 16" tom has standard steel 21" 
legs (the alternative is 25"), which are plenty 
long enough and seriously heavy duty.  

the tom hoops are also different in that, 
although triple-flanged, they are thick 
2.3mm and the top lip is bent right over 
making them flatter, more comfortable and 
stable. they are also engraved with the 
legend ‘Dw true hoop’. 

along with the hefty bass drum spurs, 
generally meaty hardware and weighty 

the extra-fine thread means 
you Can be more fussy With  
your tuning. and the tension 
somehoW feels more seCure

Bass drum
Front logo Ebony Resonant 

head has small ½" holes 
drilled in the perimeter to 

allow the escape of air

Floor tom legs
DW offers long or short legs 
in heavy steel or lightweight 
aluminium with contoured 

memory locks
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PRICE
24"x14",�£1,793;�13"x9",�
£860;�16"x16",�£1,075;�
14"x7",�£695�

SHELL MATERIAL
100�percent�cherry�wood

CONSTRUCTION
HVLT�ply�Vertical�Low�
Timbre�with�Horizontal�
outer�veneer

PLIES 
Toms:�8�plies,�1/36"�thick

BEARING EDGES 
Toms:�standard�45°�with�
45°�countercut;�bass�
drum�and�snare:�60°�

FINISHES 
Hard�Satin�Matte�
Lacquer�Natural�Cherry�
(as�pictured).�All�other�
Custom�Shop�finishes�
are�available

HOOPS 
Toms:�2.3mm�triple-�
flanged�steel�True�
Hoops�in�nickel�plate;
bass�drum:�matching�
cherry�wood�ply

LUGS PER DRUM 
DW�turret�lugs:�24",�20;�
16",�16;�13”,�12;�14”�
snare,�10;�True�Pitch�
50™�fine�tuning�
stainless�steel�rods

HARDWARE 
COLOURS
Choice�of�Chrome,�
Nickel�(as�pictured),�
Gold,�Satin�Chrome�or�
Black�Nickel

SHELLS
Toms,�8"�to�18"�
diameter;�bass�drums,�
16"�to�28"�diameter

SUPPLIED HEADS 
Toms:�DW/Remo�Clear�
Ambassador-weight�
batters�and�Clear�
resonants;�bass�drum:�
DW/Remo�PS3�style�
Clear�batter�and�Ebony�
vented�logo�head;�snare:�
DW�Ambassador-weight�
White�Coated�batter

TOM MOUNTS 
Small�tom:�DW�STM�
mount;�floor�tom:�3�
heavy�duty�legs;�choice�
of�two�lengths�in�steel�or�
aluminium

CONTACT 
Westside�Distribution
0844�326�2000
www.dwdrums.com

Essential spec 
Natural Cherry
For the first time the 

Collectors Series drums are 
offered in 100 percent, 
eight-ply cherry wood NiCkel plated hardware

Other hardware colour options 
are Chrome, Black Nickel, Gold 
or Satin Chrome

Watch our DW Collector's 
Series kit video demo at  
http://bit.ly/dwcherrykit

media://vod.musicradar-vod.apple.adaptive.level3.net/m29yfs5Jw2r6u.mp4
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coming back big-time. the 24"x14" bass 
drum was a 1970s rock favourite, adopted 
from the swinging big bands and Buddy 
rich. after years of 22"x18"s, no sooner do 
you wack this beast than you realise it’s the 
size you need for that firm and fast, 
slamming rich-Bonham type of sound. 

irrespective of the narrow bass drum, my 
first impression of the cherry wood was of 
quite a hard-edged flavour. with the 
classic-sized 13"x9" and 16"x16" toms the 
attack is focused and mean. underneath the 
timbre is warm and quite dark, less so than, 

say, the Bubinga that has become popular 
lately, but also less bright and open than 
maple. i was happiest with the tuning from 
medium to low which emphasises the cherry 
punch while allowing the full tone to develop.

thoughtful innovation comes into play 
again with the snare. Dw’s latest mag 
throw-off is a splendid multi-tasking design. 
the strainer is a chunky radial bracket which 
is magnetic so that it stays up. Previous such 
designs have had a habit of dropping away 
under hard playing. it also incorporates a neat 
horizontal tension knob. on the butt end 
there is a 3P three Position lever. again this 
has been tried before, but locating it on the 
butt instead of trying to integrate it on the 

cherry wood, this is one heavy kit, but 
one which feels solid, reliable and special. 

Hands On
the raison d’être of the VLt (vertical low 
timbre) ply lay-up is that five of the eight 
cross plies are set vertically, including the 
crucial inner one. this helps to project a 
lower fundamental. Vertical inner plies are 
nothing new, but make sense as there is less 
tension and the air column is aided in 
zooming up and down the shell. 

the true Pitch stainless steel tension rods 

have 30 percent more threads, finer than the 
industry standard. as a result it took ages just 
to remove the six-lug hoop from the small 
tom, though the extra-fine thread means you 
can be more fussy with your tuning and the 
tension somehow feels more secure. 

also on the plus side, the design of the 
Stm means that having unscrewed the rods 
the hoop lifts off without having to uncouple 
the mounting bracket (a downer on some 
other designs). the Stm bracket is simply 
wrapped around four turret lugs and is 
separate from the tension rods themselves. 
on to those shell sizes. you’ll be bored with 
me crowing on about 14"-deep bass drums, 
but once again here’s evidence they are 

VERDICT: DW keeps innovating and 
improving on what is already a great 
drum series. This is the cherry on the 
cake of drum craftsmanship with 
extraordinary attention to detail.  
At a price… 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 Rating 

Also try…

1
YAMAHA 
ABSOLUTE 
HYBRID MAPLE 
SERIES KIT 
We say: “Award�winning�
next�step�in�Yamaha’s�
long-standing�mission��
to�make�the�most�
cutting-edge�production�
drum�kits�in�the�world.”

2
TAMA STAR 
SERIES KIT 
We say: “Tama’s�
fabulous�new�top-end�
series�will�make�you�the�
star�of�the�show.”

Why cherry?
“We�had�experimented�with�
cherry�for�quite�some�time,�
especially�on�snare�drums.�We’d�
offered�solid�shell�cherry�drums�

in�the�past�and�started�trying�some�plied�
configurations.�Since�we�offered�Rotary�Cut�
Cherry�as�one�of�our�Exotic�finish�options,�we�
had�the�wood�on�hand�and�it�was�easy�for�us�to�
prototype�shells�until�we�arrived�at�what�we�
considered�to�be�the�optimal�thickness�and�
grain�orientation.”�

Why hVlT?
“HVLT�simply�worked�best�for�cherry.�It’s�a�very�
musical�wood�and�we�wanted�that�to�shine�
through�with�a�full�tonal�range�and�‘playability’.�
We�wanted�it�to�be�something�that�inspired�
drummers�to�be�more�creative.�HVLT�gave�us�
the�right�amount�of�low-end,�resonance�and�
overall�roundness.�Our�new�two-ply�AA�heads�
also�helped�the�cause.�They�added�to�the�
punchy�warm�quality�that�drummers�adore.”�

Anything else?
“If�you�like�the�sound�of�cherry�and�are�into�
vintage�drums,�check�out�our�new�Jazz�Series�
Cherry�drums.�Cherry�and�gum�wood�is�a��
lovely�combination.”�

scott Donnell   
Vice President of Marketing  
for DW Drums

They say…

no sooner do you WaCk this beast 
than you realise it’s the size you 
need for that hard and fast, 
slamming riCh-bonham sound

throw-off side is smart. the comfy lever 
increases or decreases the snare tension 
effectively, giving you practical flexibility. 
this is no gimmick, it is solidly engineered 
and works. the drum itself is like the rest of 
the kit with an edge to it, a focused birch-like 
crack, but with a warmth which is always 
woody toned whether tuned high or low.  

Dw’s heads are specially modified remos. 
the batter is basically a Powerstroke-3, but 
the internal damping flap is marginally 
narrower. mind you, this makes not the 
slightest difference here as the drum also 
comes kitted out with twin damping pillows. 
these effectively stifle half the resonance, the 
result being a great dry crack of shudderingly 
deep and shocking proportions. 

But this amount of damping rather 
defeats the purpose, so i remove the pillows 
and tried a medium, open tuning. now you 
can hear the full tone of the shell and the 
mighty presence of the drum. the speed of 
the narrow drum combined with the clear 
edginess of the cherry brings out a full, rich 
but direct tone. 

hVlt CoNstruCtioN
Shells have Vertical Low Timbre 
construction; five of the eight 
cross-plies are set vertically to 
help project a lower fundamental 
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T
urkish company t-cymbals prides 
itself on offering drummers a 
different slant on buying cymbals; 
it styles itself as a ‘custom cymbal 

company’ and will happily make a set of 
cymbals to your specification, even down  
to logo design and colour, in its factory in 
istanbul. if you ever fancied a set of 18" 
hi-hats, or a 24" china (who hasn’t?), they’re 
the people to talk to.        

For those of us who find ourselves 
paralysed by the choice offered by its 
cymbal equivalent of a large box of 
chocolates, t-cymbals also offers a broad 
range of ‘off the shelf’ cymbals designed to 
cover practically all musical genres. 

all of t-cymbals’ products are hand-made 
by skilled craftsmen and use a B20 alloy, 
which is comprised of 80 percent copper 
and 20 percent tin, with small amounts of 
silver. t-cymbals says boldly that “cymbal 
making is not a secret, it is not about secret 
alloys or formulas” but that it’s all about how 
you work the metal. Based on its years of 
experience making cymbals for other 
companies, t-cymbals thinks it has come up 
with a range of cymbals that offer something 
to everyone. the ‘metalshop’ range is said to 
be ‘heavy sounding’ and designed to cut 
through today’s modern rock music.

Build 
we’ve been sent a selection of metalshop 
cymbals – a hefty 22" ride, 19" crash, a 
metalshop extreme 16" crash, and the 14" 
metalshop hi-hats. 

all of the cymbals share a distinctive 
appearance – from the bell to about two 
inches from the edge is very lightly lathed 

From £159 ‘Metalshop’ conveys the image of hard, industrial toil and 
sparks flying everywhere. T-Cymbals’ new offerings get down and dirty… 

T-CymBals 
Metalshop 
extreMe cyMbals 
words: Jake Stacey

and scattered with deep random hammer 
marks, and then from the edge in each 
cymbal is close-lathed – there is a slight  
but distinct ‘ridge’ where the lathed  
section meets the ‘raw’ section, which 
shows that material was removed 
during the final lathing. all of the 
cymbals on test are ‘brilliant’ 
finish, but there’s some evidence 
of the violent processes each 
cymbal had to pass through to 
reach this stage. 

the bells are somewhere 
between the ‘traditional’ turkish 
flatter bell and the more 
protruding ‘modern’ american 
style. the ride and 19" crash have 
hammer marks that extend over the 
bell, but the 16" extreme crash and the 
hats don’t have any. 

the undersides of all the cymbals show 
evidence of substantial hammering but have 
all been close-lathed from edge to bell.

the top of each cymbal is screenprinted 
with the t-cymbals logo and the metalshop 
or metalshop extreme stencil design in 
black, which stands out well against the 
shining brilliant polished finish.

these cymbals will also look good on a 
stand, if that sort of thing matters to you!

Hands On 
we set the metalshop cymbals up together 
and prepared to be assaulted. t-cymbals  
say that the metalshop range is designed  
for rock, be it alternative, hard rock, metal, 
or prog.

the hi-hats are heavy and their weight 
means they cut through immediately – pedal 

the ride looks like a beast, but is 
surprisingly controlled – the unlathed 
upper surface working to control the 
wash and give a defined stick sound

them closed there’s a clear and crisp ‘chick’ 
and closed sticking is articulate and bright. 
half-open they slosh like a dirty laid-back 
new orleans groove, and really let you get 
into long, loud quarter-notes. Fully open 
they roar but can easily be brought under 
control with the pedal. they would work as 
well in a funk setting as a heavy rock one. 

the ride looks like a beast, but is 
surprisingly controlled – the unlathed  
upper surface working to control the wash 
and give a defined stick sound. it’s more 
complex than you might think at first  
glance – a darker fundamental tone gives 

hi-hats
Metalshop hi-hats are 
heavy, and this weight 

means they cut through 
immediately

Also try…

1
Ufip Extatic 
cymbals 
We say: “These metals 
would be at home in a 
pop or rock set, but 
could also handle funk 
and fusion. The  
crashes are stellar 
performers.”

2
sabian aax-V 
cymbals 
We say: “Archetypically 
modern cymbals. Their 
sleek looks are matched 
by clean, cutting sounds 
and they would fit into 
many musical 
situations.”
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Price
14” Metalshop hi-hats, 
£210; 19” crash, £195; 
22” ride, £259; 16” 
Metalshop Extreme 
crash, £159

cast or 
Pressed
Cast

alloy used 
B20

Finish 
Brilliant 

hand or 
machine 
hammered 
Hand-hammered

country oF 
manuFacture 
Turkey

diameters 
available 
10" (splash) to 24" (ride)

models 
available
Hi-hats, rides, splashes, 
crashes, and chinas

suitable For
Rock, alternative, metal, 
punk

contact 
T-Cymbals UK
07786864263
ttaylor228@icloud.com

Essential spec 

hammering
Ride and 19” crash have 
hammer marks that 
extend across the bell

more of a ‘tung’ than ‘ping’ but when  
you really lay into it each note is clear and 
you have to be really giving it some welly  
for it to get away from you. Perhaps as a 
result of the flatter profile the bell isn’t  
quite the ‘power chorus’ type but it cuts 
through nicely and responds well to complex 
sticking patterns. 

the 19" crash is all about power. smash it 
and it opens into a wall of explosive sound, 
but its size and hammering mean it’s 
lower-pitched but works well with the ride. 
crash-riding, it roars, but each stroke can  
still be discerned. it also responds well to 

lighter touches – you don’t need to batter  
it for it to speak easily, but up the intensity 
and the volume increases. given its size it 
decays relatively quickly, meaning it could 
easily work as your only crash

the 16" extreme crash is an altogether 
different animal – high pitched, almost sizzly, 
it decays quickly but has an almost trashy 
attack – it cuts through the mix aggressively. 
Perfect for accenting parts together with the 
snare, it works best as an ‘effects'-style crash 
rather than as a main crash. Paired with the 
19" it gives a distinct metallic edge to the 
wall of noise. 

BeLLs
Cymbal bells are somewhere 
between traditional flat 
Turkish bells and more 
protruding modern style

21” ride
Ride is surprisingly 
controlled, with a defined 
stick sound and a darker 
fundamental tone

VERDICT: t-cymbals’ Metalshop series 
offers those players looking for heavier 
cymbals a broad choice of complex and 
musical instruments right off the shelf, 
backed by t-cymbals’ experience and 
craftsmanship. 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 RaTing 
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T
he formula for producing a drum 
sample pack is well and truly set: 
choose a big-name producer, 
team him with a well-known 

drummer, send them to a studio where 
some massive albums have been made and 
arm them with some of the best drums, mics 
and outboard gear money can buy. that’s all 
good, and we’ve benefited hugely from 
these advances in sound with our e-kits.  
But not everyone plays classic rock. Some 
people play more groove-based music,  
and capturing that authentic sound with 
standard acoustic samples is difficult.  
unless you’re toontrack, that is…        

Build
no matter what sounds you’re dealing with, 
someone needs to produce it. in this case, 
it’s toontrack mainman mattias eklund and 
alexander Juneblad (the Supreme 
Beatmaker academics). in true toontrack 
style, your sounds are loaded into virtual 
‘slots’ on a drum kit, the core of which looks 
pretty standard – a four-piece kit with hats, 
crash, ride and splash cymbals, and the main 
thrust of the sounds is derived from acoustic 
drum sounds. in addition to this, though, are 
percussion, drum machines, sample pads 
and an effects cymbal. what this means is 
that for every ‘kit’ you can have a whopping 
39 different sounds! 

Hands on
Let’s get this straight: ezX hip-hop! is vast. 
under the hood are over 200 sounds, all 
geared around hip-hop, and what’s maybe 
more surprising is that there isn’t a lot of filler. 

clearly a man that knows his hip-hop 
history, academics has built a range of sounds 
from every golden era of the genre. if you’re 
expecting dated scratch samples  
or generic sounds then don’t. these are 
tastefully designed snappy staccato snares, 
round kicks, crunchy hi-hats and processed 
toms. the included presets deliver kit sounds 
spanning everything from early funk-sampled 
and electro hip-hop, to ‘intelligent’ ’90s 
sounds like J Dilla and a tribe called Quest 
through to the neptunes and kanye west. 
one of the best things about the collection is 
that the heart of each kit – while acoustic – is 

£42.95 Forget acoustically designed rooms and multi-position mics, 
we’re digging in the crates for dusty vintage sounds 

ToonTrack  
EZX Hip-Hop!
worDS: Stuart WilliamS

often gated, clipped or crushed to give a truly 
authentic sound. Loading in new kits and 
sounds actually makes you want to play in a 
different style, so much so that we couldn’t 
get through them quickly enough!

one drawback of playing these types  
of sounds live is consistency. whereas we 
usually rave about dynamic layers for 
realism, the reverse is almost true in this 
case. it’s most noticeable on hi-hats where 
playing ‘too human’ can spoil the groove. 
with such staccato sounds, it’s advisable to 
take a leaf out of electro-acoustic master 
andy gangadeen’s book, and kill some of the 
dynamics from your pads. 

Price
£42.95

SoundS
Over 200

PreSetS 
16

SyStem 
requirementS 
Windows 7 or newer, 
Pentium 4 or Athlon 
processor with 2 GB 
RAM; Mac OS X 10.6 or 
higher, Intel-based Mac 
with 2 GB RAM. EZ 
Drummer 2 or later 

contAct 
Time + Space
01837 55200
www.toontrack.com

Essential spec 

drum kit
Sounds are loaded into 

virtual ‘slots’ on a drum 
kit. Watch our live demo  

at bit.ly/ezxhip-hop

sounds
The pack has over 200 
sounds, from early 
funk-sampled and 
electro to more modern 
hip-hop sounds

VERDICT: toontrack have pushed the 
boat out on this one. it’s refreshing to 
see such a great, and vast, collection of 
sounds aimed not only at production 
whizzes, but actual drummers with 
sticks. if you’re looking to embellish 
your live set-up with some electronic 
sounds via pads and a laptop, we’d 
whole-heartily recommend it. at this 
price, you won’t find better. 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 raTing 
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S
onor is currently overhauling all its 
hardware series. at the top end is 
the german-built 6000 series, 
followed by the mid-range 4000 

and the budget 2000, both made in china.        
For review we have a standard 2000 

series pack, comprising a snare and hi-hat 
stands, two mini-boom cymbal stands and a 
bass pedal. there are also alternatives within 
the 2000 series, not reviewed here. thus the 
single-braced stands of the 100 series 
become the SSLt (lightweight) 2000 
hardware, while the SSXS (extra short) 2000 
snare stand has a lowered basket height.

Build
although intended to accompany Sonor’s 
budget essential Force series kits, the 
standard 2000 hardware is reassuringly 
strong. Double-braced tripod bases are  
as heavy duty as anyone except the most 
violent beast of a player would need.  
other new features include ergonomically 
comfortable semi-circular wing nuts and 
gearless snare drum basket tilter, while all 
cymbal tilter threads are changed from 
6mm to industry-standard 8mm.

Hands On
with any boom cymbal stand the fear is of 
toppling. well, Sonor’s new monster rubber 
feet have outstanding grip, combining with 
the massive tripod spread (each leg is 
around 45cm) to infer excellent stability. 
with just the one vertical extension tube,  
the mini boom stands are restricted in 
height, but unlikely to topple. all Sonor’s 
cymbal stands now have a retractable boom 
arm – meaning you can slot it in vertically  
or as an angled boom. the 2000’s knurled 
12mm boom arm is just 36cm (14") long, 
extended by a finely ratcheted 12cm tilter 
and new rubber cymbal sleeve cup.

another must for some of us is provided 
in the snare basket tilter which is thankfully 
gearless. geared tilters, even when the  
teeth are fine (and thus inevitably not  
the strongest) never give you the precise  
angle you want

Both hi-hat and bass pedals have the 
distinctive Sonor target logo footplate, 
hinged at the heel. after studying Jojo 

£314 Sonor rationalises and updates its budget hardware 
pack built to accompany its Essential Force series kits 

SONOR new 2000 
SeRIeS HARDwARe 
worDS: Geoff Nicholls

mayer’s latest DVD, i’m 
not sure that friction grip 
footplates like this are the best 
design, but i did manage some foot slide. 
the hi-hat is a good compromise between 
strength and weight – it’s actually lighter 
than the mini-boom stands. there’s a 
memory lock for height adjustment, plus 
simple solid tilter and clutch designs. 

while the hi-hat chain tension is not 
adjustable, the spring on the bass drum 
pedal obviously is. this SP473 pedal is 
actually from the 4000 series and has  
a single chain over a direct-drive semi-
circular cam, lined with felt for silence. 
there’s a full base-plate, but the pedal is 
clamped to the bass drum hoop underneath 
(not from the side), which is always slightly 

PRICE
MBS2000�Mini�Boom�
stands�(x2),�SS2000�
snare�stand,�HH2000�
hi-hat,�SP473�bass�drum�
pedal,�£314

CONSTRUCTION 
Chromed�steel

NEW FEATURES 
Enlarged�rubber�feet;�
gearless�snare�basket;�
ergonomic�wing�screw�
design;�industry�
standard�8mm�thread�
cymbal�tilter;�new�M8�
rubber�sleeve�cymbal�
cup;�retractable�12mm�
knurled�boom�arm�

COUNTRY OF 
MANUFACTURE 
China

CONTACT 
Sutherland��
Trading�Co.�Ltd
02920�887333
info@sutherlandtrading.
com�
www.sonor.com

Essential spec 

MINI BOOM
Mini boom cymbal stands 

feature retractable, knurled 
boom arms which can be set 

straight or as boom arms

RUBBER FEET
New rubber feet 
design increases the 
ground contact  
of the stands, 
improving stability

awkward. a removable toe-stop adjusts 
forwards/backwards by about one inch. 
Personalised playing adjustments are via  
the spring and the stroke angle, while the 
beater head is double-sided, offering hard 
plastic or felt. 

VERDICT: sturdy enough for most 
semi-pro gigging, with exceptionally 
stable tripods and massive rubber feet, 
the updated 2000 series pack reflects 
sonor’s lofty reputation in the 
hardware field. 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 RatiNg 
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O
riginally conceived as a 
percussion company back in 
1958, natal have combined their 
traditional conga and bongo 

building techniques with some serious drum 
kit know-how to create the original ‘Stave’ 
and ‘Pure Stave’ snare drum ranges. after 
taking a look at the Pure Stave walnut in 
2013, we now bring you the full collection of 
these British-made drums with a few extra 
size options and a whopping price reduction.        

Build
here we have all six varieties of Pure Stave 
snare drums. they are made up of maple, 
ash and walnut woods, each available in 
14"x5½" and more recently, 14"x6½". all 
snares sport a natural wood finish, complete 
with a coating of natural beeswax to protect 
the outer layer and create a smooth finish 
– no lacquers or wraps in sight here.

the drums appear exceptionally well  
built, with an abundance of hefty chrome 
hardware adorning each shell. this is 
comprised of 2.3mm triple-flanged chrome 
hoops, natal’s own ‘Sun Lugs’ with 
‘true-tune’ tension rods, ‘tri-throw’ snare 
strainers, 20-strand snare wires and a 
die-cast natal sun logo badge for each drum. 
combined with the sheer bulk of the 
¾"-thick wooden staves, they are incredibly 
weighty but also feel decidedly sturdy; like 
they could take a serious beating.

most noteworthy in terms of the build is 
of course the use of a stave manufacturing 
process versus the more typical ply-wood. 
according to natal, “while ply is a very 
effective material for making snare drum 
shells, it does not have the freer, more 

£249 Natal’s expanded Pure Stave snare range seems like a 
whole lot of drum for the money… 

Natal Pure 
Stave Snare 
DrumS 
wordS: Tom Bradley

musical, resonance of stave. also, 
stave-constructed shells use less glue, 
allowing the resonant waves to vibrate more 
intensely.” this method also creates a 
vertical wood grain which is designed to 
create even further resonance.

on examination of the outer 
shell, the smooth joins in the 
wood visibly help to create  
a unique display of the 
natural, vertical wood 
grain. upon inspecting  
the inner shell, it  
becomes easier to  
see the tremendous 
craftsmanship that has 
gone into constructing 
these drums. it is possible 
to see the jig-saw like joints 
of each piece of wood 
within the precision cut 
bearing edges. unlike the 
outside of the shell which has 
been cleanly lathed and sanded 
to create a smooth finish, the 
inside has been left untouched, 
allowing the natural curve of each 
stave to be seen.

Hands On
First up is the 5½" maple and this snare 
certainly lives up to expectation on the 
resonance front. the lightest flick aimed at 
the centre of the batter head produces a 
long, high-pitched ring from the drum’s 
shell. it quickly becomes clear at this point 
that this is going to be a lively drum!

with a stick in hand, the ringing is ever 
present but is now balanced by a focused 

unleaShing the Power ProDuceD by  
the thick StaveD wooD, a tremenDouS 
backbeat iS ProDuceD that coulD Drive 
the heavieSt of rock banDS

HOOPS
Hefty chrome hardware 

includes 2.3mm 
triple-flanged hoops

Stave cOnStructiOn
Stave method of 
construction creates a 
vertical wood grain which 
promotes resonance

Also try…

1
Sakae Snare 
drumS 
We say: “Beautifully 
hand-made snares in 
surprisingly under-used 
beech wood.”

2
Pearl 
SenSitone 
Premium Wood 
SnareS 
We say: “Pearl’s  
pro standard range  
has been extensively 
overhauled, and  
these wood snares  
all boast the Premium 
specification with  
new ARL arched  
bridge lugs.”
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PRICES
£249 each

SHELL MATERIAL
Ash, Maple or Walnut

CONSTRUCTION 
METHOD 
Stave

NUMBER OF 
PLIES 
N/A 

BEARING EDGES 
45° with a coating of 
beeswax

FINISHES 
AVAILABLE 
Natural

HOOPS 
2.3mm triple-flanged 
– chrome

SHELL 
AVAILABILITY
14"x5½" and 14"x6½"

SUPPLIED  
HEADS
Remo Coated 
Ambassador batter  
and Remo hazy 
Ambassador resonant

LUGS PER DRUM 
10 Natal Sun Lugs with 
True-Tune rods

SNARE STRAINER 
Natal Tri-Throw

SNARE WIRES 
Natal 20 strand

CONTACT
Natal Drums
01908 375411
www.nataldrums.com

Essential spec 

SHeLLS
Pure Stave range 
includes shells made 
from maple, ash  
and walnut

attack. a spot of dampening helps tame the 
overtones and promotes a bellowing crack. 
the rimshot, though, is where the magic 
really happens. unleashing the power 
produced by the thick staved wood, a 
tremendous backbeat is produced that could 
drive the heaviest of rock bands. the drum 
also creates a beautifully woody cross-stick 
tone that is able to cut through the mix.

naturally, the 6½" maple shell is slightly 
lower-pitched than its shallower counterpart, 
lacking in the shorter snap of the rimshot, but 
bringing to the table more depth of tonality 
and a slightly longer note. the ash snares not 
only look beautiful but sound it too. they 
produce a drier attack which is easier to 
manage and provide a more mature 
characteristic than the maple. with additional 

sensitivity under hand, articulate ghost notes 
are produced with minimal effort yet there is 
still plenty of weight in the backbeat.

easily my favourite of the six, the walnut 
snare brings a touch of class in both 
appearance and musicality. with the 6½" 
model placed on the stand, i am instantly 
smitten. given its naturally darker tone, the 
drum springs into life at even the lowest of 
tunings – absolutely spot on for that classic 
gadd-style beefy backbeat. with a few extra 
key turns, the drum comes into its own – 
each stick-hit commanding a highly resonant 
and warm yet focused sound from the 
staved walnut shell. Like the ash, ghost notes 
are well pronounced and there is an 
enormous dynamic range at hand.

even with the supplied single-ply heads 
and triple-flanged hoops there is still a focus 
in the sound and plenty of weight in the 
rimshot of each of these drums. a thicker 
head would help to control the abundance  
of natural overtones and would almost 

VERDICT: These snares seem to cope 
with anything you can throw at them, 
feeling at home within the majority of 
styles. Beautifully crafted, high-end 
drums without the price tag. 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 RatiNg 

certainly make them easier to tune.
natal’s notched ‘tri-throw’ snare strainer 

and the 20-strand snare wires are a strong 
pairing. the ability to throw the wires into a 
looser middle setting for a quick tonal 
change works wonderfully in theory, but 
adjustments on the fly are a little fiddly and 
it takes some work to get from the loose 
setting to ‘off’ in a hurry. this could just be 
sausage fingers on my part though, so it is 
recommended that you try it for yourself!

with the resonant qualities of these 
drums, it would be exciting to see plans for a 
piccolo version at some point in the future. 

Watch our Natal video demo at  
bit.ly/natalsnares
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M
etal-shelled kits have enjoyed 
a patchy history. Bonzo briefly 
played a monster stainless 
steel kit, and carl Palmer 

famously commissioned British Steel to 
make a steel shelled kit and had a cast 
bronze kit made with Paiste, but on the 
whole metal shells tend to be restricted  
to snares, with wood being the preferred 
material for toms and bass drums. 

echo custom Drums channels over  
40 years’ worth of experience of working 
with metal into its custom drum lines – 
offering brass, aluminium, steel and  
copper on a completely custom basis, echo 
can cater for even the most demanding 
player’s requirements.        

Build
the kit echo has sent us comprises a 13"x9" 
rack tom, an 18"x16" floor tom, a 24"x14" 
bass drum and a matching 14"x8" snare.

Straight out of the cases it’s apparent that 
we’re dealing with something a bit special: 
the naked copper of the shells shines like a 
new penny, polished to a lustre that gleams 
when it catches the light. the chrome fittings 
set the copper off nicely, and coupled with 
the brass-finish etched badges the overall 
impression is of some artisan masterwork – 
which is appropriate, given the nature of the 
instruments we’re testing!

each shell is formed by hand, and has two 
offset beads enclosing a central hammered 
band around the middle of the shell. the 
beads are hand-rolled before the central 
strip is hand-hammered, so no two shells  
are alike. the bearing edges are hand-spun 
which involves drawing them from the shell 
material, so the round-over is all-natural and 

£2,800 EcHo Custom Drums’ copper-shelled drum kit means you’ll 
need to have saved up a fair few coppers – but is it worth it? 

EcHo custoM 
DruMs Cuprano 
Custom drum kit 
worDS: Jake Stacey

one piece. the toms and bass drum have 
one vent, and the snare has two. 

the lugs are chromed double-post tube 
lugs, evoking a touch of vintage class, and 
are backed by hard composite washers to 
isolate the shell. the toms feature chromed 
triple-flanged hoops and the 13" has a 
suspension mount. the bass drum is 
undrilled, and adds to the lavish finishing 
with solid brushed aluminium counterhoops 
etched with the legend ‘echo custom Drums’ 
around their circumference and a branded 
‘echo’ resonant bass drum skin. 

all of the drums (and the bass drum 
hoops) on the cuprano kit are lacquered to 
protect the polished finish, but as this is a 
custom kit if you’d prefer them to develop  
a patina then you’re free to specify that. 

the snare drum is deep, and features the 
same shell construction as the toms, but has 
echo’s unique hand-fabricated snare beds: 
the bearing edges are formed the same way, 
but then a section is cut back to the straight 
shell and the edges rounded, forming a 
clean snare bed for the wires to lay across. 
it’s fitted with Puresound wires and a trick 
gS007 three-stage strainer. the kit is fitted 
with evans heads – coated evans 360 g2 
batters and clear g1 reso’s on the toms and 
snare, and an emaD on the bass drum 
batter, with a black evans branded reso. 

Set up for the first time, the cuprano 
looks like Brunel’s idea of a drum kit – ideal 
for those ‘Steampunk’ gigs! i’m sure ol’ 
isambard would have approved of the 
evident craftsmanship on show. 

Hands on 
this is a big kit, though it’s nice to see  
a traditional 14"-deep bass drum. the 

paradoxiCally the tone is almost woody, 
but with a Crystalline Clarity that 
wooden-shelled drums just don’t possess

beading
Each shell is formed by 

hand, and offset beads are 
hand-rolled before the 

central strip is hammered 
so no two shells are alike

relatively shallow depth means that it has  
a fast attack for such a large drum; just 
unpacked from the cases, it has a full attack, 
the emaD limiting any unwanted overtones 
but allowing the full front head to give it a 
touch of ‘woof’ to the huge initial strike. it’s a 
cliché, but the large diameter and unported 
head mean it’s great for giving in to those 
Bonzo moments!

the toms are open and resonant, the 
evans 360 two-ply heads sitting flush across 
the bearing edges and offering easy tuning. 
tuned high, the toms are full and rounded, 
offering a longish decay and a clear 
fundamental note. tuned down a bit, there’s 
a prominent ‘thwack’ underscored by a 
warm, full tone. 

the thin shells mean that the drums 
sustain well but never outstay their 
welcome. the floor tom thunders down low 
but doesn’t choke under fast sticking.

if the rest of the kit was a work of art, the 

Also try…

1
VK Drums 
stainless  
steel Kit  
We say: “A beast of a kit 
with enough power to 
wake the whole of 
Sheffield!”

2
Q Drum Copper 
shelleD Kit 
We say: “Striking, funky, 
powerful warm sound 
and exceptional 
dynamic range courtesy 
of the riveted copper 
shells and excellent 
maple edges.”
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Price
£2,800

Shell Material
Copper

conStruction 
Method 
Welded manipulated 
sheet metal with  
spun edges

nuMber  
of PlieS 
Single 

bearing edgeS 
30° round-over

finiSheS 
available 
As pictured

hooPS/riMS 
Triple-flanged on toms 
and snare, custom 
brushed finish 
aluminium etched bass 
drum hoops

Shell 
availability
Custom

SuPPlied headS
Evans Level 360

toM MountS 
Undrilled bass drum, 
suspension mount on 
tom

Snare Strainer 
Trick GS007

contact 
EcHo Custom Drums
enquiries@
echocustomdrums.com
07801 586219

Essential spec 

bearing edges
Bearing edges are hand- 

spun which involves drawing 
them from the shell material, 

so the round-over is all natural

finish
Drums are lacquered to protect 
the polished finish, but you can 
specify if you’d prefer them 
unlacquered to develop a patina

snare is simply incredible. the thin shell, 
rounded edges and unique snare beds come 
together to make a snare that’s incredibly 
sensitive, almost to concert snare standards. 
it speaks authoritatively under light strokes 
allowing you to articulate ghost notes easily; 
hit harder and it gives a dry note with very 
little in the way of unwanted overtones; it 
sounds almost pre-eQ’d, which could be 

down to the hand-hammering which can dry 
snares out. 

Paradoxically the tone is almost woody, 
but with a crystalline clarity that wooden-
shelled drums just don’t possess. Despite  
its depth, the snare will take a high tuning 
without choking, and cranked up it  
displays impeccable manners and a  
killer funk backbeat. 

vents
Toms and bass drum have 
one vent, whereas the  
snare drum has two

VERDICT: the ecHo cuprano kit is quite 
simply stunning. the craftsmanship  
on display is immaculate and the 
instruments themselves offer 
something very different. 

Build Quality  
PlayaBility 
Value For Money  

 rating 
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AJAX  
DELUXE KIT

Circa1946

T
his is the second of Bevin Boys 
drummer will keel-Stocker’s 
pristine period kits, a British ajax 
made immediately following 

ww2. unlike last month’s pre-war carlton 
console outfit, this kit shows how ajax was 
the very image of modernity, turning the 
heads of the uk’s leading dance band 
percussors, including Jock cummings  
who played a similar set with the raF’s 
legendary Squadronaires.        

will says, “this custom special-order kit is 
a remarkable piece of drumming history. it 
represents one of the very first kits made by 
a major British manufacturer immediately 
after ww2. it is a ‘modern’ drumset, 
specifically designed for the playing of 
progressive styles introduced to the uk by 
american swing bands during the war. and 
for 70 years, this unique six-piece kit has not 
been split up!”

the line-up comprises 14"x7" Deluxe 
model snare drum with parallel action, two 
12"x9" toms, 14"x14" basket-mounted floor 
tom, 16"x16" tom with non-factory floor-tom 
legs (possibly Slingerland) and 26"x12" bass 
drum. “each drum is serial numbered and 
features a vertical-grain birch shell with 
reinforcing-rings and opaque painted 
interior. the toms and bass drum have 1930s 
(pre-war) ajax triangle badges. in the 1946 
catalogue the finish is listed as ‘Black 
celluloid’, actually a grey-green colour.”

will further tells rhythm, “the drums 
were bought while visiting friends in the 
north. i had not expected to buy a kit while 
on the trip, so i had to travel part-way home 
with it on the train! my friend drove us to a 
farm where the kit had resided for many 

Ajax Deluxe custom outfit based on Jock Cummings’ 1946 prototype for 
the Squadronaires RAF dance band
worDS: Geoff Nicholls photoS: Jesse Wild

years in a cow shed! the kit stunk the car 
out, the stench purportedly lingering in the 
cabin for weeks after.

“within two years i had accumulated  
a complete hardware package, including  
the incredibly rare floor tom basket stand 
(bought at the uk national Drum Fair) and 
no less than three ‘ajax Speed pedal’ 
hi-hat stands. i had to 
buy another 
same-model 
snare drum to 
repair this one. it’s 
cost a fortune, but it 
looks and sounds 
stunning, a piece of 
unique British drum 
history preserved for 
all to see.”

will quotes from 
ajax’s 1946 catalogue, 
which revealed, “Boosey 
& hawkes [ajax] have 
been full-out on war work 
– Lancaster [bomber] parts 
and other things for the 
past six years. we’re still 
working out new models 
and finishes, which is why 
we haven’t yet got a full 
catalogue to send you.” 
and will additionally 
suggests that while ajax in 
edgware, north London (and 
Beverley in yorkshire), were 
fast off the mark following ww2 to get 
modern-looking drums into production, the 
wooden shell construction suffered. “each 
drum [shell] is crudely made, the shells 

VinTAge geAr

“IT’s cosT a forTUnE, bUT IT  
LooKs anD soUnDs sTUnnIng, 
a pIEcE of UnIqUE brITIsh 
DrUm hIsTory prEsErvED 
for aLL To sEE” 
Owner will Keel-STOcKer

being wildly out-of-round and of generally 
low quality construction. they show signs of 
hand finishing, with brush-painted interiors 
and hand-shaped, uneven bearing edges. 
Despite this, the kit sounds awesome.” 
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■■RATCHETED■HOOP■MOUNTS
Provided�restricted�positional�options�for�the�small�toms�
before�the�advent�of�shell�mount�holders.

■■FLOOR■TOM
14"x14"�floor�tom�has�original�calf�bottom�head,�single�flanged�
hoops,�and�sits�on�rare�correct�period�Ajax�low�basket�stand.

■■SNARE■DRUM
14"x7"�Deluxe�drum�has�die-cast�hoops�and�typically�European�
slot-headed�lug�bolts,�plus�Ajax’s�post-war�oval�badge.

BOOSEY■AND■
HAWKES
The�Ajax�name�first�
appeared�around�1927�
on�drums�manufactured�
by�Hawkes�who�
combined�with�Boosey�
in�1930�to�become�
Boosey�and�Hawkes�Ltd.�

AJAX■ENDORSEES
In�1946�top-names�
playing�Ajax�included�
Jack�Parnell,�Jock�
Cummings,�Ray�
Ellington�and�Eric�
Delaney.�

JOCK■CUMMINGS
In�1946/7,�the�‘Jock�
Cummings�Outfit’�or�
‘Deluxe�Outfit’,�as�it�was�
also�known,�did�not�
include�the�extra�12"�
tom�and�was�priced�at�
£137,�the�equivalent�of�
£5,290�today!�

Need to know

ClassiC kit

In assocIatIon wIth…

www.ukdrumfair.com

■■BULLET■LUGS
Bullet�lugs,�developed�as�

early�as�1944,�were�an�Ajax�
feature,�only�replaced�at�the�
very�end,�around�1967,�with�
Ajax’s�final�Nu-Sound�range

■■PERIOD■STANDS
Will�spent�two�years�
hunting�for�the�correct�
period�stands�and�pedals�
to�complete�this�fine�kit

■■PEARL■WRAP
The�drums�are�

immaculate�from�the�
outside,�with�superbly�

chromed�die-cast�lugs�and�
single-flanged�tom�hoops
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ASK
GEOFF

Hi Larry, 
there is a seeming conundrum here. why 
are drums built for maximum resonance 
when most drummers dampen them? and 
that being the case, is there much point in 
buying an expensive drum when similar 
results can be had from a cheap one?
First thing to realise is that it’s not just drums 
but all acoustic instruments which have 
damping options. Violins can be played 

pizzicato, pianos have a soft pedal, guitarists 
and bassists muffle their strings, trumpets 
have mutes. other percussion instruments? 
Vibraphones have dampers while hand 
drums are played with open and closed 
strokes. even when it comes to cymbals, 
some are full bodied and long-sustaining, 
others are dry and short. 

resonant goal 
i could go on, but you get the idea. the 
instrument manufacturer’s job is generally  
to make the most resonant, full-toned 
instrument possible, and it’s then down to  
the musician to decide how much of that 

resonance is appropriate. and that may 
change, depending on the type of music, 
room acoustics, mics and so on. the point is 
that you can dampen resonance if there’s too 
much, but you cannot add it if it’s not there! 

Bass case
Vintage drums were factory-fitted with 
internal screw-up dampers, and bass drums 
had external clamp-on dampers, so drums 
have always had the capability of muffling. 
really heavy damping, though, came in as a 
direct result of close-miking, which evolved 
alongside modern rock, together with big 
amps and Pas from the late 1960s. the bass 
drum was particularly troublesome, it being 
the biggest and boomiest drum.

So off came the front head, while 
engineers stuffed the shell with pillows  
and drummers started to ‘bury’ the beater. 
Before this, rock drummers, just as jazz 
drummers, kept both heads intact with 
minimal damping and had to bounce the 
beater off the batter head. John Bonham 
came from that era and was outstandingly 
good at this, hence his mighty reputation. 

today this more resonant, tuneful 
approach is gradually returning, with more 
and more drummers keeping intact front 
bass drum heads with greatly reduced 
damping. engineers and producers need  
to be on board too… some are more 
sympathetic/enlightened than others. 
meanwhile, manufacturers have stopped 
selling new kits with port-holed bass drums. 

Cheap kit
So to answer your first question, when it 
comes to snares and toms, there are in fact 
many drummers who play them completely 
un-damped. But there are far fewer with no 
damping in their kick. hence your second 
question, can you therefore manage with a 
cheap kit, or at least a cheap bass drum? well, 
yes, you probably can in many instances. most 
sound comes from the heads, not the shells 

anyway. Still, there are small differences in 
tone and projection with different woods and 
sophisticated construction, which you can just 
about detect even when the drum is stuffed 
with pillows. and all the detail improvements 
add up – the more resonant, accurately 
rounded shell with silky bearing edges and 
fractionally deeper, warmer tone, combined 
with a gorgeous finish and heavy duty, 
reliable hardware. combined, these are the 
reasons for splashing out the big money. 
expensive drums are better, but sound-wise 
the margin is relatively small. Drummers pay 
a large premium for small, but not 
insignificant, sonic refinement. 

all the detail improvements  
add up, and are the reasons for 
splashing out the big money

Hi Geoff,
I would be interested to know how many 
drummers play their kit after tuning but 
without any dampening – and specifically  
the kick drum. There’s so much talk about  
the different type and make of heads, the 
huge selection of timbers available, sizes to 
choose from and the huge cost of a good 
quality kick… and then we stuff a pillow 
inside! Surely this defeats all the technical 
explanation the manufacturer offers about 
the materials used on their kits?

Most drummers I know go the pillow route 
and have all kinds of theories about the room 
acoustics and altering the sound when mics 
are used. My question is: is there any point in 
having a top-of-the-range kit when I am told 
the same result can be achieved with an 
inexpensive kit? 
Larry Kozak, Port elizabeth, South africa

Do you have a kit question for geoff?
Big or small, there isn’t a gear query that Rhythm  
expert Geoff Nicholls can’t grapple with.  
Email askgeoff@futurenet.com 

Damping is not new: 
vintage manufacturers 
often supplied their bass 
drums with large external 
clip-on dampers

rhythm
gear guru Geoff 
Nicholls bashes

out your kit 
conunDrums
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